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The False Bay dyke swarm is the southern-most set of Early Cretaceous dolerite dyke in-
trusions along the western margin of southern Africa associated with rifting of Gondwana and 
opening of the South Atlantic Ocean. Previous work highlighted the evolution of a single 
magma type from olivine-tholeiite basalt to ferro-tholeiite andesite. This thesis presents de-
tailed field observations of each dyke in the False Bay - Cape Peninsula region and the focus 
of the study is on the finer details of the differentiation process to define combined assimilation 
and fractional crystallisation models. 
Fractional crystallisation and assimilation trends are identified in the suite using both trace 
element and Sr-Nd isotope data; however, evidence of crustal assimilation is only pronounced 
in samples with less than 5 wt. % MgO. Initial differentiation (> 5 wt. % MgO) is characterised 
mainly by near closed-system fractional crystallisation, while the later stages of differenti-
ation show a progressively larger input from assimilation. Assimilation trends of the False 
Bay dolerites are modelled with various assimilant sources, including the Cape Granite Suite, 
the Malmesbury Group and the Bushmanland Terrane. The AFC models show that the ex-
posed country rocks of the False Bay dyke swarm, including Cape Granites and Malmesbury 
Group metasediments, are compositionally unfavourable for producing the observed assimila-
tion trends in the dykes. Instead, a more suitable crustal assimilant would be Mesoproterozoic 
gneisses similar to those exposed in the neighbouring Namaqua Province, which may underlie 
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This study was initiated in July 2009 as part of Inkaba yeAfrica, a collaborative research group 
of the Department of Geological Sciences and AEON (Africa Earth Observation Network) at 
the University of Cape Town and the GeoForschungsZentrum, a German Research Centre for 
Geosciences at Potsdam, Germany. Inkaba yeAfrica covers all manors of geoscientific and 
interdisciplinary topics, with focus of the research under the following project titles: 
1. Heart of Africa 
2. Margins of Africa 
3. Living Africa 
The False Bay dyke swarm records igneous activity during the opening of the Atlantic Ocean 
and is related to various dyke swarms and other igneous units along the southwest African 
margin that were emplaced during the Cretaceous Period. Therefore, this study falls within the 
"Margins of Africa; Project 2.1: Magmatic processes, rifting and continental breakup". The 
research presented here continues from initial work done by Prof. D. L. Reid and co-authors 
(1990, 1991 and 2007) and other authors since the 1950s. The results have been published in a 
peer-reviewed journal as: 
Petrogenesis of the False Bay dyke swarm, Cape Peninsula: evidence for basement 
assimilation. Backeberg, N.R., Reid, D.L., Trumbull R.B. and Romer, R.L. South African 
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The South Atlantic continental margins represent the result of Cretaceous rifting during Gond-
wana breakup, which produced extensive magmatic activity such as the Parana-Etendeka large 
igneous province (Erlank et aI., 1984; Ewart et aI., 1998; Marsh et aI., 2001; Ewart et aI., 2004). 
Etendeka-age dolerite dykes cutting the South Atlantic coast of Africa are mostly parallel to the 
continental shelf, with the exception of the Henties Bay - Outjo dyke swarm (HOD) in north-
west Namibia, which, in part, follows the NE-SW trending basement structures of the Damara 
Belt (Trumbull et aI., 2004b). The Ponta Grossa dyke swarm in Brazil, which is not included in 
this study, lies predominantly perpendicular to the South American eastern margin (e.g. Renne 
et aI., 1996a). The False Bay dolerite dyke swarm (FBDS) is the southern-most extension of 
the coastal dykes and it intrudes within a narrow -70 km wide band across the southwest comer 
of South Africa around False Bay and the Cape Peninsula. Although magnetic data published 
by Day (1987) suggests the presence of numerous dykes in the region, only 24 are exposed 
around the Cape Peninsula. Dyke outcrops are usually restricted to coastal shoreline locations, 
intruding all of the pre-Cretaceous rocks found on the Peninsula at a regional trend of NW-SE. 
The published records of the dark intrusive rocks of the Cape Peninsula are those of Nell and 
Brink (1944), Walker (1956), Day (1987) and Reid (1990) and in the literature the dyke swarm 
has been referred to as the Cape Peninsula dolerites (Walker, 1956; Reid, 1990) or the False 
Bay dolerites (Day, 1987; Reid et aI., 1991). 










CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 
range (126 - 141 Ma) from whole rock K-Ar (Reid et ai., 1991) and an Ar-Ar date of 13l.3 
± 1.3 Ma measured on plagioclase (Stewart et ai., 1996). This Cretaceous age links the dyke 
suites to the earliest tectonic evolution of the South Atlantic basin during Gondwana rifting, 
which at around 130 Ma had experienced initial continental stretching (NUrnerg and MUller, 
1991). Initial rifting of western Gondwana until opening of the Atlantic Ocean is modelled to 
span from 150 Ma to 100 Ma, at which time the South Atlantic Ocean connected northward 
into the North Atlantic Ocean (NUrnerg and MUller, 1991). 
Reid (1990) described the FBDS as containing a wide spectrum of dyke compositions in-
dicative of differentiation, which were later compared to those in the HOD by Trumbull et ai. 
(2007), who reported the presence of isotopic heterogeneity in the False Bay dykes, but con-
fined their work to interpreting the least contaminated dykes to compare mantle sources along 
the African margin. The HOD swarm is thought to be the product of high-flux magma volumes 
compared to the low-flux magmas developed in the south at the Cape. The contrast in basaltic 
magma types and magma flux between north and south has been related by these authors to 
different tectonic settings and available magma sources along the margin, with the HOD being 
a product of active rifting driven by the Tristan Plume, while the southern dykes were described 
as a monogenetic system during passive rifting (Reid, 1990; Trumbull et ai., 2007). 
This study was aimed at extending our knowledge of the False Bay dyke intrusion event by 
adding modern trace element and radiogenic isotope data for key samples of the dyke swarm 
that cover the compositional range established in previous work. Results obtained have been 
incorporated into an evaluation of petrogenetic models for the evolution of the False Bay dyke 
magmatic system and possible interaction with its crustal host. The following two chapters will 











Regional Geological Setting 
The Cape Peninsula and surrounding Western Cape are underlain by a basement consisting 
of the Neoproterozoic Malmesbury Group and the Cambrian Cape Granite Suite, which are 
unconformably overlain by the Palaeozoic Table Mountain Group (Figure 2.1). Older pre-
Malmesbury basement is only exposed in the northern part of the Western Cape and in the 
Northern Cape, where medium to high-grade gneisses form part ofthe Mesoproterozoic Namaqua-
Natal Province (e.g. Eglington, 2006). 
2.1 Namaqua-Natal Province 
Namaqua basement rocks are exposed approximately 300 km north of Cape Town along the 
west coast and throughout the Northern Cape of South Africa. The basement is subdivided 
into several terranes, interpreted to have formed and accreted over the period between 2.0 -
1.0 Ga (Moore et aI., 1990; Eglington, 2006; Cornell et aI., 2006). Distribution of the various 
Namaqua terranes are shown in Figure 2.2 and indicate the crustal blocks through which some 
of the Cretaceous dyke swarms traversed (e.g the Cedarberg dyke swarm, see below). To 
the south of the exposed Namaqua basement, the Mesoproterozoic units are unconformably 
overlain by sequences of similar age to the Neoproterozoic Malmesbury Group (e.g. Gresse 
and Scheepers, 1993). The Mesoproterozoic Namaqua basement has recently been suggested 
from seismic surveys to extend as far south as the Agulhas Fracture Zone (Lindeque et aI., 
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CHAPTER 2. REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING 6 
Malmesbury Group are shown in Figure 2.1. The Malmesbury Group is exposed along the 
Cape coast as the Tygerberg Formation. Sediments of the Tygerberg Formation were deposited 
in a closing subduction basin and the youngest deposition of the Malmesbury Group turbidites, 
as reported by detrital zircons, is at approximately 560 Ma (Armstrong et al., 1998). Rowe 
et a1. (2010) describes in detail the tectonic relation between the various terranes, specifically 
the structures developed in the Tygerberg Formation on Robben Island, which records trans-
pression during highly oblique subduction and final closure of the Adamastor Ocean. 
2.3 Cape Granite Suite 
Later stages of the Pan-African tectonic cycle were accompanied by the intrusion of the Cape 
Granite Suite after the deformation of the Malmesbury Group ceased. The distribution of S-
and I-type granite plutons of the Cape Granite Suite are also shown in Figure 2.1. Not shown 
on the figure, but also found distributed in granite outcrops in close proximity to the Colenso 
Fault, are graintes interpreted as A-type by Scheepers (1995). The Cape Granite Suite intruded 
across the southwestern Cape Province, with an age progression from the older S-type intru-
sions at approximately 550 Ma, through the 540 - 520 Ma I-type granites (Da Silva et al., 2000), 
followed by the younger 520 - 500 Ma A-type granite intrusions (Scheepers, 1995; Scheepers 
and Armstrong, 2002). Scheepers (1995) showed that the S-type granite intrusions are exposed 
to the west of the Colen so fault, which separates them from the I-type granites to the east (Fig-
ure 2.1). In the Cape Peninsula the Cape Granite Suite is represented by the S-type Peninsula 
Granite batholith, which intruded around 540 Ma (Armstrong et a1., 1998; 10rdaan et a1., 1995). 
The contact of the Peninsula Granite and the intruded Tygerberg Formation can be seen at Sea 
Point, Cape Town. Contact metamorphism of the Malmesbury Group rocks is restricted to the 
immediately adjacent exposures, whereas no thermal alteration is observed at Robben Island, 
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2.4 Cape Supergroup 
7 
Uplift and erosion of the Pan-African Saldanian sub-province took place from approximately 
540 Ma until SlOMa, the age of the youngest detrital zircons found in the basal Cape strata 
(Armstrong et aI., 1998). The sandstone-dominated Cape Supergroup consists of the Table 
Mountain Group (TMG), Bokkeveld Group and Witteberg Group, covering a depositional his-
tory of a passive margin basin from the Early Ordovician (-SlOMa) to the Early Carboniferous 
(-330 Ma). In a few locations basal conglomerates exist, for example at Piekenierskloof Pass, 
whereas elsewhere the reddish Graafwater Formation generally forms the base of the TMG, fol-
lowed by unit of cross-bedded sandstones, known as the Peninsula Formation, which is up to 
2000 m thick (Rust, 1967). The End Ordovician period records a receding glacially-influenced 
palaeoenvironment, which is represented by the deformed upper 10 to 50 m of the Peninsula 
Formation, known as the Fold Zone, which formed during a large scale fluidization event (Rust, 
1981; Backeberg and Rowe, 2009), and is associated with the Pakhuis Formation diamictites. 
The Cedarberg Formation forms the last shale-dominated deposition before the TMG enters 
its second large-scale sandstone depositional cycle: the Nardouw Subgroup, which makes up 
a further 700 m of sandstone (Rust, 1967; Thamm and Johnson, 2006). The later Bokkeveld 
and Witteberg Groups consist of interbedded marine sandstones and shales that conformably 
overlie the Table Mountain Group (Rust, 1967; Theron, 1972). 
Farther north and east of Cape Town, the entire Cape Supergroup is deformed into variable 
wavelength folds by the Cape Orogeny, which occurred at around 250 Ma and is known as 
the Cape Fold Belt (Halbich, 1983). In the False Bay - Cape Peninsula region only the lower 
Graafwater, Peninsula and Pakhuis Formations of the Table Mountain Group are preserved and 
although they seem mostly undeformed on the Cape Peninsula, to the east of False Bay the 
Peninsula Formation is clearly tilted to high angles. Distribution of the Table Mountain Group 
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2.5 Gondwana Breakup 
8 
Separation of eastern and western Gondwana began around 160 Ma with the initial rifting that 
led to the opening of the Indian Ocean (Powell et aI., 1988), although the approximately 180 
Ma Karoo dyke swarm records the earliest intra-continental magmatism and associated flood 
basalt (Elburg and Goldberg, 2000). Intrusions of dolerite dykes across Gondwana are common 
during the initiation of breakup period, for example Jurassic age dykes in the West Garo Hills, 
India, which are related to an extensional regime (Rao, 2002). The rifting of South America 
from Africa is interpreted to span the period of 150 Ma to 100 Ma (NUrnerg and MUller, 1991) 
and marks the break up of western Gondwana. NUrnerg and MUller (1991) showed that at 150 
Ma initial continental stretching occurred along with the development of margin-perpendicular 
basins on the flanks of the South American plate and by approximately 130 Ma, rifting begins to 
extend northward, while to the south ofthe plate the Agulhas-Falkland Fracture Zone develops. 
By 118 Ma the Atlantic rift reached West Africa and after 100 Ma the South Atlantic Ocean 
is well developed and the rift connected into the North Atlantic (NUrnerg and MUller, 1991), 
completely separating the African plate from South America (Figure 2.3). 
Opening of the Atlantic Ocean is suspected to be accompanied by the presence of the 
Tristan da Cunha plume, which may have enhanced uplift (Morgan, 1981; Turcotte and Emer-
man, 1983; Thompson et aI., 2001). The Tristan da Cunha plume was located underneath the 
African and South American plate boundary; however, its exact location during breakup is still 
uncertain (Figure 2.3). Many authors suggest the Walvis Ridge is a record of the relative po-
sition of the plume head during the continental drift period (e.g. Ernesto et aI., 2002; Gibson 
et aI., 2005), whereas others suggest that the basaltic ridge is a result of a complex extension 
and breakup dynamic (e.g. Peate et aI., 1999). The presence of a plume (or higher heat flux) is 
consistent with the production of the Parami-Etendeka continental flood basalt province includ-
ing extensive intrusive magmatism (Erlank et aI., 1984; Ernesto et aI., 2002; Trumbull et aI., 
2007). The tectonic regime that governed the southwestern tip of Africa resulted in relatively 
less preserved magmatism, possibly related to a smaller influence by the plume (i.e. distal) and 
smaller heat flux. The Agulhas-Falkland fracture zone is located nearby and the large dextral 
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at the time (Ben-Avraham et ai., 1997). 
2.6 West Coast Dyke Swarms and Related Magmatism 
The intensive Cretaceous magmatism along the southwest African margin has been recorded 
by a variety of dyke swarms, central complexes, continental flood basalts (CFB) and lava fields 
found in on- and off-shore sections. Reflection of similar intrusive and extrusive magmatism is 
found on the South American plate as the Parana CFB province and the associated Cretaceous 
Ponta Grossa dyke swarm (e.g. Ussami et ai., 1991; Renne et ai., 1996a). The equivalent 
continental flood basalt on the African plate, although much smaller in volume and extent, is the 
Etendeka CFB (Erlank et ai., 1984; Renne et ai., 1996b; Jerram et ai., 1999), which is assumed 
to have been connected to the Parana CFB prior to continental separation, collectively known 
as the Parana-Etendeka continental flood basalt. The Etendeka portion of the CFB has been 
constrained to have initiated its magmatic activity around 133 Ma, while the combined Parana-
Etendeka CFB is constrained to 138 - 128 Ma (Trumbull et ai., 2007 and references therein). 
Figure 2.4 shows the spacial relations between the various Cretaceous igneous provinces and 
dyke swarms with a reconstruction of the African and South American plates at around 130 Ma. 
Further evidence for extrusive volcanic rocks is represented by seaward-dipping reflectors. The 
seaward-dipping reflectors are found all along the African margin (Gladczenko et ai., 1997) and 
are highlighted by NE-SW seismic profiles: MAMBA-l in Namibia (Bauer et ai., 2000) and 
the Springbok line in South Africa (Mahanyele et aI., 2004). High velocity bodies in the lower 
continental crust are identified in the P-wave velocity profiles by Bauer et ai. (2003); Mahanyele 
et ai. (2004), which are interpreted as mafic- (or crust with higher MgO concentrations) intruded 
lower crustal rocks, based on petrophysical estimates summarised in Trumbull et ai. (2007). 
Rift-associated Cretaceous dykes are typically parallel to the margin or regional structures 
(e.g. the Damara Belt), as depicted in Figure 2.4. The sections below describe the dyke swarms, 
which are of varying intensity and in this study the terms mega-swarm, swarm and sub-swarm 
are used to describe the relative intensity of dykes along the Atlantic margin from Namibia to 
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The HeIltie~ Bay-Out,! o dyke S\\arnl of Namibia (IIO D) is th~ highe't <len,;ty <lyke swarm 
found along the margIn and is iocated close to the pre s~"'ed htendeka CPR to whie'h the 
crelaceou, magmali,m i, related (Figure 2.4), The HOD i:; con,ider~d, in this stu<ly_ to be 
a Cre!a(;eous mega-,w~ rm_ <lue to the high-den'; l}' e",pression seen in aero-magnetic, (Trum-
bull et aL 2()().4hl. -rh i, high-<le nsily e",pre,,;on of d}'kes definillg 11->::: 1I0D as a me~a-swarm 
has tJt,en allrihute<llo a higher magma IllLx in the reg ion (Tnlmbull et al __ 20(7). ['he HOD 
mega-,warm U<"" ,h<m wme margin-para ll el dykes: ho\\ ever. most of the <lyh' fanher inl"nd 
have intruded roughly perpendiclLlar to the ITIlU'gin, parallel to the Damara Bell 'lruLiural trend 
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143 Ma (Trumbull et aI., 2007 and references therein) and the geochemistry of the extensive 
mega-swarm can be subdivided into three different types (or swarms) based on unique mantle 
normalised incompatible trace element plots, suggesting different magma sources (Trumbull 
et aI., 2007). Magma sources are divided into: (1) Tafelberg type swarm (Marsh et aI., 2001), 
(2) Nepheline-normative type swarm (Trumbull et aI., 2007) and (3) Horingbaai type swarm 
(Erlank et aI., 1984). Trumbull et aI. (2007) interpreted the variety of HOD magma sources and 
the high magma flux of the mega-swarm to be associated with the influence of the Tristan da 
Cunha mantle plume, which provided more heat to the HOD system allowing for melting of 
multiple source regions. 
2.6.2 Mehlberg 
South of the HOD mega-swarm a much smaller network of dykes is found intruding the Gariep 
Belt parallel to the continental margin (Figure 2.4). This sub-swarm is named after the more 
prominent dyke in the region, the Mehlberg Dyke, which extends south across the border of 
Namibia, up to 16 km into South Africa (De Villiers and Sbhnge, 1959). Reid and Rex (1994) 
showed compositional similarities between the Mehlberg dyke and similar dolerite sills in the 
region, which are of Karoo age (180 Ma), but highlighted the younger intrusion age of 133 ± 
4 Ma, which they dated by whole rock 40 Arl39 Ar. The Mehlberg dyke shows an en echelon 
intrusive pattern (Reid and Rex, 1994) and further dykes, mapped by aero-magnetics, have 
been linked to the Mehlberg dyke (see Trumbull et aI., 2007) and together define the Mehlberg 
sub-swarm. 
2.6.3 Koegel Fontein Complex 
The Koegel Fontein Complex, a felsic central complex of 35 km in diameter, is linked to the 
Cretaceous igneous activity (De Beer and Armstrong, 1998) and is dated between 134 and 144 
Ma. The central complex is situated due west of Bitterfontein and is made up a variety of 
granites (Rooivleitjie and Rietpoort), syenite, bostonite dykes and quartz porphyry dykes that 
originated from two different magma series (Curtis, 2009). The felsic complex is accompanied 
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Figur~ 2.'i ' I)ol~rite d yle of the (i~rie, suh-sw>J.rrn ~lLtling through tl", Namaqua-N alai ProvLnce 
gneisses at lhe AlIalllic shoreline we,t of Binerfontei11, Ph(>to by I) L Reid. 
i11lrusion of qlLarlL porphyry dy kts and the younger Rielpool1 granite (Dc Beer el aI., 2(02). 
2.6.4 Cedarberg 
TIle Cedarberg dy ke swann occur:; nO£lh 01 the Koegel FOnlein Complex close to the to\\'n, 
of Billerfonlcin and Garie" wh ile also extending Illlmid illlO the Karoo Basin, Field mapping 
hy De Beer d al. (2002) was furlher alLgmenleJ hy geoph},ical aero ·magLletics puhli,hcd by 
Re~\'~s (20CJ0) a11d sl1<"" th~ ~X l~nl of the C~darlx;rg ,wanTI Ll<Jrlh of lhe SalJ:mia Belt (Fig lLre 
2.4), Although no <lyles oftloe leJar\>erg swann ha\'~ \>e~ Jl JatcJ. they are p,,",urncd 10 I>c part 
of the Crewceous age intrusions associated with Gorldwana breakup. as tloey i11truJe paralld 
lo the Allanli~ margi" mill flLrlher inlarnl arc seen to cut Karoo do1elile ,i ll s (Che\"~ ll ier and 
Woodford. 1999). 
TI", l~Jar~rg dyIu, ,warm i, ,parsdy di spersed across the region mid has been ten tatiYe ly 
' lLlxli" iJeJ 11llU ,'ario lL s sub ·,warlns, \\hich from nonh to south are; Garies. Knerwlakte ami 
I )oring-TanqlLa ,ub-s" am,S. The Garies s lLb-s" arm is foulld l1ot1h of the Koegel Fontein l om-
plex and intrudes the gneisses 01 the N amaqua-N alai Provi l1ee (Figure 2.5), '\ 10't of tloe d)' l", 
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well as part of the Karoo sedimentary package (Petzer, 2006). 
2.6.5 Saldanha 
Offshore magnetic mapping by Day (1987) show a prominent margin-parallel dyke swarm at 
St Helena Bay off the coast of Saldanha (Figure 2.6A). The presence of dykes in this region 
has been supported by an unpublished aero-magnetic survey by C. de Beer (see Trumbull et aI., 
2007). Northwest of Saldanha at Paternoster, hornblende lamprophyre dykes intrude the local 
Vredenburg Granite. The lamprophyre dykes are distinctively different from the common doler-
ite dykes of the Cretaceous and are presumed to be an older dyke generation associated with 
the Cape Granite emplacement. The Saldanha dyke swarm has only been positively identified 
by magnetic surveys and is shown to be parallel to the Cedarberg swarm (Figure 2.6A). The 
correlation with the Cedarberg dyke swarm and margin-parallel pattern of the Saldanha dyke 
swarm is the only available information to suggest the Cretaceous age of intrusions. 
2.6.6 False Bay 
The southernmost expression of Cretaceous dykes is the False Bay dyke swarm, which is loc-
ated in the False Bay - Cape Peninsula region near Cape Town (Figure 2.6B) and is the focus 
of this study. Although the magnetic data published by Day (1987) suggests the presence of 
numerous dykes in the False Bay region, only a few have surface exposures around the Cape 
Peninsula and on Robben Island (exposures shown by open circles in Figure 2.6B). Outcrops 
of the dykes are usually restricted to coastal shoreline locations. The dykes cut all of the pre-
Cretaceous basement esposed at the Peninsula. The regional trend of the dyke swarm is NW-SE 
(Figure 2.6A). The False Bay dyke swarm can be correlated reasonably well along strike to the 
Saldanha dyke swarm, although at False Bay the dykes show a slightly more westerly trend of 
3000 , compared to the 3200 trend of the Saldanha dyke swarm (Figure 2.6A). 
Publications of the dark intrusive rocks of the Cape Peninsula are those of Nell and Brink 
(1944), Walker (1956), Day (1987) and Reid (1990) and in the literature the dyke swarm has 
been referred to as the Cape Peninsula dolerites (Walker, 1956; Reid, 1990) and the False Bay 
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Fig.ure 2,6: /l,jagnetic anornal)' map.' publi,heu by Day (191\7), highlighting th.e l\ w·-SE striking 
uyh., in the ba.'~ment A: " lap iocluding the Saldanh(l and Fal<.e R(lY dyke swarms, with an 
e,timated e.~tem of the dyke .'warm olTlhOIT (da,heu lin~ mid uolleu area). B: The False Ba), 
dyh ,warm wi th I..nown uy ke outCTOpS on Ihe Cal'" Penimu lu anJ Rohlxn J"I(lnd (open circles) 
(lnd the dyke at Sir Lowry', Pass tlilleu circle). 
uolerite,"' to uesnih.e the dykes belween the Cap" Peninsula a[1d Malmesbul)'. whkh inc·lude.' 
ml1h the Fal'e Ray and Saldanha dy~e swarms. (IS defined here. 
TIle intrusion age of the dy~es 'Was initially considered to Ix: Karoo (-I ~O Ma) due to sim· 
ilarities um" n bct'Wccn geocherni~al comparisons of the False Bay dyke swarm with spc~if,~ 
type.' of the Karoo Igneous Prov ince (Re,u. 1 SI9O). Nell and Brink (1944) hau alrcady i[ldicat~d 
geochemical differen~el 10 dilti"glli,h bet .... een the Kawo anu Fabe Bay d)'ke,. bm believed 
the imru;,i'HI age of lhe FaIle Ba)' dykes 10 be olJer Ihan Ilmt of the Karoo igneous evenL The 
latesl and mosl reli~ble pllbli,h~d radiometri~ ag~., for rbe False Bay dyke swurm jocluJe a 
mewl emplal'~mem age of 132 ± 6 Ma .... ith a range from 126 - 141 /l,la from .... hole m:k K-Ar 
(Reid et al.. 1 Y91 ) and an Ar-AI age of 13 j ,3 ± 1,3 Ma rneasllJ'eu on plagioclase scparateu from 
the dyke found at Millers Point (Stewart et al.. I ~%). The radiometri~ datmg. of the Fals.c Bay 
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to the HOD and Mehlberg dyke swarms, which are also found along the Atlantic margin. Ages 
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Figure 3, 1, L,x:alillfl map of UlLicrop., of the Fal,e Bay d)· ke :;warm. Cap" Pe ni n,ul~> South 
Allin" adaplnl fwm Rc' ill (1990). 
Tl~ limi lnl OU1CT()P oflile Fabe Bay d)'ke swann along si]()relil1es , road cut, am1 ,tream heel, i, 
l'mpi-.a",,,d by the rare o<:<:urrem:e or doleri te ,dlematic symhois 011 regi(mai geo iogic~ i m ~ps 
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Table 3.1: False Bay dyke coordinates, thicknesses and orientations. Llandudno Ravine and 
Sandy Bay dyke coordinates are from Google Earth. 
# Location Abbreviation 
GPS coordinates dyke width 
strike/dip 
South East (m) 
1 Sea Point SP 33° 55.259' 018° 22.726' 0.2 290/86S 
2 Clifton 2 CL2 33° 56.017' 018° 22.652' 1.4 298/87S 
3 Clifton 1 CL 1 33° 56.064' 018° 22.637' 6 308/80N 
4 Bakoven BK 33° 57.845' 018° 22.394' ? ? 
5 Kasteelspoort KS 33° 58.078' 018° 22.928' 7 310/86N 
6 Oudekraal1 001 33° 59.545' 018° 20.652' 13 286/90 
7 Oudekraal2 002 34° 05.478' 018° 20.638' 1.5 300/87S 
8 Llandudno Ravine LR* 34° 00.298' 018° 21.140' ? ? 
9 Logies Bay LB1 34° 00.299' 018° 20.506' 40 314/75N 
9 Logies Bay (minor dyke) LB2 34° 00.299' 018° 20.506' 5 
10 Sandy Bay SB* 34°01.479' 018° 19.802' ? ? 
11 Chap mans Peak 1 CP1 34° 04.195' 018° 21.953' 2 280/88S 
12 Chapmans Peak 2 CP2 34° 04.776' 018° 21.449' 7 290/85S 
13 Chapmans Peak 3 CP3 34° 04.992' 018° 21.408' 8 310/80N 
14 Chapmans Peak 4 CP4 34° 05.423' 018° 21.107' 10 302/89N 
15 Chap mans Peak 5 CP5 34° 05.548' 018° 21.087' 5 295/80S 
16 Oukaapseweg OK 34° 06.682' 018° 23.244' >15 314/90 
17 Nursery Ravine NS 33° 59.222' 018° 25.312' 10 320/90 
18 Tokai 1 TK1 34° 02.277' 018° 23.752' ? ? 
19 Tokai2 TK2 34° 02.277' 018° 23.752' 30 295/72N 
20 Froggy Pond FG1 34° 12.284' 018° 27.485' 2 290/87S 
21 Oatland Point FG2 34° 12.472' 018° 27.613' 4 330/89S 
22 Millers Point MP 34° 13.986' 018° 28.530' 6 310/85S 
23 Smitswinkelbaai SW 34° 15.802' 018° 28.095' 18 300/90 
24 Robben Island west RI 33° 49.005' 018° 21.904' 20 290/90 
24 Robben Island east RI 33° 49.073' 018° 22.531' 20 290/90 
the coast, mostly within the Peninsula Granite; however, one prominent dyke outcrop is found 
in the Malmesbury Group on Robben Island. A map of the Cape Peninsula with simplified 
geology and dyke outcrop locations is shown in Figure 3.1. The locations of the dykes found 
around the Cape Peninsula and on Robben Island are given by their GPS coordinates in Table 
3.1, which includes a summary of the dyke orientations (strike and dip) and their width. 
The False Bay dyke swarm is undeformed by the Cape Orogeny and cross-cuts Cape Fold 
Belt structures. Walker (1956) noted that some of the dykes follow structures in the Peninsula 
Formation formed by Cape Fold Belt event. However, the dyke swarm maintains the regional 
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Fil!ur~ 3.2: 3D hlod schematic showinf! ficld relalion oclw~~n d)k~s and cOlLnlry rock' at 
lhe Cape Peninsula. Saklaniml SlnLClLiral lrend indicated in lhe "-lahneshllry Group block and 
oh;crvaLions h)' \Val ker ( I L)~6) th~t dyke' follow prc-CrWICCOu, ,lrucllLre w her~ the P~nin,ul~ 
sandstonG hecomGs more m,,,,i "C· sh<)\\ n h)' 'man~r hloc k (Op*) on tCl[l. Rosc Diagram of cly kc 
orientation, shown in top rigi1t comer. 
hes ide' a few larf!erollsel t;1ullS al Tokai, Fi,h Ho~k and Smitswinkelh""i (see t-igllre 3,1). 
The crOSS-CUl1l1lg rdation hclwccl1lhe clyke ,waml and Cape Fold Helt Sllllctures i, showil by 
mo dykes at Sir Lowry', Pa", 6{) km easl of Cape Town. wilere tile dykes still cont'onn 10 the 
rcgional lrerul and CUl "erlically lhrough the ti lted r,anclstolle heds. ThG block diagram lil FiglLr~ 
3,2 ,h,,,,s the field rdations of rhe dykes to the local basGmcm and allhoogh 'Illlcrops of dyk~, 
in the TMG are limited Ul the fidd, sollie dykGS ,U'G dearl)' seen to propagale lLpwards though 
tile T\1G, for example at Chapmall's PGak aIKll\ur,~ry Ra.'ine (Figure 3.11. 
The dykes are mostly \'crtical, Wilh dJr' ranging hclween 7';' - 'Xl ' . The regional trend 
oftt>.: Fal'e ]3:IY dykc swarm i, l\W - SE, as wa, origillally sugge'ted hy Wal ker (l~56) and 
latGr shown by magnetic maps (0.1), 19R7). The NW trend is confirmed here hy the ocwi1ccl 
mapping oj' s(rike am! dip measurcments ~picled on a rose diagram in FigurG 3,2, Local slrike 
,'arialioilS of indi\'i du.11 d)'kes ilm'e heen noted in (he literature (Walkcr, 1956: Rcid, 19901 
and thl' roSG wagram in FiglLr~ 1.2 .sllt)W' the \'ariati<.m in strike of the dykes 10 "ary from clue 
Ilonh (0 clue weSl wilh a lJl<:an norlilwe'lerl)' orientatioll. The regional trend of the swarm as 
measured on the lllaf!!lCllC map hy Del)' ( J'lR7) i, approximately 31))", "hich agrees well with 
(he field measurcments am! an , ... erag~ ,lriL.: of 30 10 (FiguTe 3.3), The orientations of lhG 
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Figur~ 3.3: Stereonet plot, of ,trike and Jlp measurements of tne I<alse Hay uokrite d}'k~ 
contarts (kft) anJ jointing in the Cap.: Gmnite (right), Sha<kd contours r~prcsclll % area 
of pok, to thL I!lc'a,ur~J plane, ,,'ith Jotted lin~ representing tn~ mean orienl~tiol1 of planes 
In.:a'ured. 
oj the joint ~ystem in til<.: P~nin sula Granit~ shows mor~ \'ariation than til<.: d)k~ orientations; 
hollc\'cr. the m~an oricntation of 3 14° ,trike iorjoims lit the granitc' is similar to toc 30 1 0 tr~nd 
of the dolerite, d}' ke, (Figure 3.3). V~rimions in 'trike of indiviuudl Jyl~s appear to foilow the 
sy'lemmi(' joint pattem lilat pre\'ai lsi n the gr"nit~ ('ounny rocL ~or nample at Froggy Ponu, 
tne two uomin~nt orienmtion' of the dyke contacts are nlso expr~ssed in the gr.mite joints 
(Figure 3.4). A simi lar 1l0lthwest pr~\'ai l ing structure is ,ccn acrus, the Cape Pcninsula that is 
emphasi>ed b}' prdercntial \\ athcring \\' ithin the Tabk Mountain Gruup. iorrnl ng ra, inc's anti 
gorgcs parallel 10 !lIe regional ,trike of the dyke ,waml and arc in ,ollie ca,C, accompanied b}' 
Jolerite dyle" a, for eumple lhe Ka,led'p',oct RaVine and at Chapman's h~k (Figure 3.'i) 
Whether or nOl the fmcture :;} Sl~m formed prior to i ntnl :;ion of the d }'k~l. or sim Llltan~ou, 1 y 
n:; a result of dyke ~mplac~ment is specli lativ~, How~ver. it is likel}' that thele ,mlCtures 
formed d lIring (I\.: same gcneral tectonic CVc'nt: thc breakup of Gondwana, The stllldurcs and 
orientation:; are con:;istent across the region nnd th~ mdiomclric- dating of tn ~ dyk~s that oc-
cupy the joint, giw a Cr~taceous age. Opening <>fth~ joints tilled b)' dolerite Jyke~ :;eems to he 
mainly dilatationa l. Thi, is d~monstr~teu by the country rock showing no effecti\'e offset acros, 
the dykes (Figur~ 3.4-[2]), The dyk~:; lh~m se lves h~ve joi nts thnt al'e af1l1N im1l1ely perpendic-
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Figure 3 .... : D<l!eritc dyke at hoggy Pond intruding Cape granite with a well defined joint 
sy,ttm (doued lines)_ [1] dy ke wilh nmtad perp:ndi~ular imernal JOlnl' highlighlcll by black 
solid lints in accompanying ,kdCh: [21 gnlllilC xenolilh body showing no rotation relmiw 10 in 
silu ~ounlr)' [(x;k 
hgur,' 3.5: Googk Earth images of [11 Chapman·s Peak and l21the Twelve Apo'tks al ('amps 
Bay_ Fr~dure ,)"tetll tIe"eloped in the Tahk Moulllain Group sand,loneS highlighted by ootled 
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the intruded magma. Examples of strike slip offset across dykes are rarely observed; however, 
the extent of offset is very minimal. 
The sections below describe the location, accessibility, size and outcrop of the individual 
dykes found on the Cape Peninsula. The order of dyke description is done by the numbering 
of dykes shown in Figure 3.1 from Sea Point (1) to Smitswinkelbaai (23), which has a north to 
south order and the Robben Island dyke is added to the list as number 24. The numbering and 
abbreviations of dyke locations are taken from Reid (1990). Further dyke locations, which are 
now either covered by development in the city or not identified during this study are shown on 
the Cape Town geological 1 :50,000 maps (Theron, 1984). 
3.1 Sea Point (SP) 
The Sea Point dyke (SP) is a thin dyke found on the northern end of Queen's Beach in Sea 
Point (Figure 3.6-[ 1]) and is the northern-most dolerite outcrop on the Cape Peninsula located 
during this study, as well as being the narrowest dyke in the suite. With a maximum width 
of 0.2 m the dyke strikes 290°, is mostly covered by beach sand and its eastern extension is 
covered by the Sea Point promenade wall (Figure 3.6-[2]). The dyke intrudes the satellite 
granite within the Sea Point migmatite contact zone (Kolbe, 1966), between the Cape Granite 
and the Malmesbury Group. The dyke pinches out to the west approximately 6.8 m from the 
wall. The strike orientation of the dyke is closely related to the major joint direction of the 
granite country rock, which strike at about 297°. 
3.2 Clifton 2 (CL2) 
Clifton, which lies south of Sea Point towards Camps Bay, hosts a small network of dykes on 
its northern-most beach. The dykes are accessed from the south, which lead to the numbering 
of the Clifton dykes from south to north as Clifton 1 (CLl) and Clifton 2 (eL2) respectively. 
Not described in previous studies is the presence of a third dyke set, which lies between CLl 
and CL2 and is described after CLI in Section 3.3.1. Clifton 2, being the northern-most dyke 
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CL2 is made up of one 1.4 to 2 m wide dyke, which can be seen to extend westward from 
the beach into the ocean, while being covered to the east under urban development (Figure 3.7). 
The seaward extension of the dyke is not easily accessible, except during spring low tides, when 
the dyke becomes visible. The dyke strikes at 298 0 and is mostly covered by extremely large 
granite boulders, which also make up the country rock. Although the granites at Clifton do 
show some jointing developed closer to the dolerite dykes, they do not show the development 
of prominent joints within outcrops. 
3.3 Clifton I (CLI) 
The southern-most dolerite dyke at Clifton (CLl) has 3 parallel smaller dykes within a -20 
m wide area within the granite country rock (Figure 3.8-[1]). The CLI dyke is 5 m wide and 
strikes between 298 0 (Figure 3.8-[3]). Strike variations in the surrounding dyke network seem 
to be systematic, following joints that are roughly parallel to the larger dyke (CLl) intrusion. 
Within the area, there are cryptic cross-cutting relations between two dykes (Figure 3.8-[7]). 
The southern-most smaller dyke close to CLI is 70 cm wide and strikes close to north at 3560 
at its most extreme (Figure 3.8-[6]). Figure 3.8-[4] shows a granite xenolith. 
3.3.1 Clifton 3 (CL3) 
Between CLI and CL2 is a 2.2 m wide dyke (CL3), which strikes at 3480 - 3560 and is mostly 
covered by beach sand (Figure 3.9). Smaller mm-cm wide dykes parallel to CL3 shows an 
en-echelon intrusion pattern (Figure 3.9-[3]). As CL3 was only mapped during the later parts 
of the study, the dyke was not sampled. 
3.4 Bakoven (BK) 
Bakoven lies at the base of Kasteelspoort that runs down off Table Mountain at the southern 
end of Camps Bay (Figure 3.10-[1]). The area where the geological map indicates an outcrop 
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bedrock. Numerous large boulders of dolerite are found on the pebblelboulder beach (Figure 
3.10-[2 and 3]), where the stream enters the ocean and this suggests the proximity of a dolerite 
dyke. However, large boulders of Table Mountain Group sandstones are also present here, 
therefore the dolerite boulders could have been derived from further up stream. 
3.5 Kasteelspoort (KS) 
On the southern end of Camps Bay's residential area, the Kasteelspoort stream cuts down from 
the top of Table Mountain. Most of the stream is densely vegetated with thick reeds, but on 
the highest residential road access, part of the Kasteelspoort dolerite dyke (KS) is exposed 
intruding Cape Granite bedrock (Figure 3.11-[ 1]). The stream seems to follow the dolerite 
outcrop, which is mostly overgrown (Figure 3.11-[7]). Further up the slope a large granite 
pavement is visible and can be accessed by small paths through the fynbos vegetation. Here 
the dyke has more accessible outcrops. At its widest, the dyke is about 7 m and decreases 
down to 1m further upstream. The strike of the dyke varies between 310° and 342°. Parallel to 
the main dyke a small network of 1 - 10 cm wide dykes intrude the granite (Figure 3.11-[5]). 
These, although anastomosing, show strike directions of about 270°,305° and 340° and utilise 
the similarly orientated joints developed in the granite. 
3.6 Oudekraall (ODI) 
Along Victoria Road between Camps Bay and Hout Bay lies the Oudekraal picnic area. South 
of the Oudekraal picnic area, the Oudekraal dyke (aD 1) forms an outcrop at road level in a 
small cutback into the slope. At sea level the dolerite can be clearly seen intruding the granite 
(Figure 3.12-[1]). The sea-level outcrop can be accessed by a climb down along the granite 
on the northern side of the dyke. The strike of the dyke is 286° and is about 13m wide and 
incorporates large rafts of granite xenolith blocks (Figure 3.12-[2]). These granite blocks have 
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3.7 Oudekraal2 (OD2) 
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A second dolerite dyke (OD2) along Victoria Road is 1.5m wide and has a strike of 300°. The 
dyke is visible in the road cut just before Llandudno (Figure 3.13-[1]). This outcrop is severely 
weathered, such that the typical dolerite contrast with granite is not observed and the dyke is 
easily overlooked. The presence of the OD2 dyke is distinguishable by the straight and vertical 
contact it forms within the surrounding granite (Figure 3.13-[3 and 4]), typical of other dyke 
locations. The top part of the outcrop is capped by soil and vegetation, whereas towards the 
ocean side of the road the slope is also covered and vegetated (Figure 3.13-[2]). No further 
outcrops were found of this dyke; however, the geological map does show an outcrop at sea 
level. 
3.8 Llandudno Ravine (LR) 
The Llandudno Ravine cuts the southern end of the Twelve Apostles mountain range and a 
dolerite dyke (LR) outcrops within the ravine above Llandudno. The dyke was sampled during 
the initial work done by Reid (1990), but was not revisited during this study. 
3.9 Logies Bay (LBI & LB2) 
Logies Bay, which is situated just north of the beach at Llandudno, hosts the widest dolerite 
dyke (LBl) outcrop on the Cape Peninsula with a width of -40 m (Figure 3.14-[1]). The dyke 
cannot be followed a long way along strike, but a thinner, more weathered dyke, presumably 
the extension of LB 1, is found in a road cut on Suikerbossie Pass. The dyke strikes at 3140 
and has a very sharp contact with the Cape Granite country rock and dolerite quench textures 
at the dykes edge are prominent (Figure 3.14-[2]), compared to the coarse grained interior 
(Figure 3.14-[5]). The interior of LB 1 has an average grain size of greater than 2mm and can 
be classified as gabbroic. A finer grained minor dyke (LB2) that intrudes LB 1, was initially 
described by Walker (1956) and can be seen in Figure 3.14-[4 and 6]. LB2 also shows quench 
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of the dyke, a 5 cm thin shear fracture is found 30 cm from the dyke into the granite country 
rock, and runs parallel to the dyke. In this thin shear fracture one of the granite's alkali-feldspar 
phenocrysts, shows sinistral offset (Figure 3.14-[3]). 
3.10 Sandy Bay (SB) 
Sandy Bay lies south of Llandudno and can only be accessed by foot, either from Llandudno 
or from Hout Bay's Klein Leeukop (Little Lion's Head) area. The presence of a dolerite dyke 
at Sandy Bay (SB) was documented by Reid (1990, and references therein). No in-situ dolerite 
outcrops are found at Sandy Bay, but the presence of dolerite boulders suggests the presence 
of an unexposed dolerite dyke. The slopes of Suther Peak on the southern end of the beach are 
covered in talus with hardly any in-situ outcrops visible and the local fynbos vegetation covers 
most of the slopes. Samples of SB were collected from dolerite boulders found on the southern 
end of Sandy Bay beach. 
3.11 Chapman's Peak 1 (CP1) 
Chapman's Peak Drive connects Hout Bay and Noordhoek along the western coastline of the 
Cape Peninsula along the steep cliffs of Chapman's Peak. Five dykes are documented along 
this traverse and are labelled north to south from 1-5. The northern-most dolerite dyke (CP1) is 
found close to one of the parking areas on the way towards the viewpoint. As samples of these 
dykes were collected in previous studies, the dykes were only visited during the later course of 
this study. A dyke that was thought to be CPl can also be seen from the sea and intrudes the 
local granite country rock (Figure 3.15-[1] and [2]). The outcrop shows a fresh 2 m wide dyke 
that can be accessed close to the top of the granite cliff that strikes at 2800 (Figure 3.15-[3]). 
Archived photographs marked CPl found on the Geological Sciences departmental website, 
show a dolerite dyke cutting the granite basement (Figure 3.15-[4 and 5]). This outcrop is 
however distinctively different to that identified above and personal communication with D L 
Reid, confirmed that the samples labelled CPl were indeed collected from the dyke shown in 
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dyke described in the previous paragraph and their relative positions are shown on the Google 
Earth image in Figure 3.15-[6]. Therefore the dyke visited during this study represents an 
additional dyke along Chapman's Peak drive (CPO) and was unfortunately not included in the 
data set. As the new dyke was only identified as coming from "new" location later during the 
course of the study, it was neither sampled nor analysed. References to CPl in this thesis refer 
to the original dyke sampled by D L Reid and seen in Figure 3.15-[4 and 5]. 
3.12 Chapman's Peak 2 (CP2) 
The CP2 dolerite dyke is located just south of the main view point at the highest elevation 
along Chapman's Peak Drive (Figure 3.16-[1]). This spectacular outcrop is best seen from the 
sea and the 7 m wide dyke cuts up through the Cape Granite into the Table Mountain Group 
sandstones and strikes at approximately 2900 (Figure 3.16-[2]). The best access to the dyke is 
along the road, where the dyke is in contact with the Graafwater Formation. The edges of the 
Graafwater Formation sandstones that are in contact with the dyke show a zone of alteration 
(Figure 3.16-[3 and 4]). The contrast between the dolerite and granite can be clearly seen in 
Figure 3.16-[4], which also shows the knife-sharp contact. 
3.13 Chapman's Peak 3 (CP3) 
Chapman's Peak 3 dyke (CP3) occupies a prominent gully above the Chapman's Peak Drive 
in the Table Mountain Group (Figure 3.17) and is highly weathered in road cuts, and has been 
covered in shot-crete obscuring much of the outcrop. The dyke can be accessed behind the 
rock-fall netting next to the road, by a climb up into the gully. Here the dyke has intruded 
into the Table Mountain Group sandstones. The strike of the dyke changes across the granite -
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3.14 Chapman's Peak 4 (CP4) 
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The fourth dyke (CP4) along Chapman's Peak Drive has a spectacular outcrop below the road, 
which is best seen from a boat (Figure 3.18-[1]). The valley occupied by the dyke is much 
more vegetated compared to CP3 (Figure 3.18-[2]) and is less accessible. Dolerite outcrops 
can be seen from the road and the dyke was previously sampled after fires had cleared out the 
vegetation (personal communication with D L Reid, 2010). The dip of the 10 m wide dyke 
changes from a dip of -85 0 south to -85 0 north at the transition from Cape Granite to Table 
Mountain Group sandstones along a common strike of 3020 (Figure 3.18-[ 1 D. 
3.15 Chapman's Peak 5 (CPS) 
The southern-most dyke on Chapman's Peak (CP5) is found closer to Noordhoek and Figure 
3.19-[1] shows the relative positions of CP2, CP3, CP4 and CP5 along Chapman's Peak drive. 
This outcrop is very limited and outcrops ofthe same dyke are not found below the road towards 
the sea. The dolerite dyke is approximately 5 m wide and freshly split hand samples confirm 
the mafic mineralogy (Figure 3.19-[2]). The dyke cuts the contact between the Cape Granite 
(Figure 3.19-[3]) and the Graafwater Formation at 295 0 strike; however, it terminates within 1-
2 m of intruding the sandstone along an irregular contact (Figure 3.19-[4]). Figure 3.19-[5] is a 
photograph courtesy of D L Reid of the dyke before the road cuts were reinforced by shot-crete. 
3.16 Oukaapseweg (OK) 
The 1 : 50000 geological map of the Cape Peninsula (3418 AB & AD Kaapse Skiereiland) 
shows an extensive outcrop of the Oukaapseweg dyke (OK) and D L Reid (personal commu-
nication, 2011) indicated that the dyke was exposed after fires and during excavations (Figure 
3.20-[ 1]). Today, the outcrop of this dolerite dyke is restricted to the road cuts in the bend of 
the M64 road, and extremely weathered outcrops occur on either side of the road adjacent to 
bedded Peninsula sandstones showing well preserved cross-bedding (Figure 3.20-[2]). Samples 
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excavations. Only the southern contact of the dyke is exposed in the road cut (Figure 3.20-[3 
and 4]). The current outcrop suggests a minimum dyke width of 15m at a strike of 314°. 
3.17 Nursery Ravine (NS) 
The Nursery Ravine dyke (NS) is seen at a dolerite outcrop that is significantly weathered to 
a brown colour that only shows the typical dolerite appearance when split open (Figure 3.21-
[4]). It is located on the eastern slopes of Reserve Peak above Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens 
in Nursery Ravine and intrudes the Table Mountain Group sandstones (Figure 3.21-[ 1]). The 
dyke is roughly 10m wide and strikes at 320°. The outcrop can be found along the contour 
path where it crosses the Nursery Ravine trail. Further up the trail, more fresh dolerite dyke 
samples can be found in contact with Table Mountain Group sandstones (Figure 3.21-[6]). The 
contacts of the dyke show finer grained textures than those found in the core of the dyke. 
3.18 Tokai 1 (TK1) 
The eastern slopes of Constantiaberg host two dolerite dykes in Tokai forest (Reid, 1990), 
which split from one single dyke. The first dyke (TKl), was not found during this study. A 
map of the Tokai dyke area is shown in Figure 3.22-[1] and shows the relation of the dyke 
outcrop and trend compared to that originally mapped for the geological map of Cape Town 
(Theron, 1984). 
3.19 Tokai 2 (TK2) 
The wide dolerite dyke in Tokai (TK2) has been correlated with the Logies Bay dyke (Reid, 
1990), due to the large width of the dyke (-30 m) and the coarse grained gabbroic nature of the 
rock (Figure 3.22-[2]). The kloof that hosts the dyke trends at around 290°, which is estimated 
from the steep vertical Peninsula Formation cliff, assumed to be roughly parallel to the contact 
to the dyke. The TK2 dyke has joints that strike at 295°, suggesting contact-parallel joints, 
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The dyke is highly weathered and fresh samples are found when boulders are split open (Figure 
3.22-[4]). South of the dyke one of the larger faults mapped at the Cape Peninsula is exposed 
(Figure 3.22-[3]) and the fault surface has a northwesterly strike, similar to the trend of the 
False Bay dyke swarm. 
3.20 Froggy Pond (FG1) 
At Froggy Pond, just south of Boulders Beach, there are a set of dy kes in close proximity to one 
another (Figure 3.23-[1]). These dykes are thin, 0.3 to 2 m wide, and show quench textures of 
the dyke at the granite contact. Samples were collected from the larger dyke (FG 1, see Figure 
3.23-[ 1]). The dykes follow a very distinctive set of orientations, repeated at this locality and 
these clearly follow the local joint pattern in the granite (Figure 3.23-[5]). The two dominant 
orientations measured for both joints and dykes are 2900 and 335 0 in strike. This locality shows 
the lateral pinching out nature of the dykes (Figure 3.23-[2]). Also, blocks of granite have been 
dislodged from the country rock and are found as xenoliths in the dolerite (Figure 3.23-[3]). 
The larger block of granite situated in between two -1.3 m wide dolerite dykes does not show 
any sense of rotation or shear across the intruding dyke. Most of the outcrop is covered by beach 
sand, and two adjacent outcrops are found along strike, where the northern outcrop pinches out 
and the southern outcrop extends beyond the low tide line (Figure 3.23-[1]). 
3.21 Oatland Point (FG2) 
Oatland point is about 500 m south of Froggy Pond, and the 4 m wide dolerite dyke (FG2) does 
not show much variation in strike along its limited outcrop length (about 10 m) (Figure 3.24-
[1 D. The dyke at Oatland Point has a strike of 3300 • The Cape Granite country rock at Oatland 
Point differs from that at other locations with prominent fine grained apalite dykes cutting the 
granite (Figure 3.24-[2]). The FG2 dolerite clearly cuts these apalite dykes (Figure 3.24-[2]). 
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3.22 Millers Point (MP) 
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The Millers Point dolerite dyke (MP) can only be accessed during spring low tide (Figure 3.25-
[1] and [2]). The 6 m wide MP dyke shows interesting outcrop patterns in the granite with 
many small offshoots including one large piece of broken off granite in its centre, nearly the 
entire width of the dyke (Figure 3.25-[1]). Smaller individual xenoliths are also common here 
(Figure 3.25-[5]). Quench textures of the dyke are identified at the contact with granite outcrops 
by their much smoother weathered surface (Figure 3.25-[4]). To the northwest the dyke extends 
beneath the sand striking at 310° and is not seen further along strike in road cuts. However, 
there is a very distinctive vegetated gap in the TMG of the Swartkopberge some 250m above 
sea level, which falls along strike of the MP dyke. This was not investigated but could possibly 
be related to the to the preferential weathering of the dolerite adjacent to the Table Mountain 
Group sandstones. 
3.23 Smitswinkelbaai (SM) 
The Smitswinkelbaai dyke (SM) is the most southerly exposed dyke and can be accessed by 
a short hike down from a parking lot close to the Cape Granite - Peninsula Formation contact 
on the northern side of the Smitswinkelbaai fault (Figure 3.26-[1]). The dyke strikes at 300° 
and is the only dyke that has a felsic vein cutting through it. After the Logies Bay and Tokai 
Forrest dykes, the SM dyke is the next widest at 18 m. The outcrop only extends for 15-20 
m along strike and covered by vegetation on the mountain slope. The dyke is not observed 
along the road within the TMG sandstones further up the slope. Xenocrysts and xenoliths are 
common (Figure 3.26-[4]) and this location shows interesting xenoliths of a very coarse grained 
granitoid unlike the Cape Granite, described below. Contact of the dyke to the granite country 
rock is quenched and offshoots of the dyke into the granite are shown in Figure 3.26-[5]. 
3.23.1 Smitswinkelbaai Xenoliths 
The SM dyke shows unusual xenoliths that at first sight appear to be felsic (Figure 3.27-[1]). 
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is very coarse-grained with up to cm size grains of plagioclase feldspar and pink quartz (Fig-
ure 3.27-[7]). Also evident in the rock is a green mineral (Figure 3.27-[3]) that was identified 
as apatite. No alkali-feldspars were identified by the restricted amount of samples. Unlike 
the Cape Granite xenoliths in the field area, which are still fresh and unaltered, this xenolith 
shows significant resorption textures and reaction rims between individual mineral grains (Fig-
ure 3.27-[5]) as well as progressive disaggregation and isolation of individual minerals into the 
dolerite dyke (Figure 3.27-[2]). 
3.24 Robben Island (RI) 
The geological map of Cape Town (Theron, 1984) shows only one outcrop of a dolerite dyke 
(RI) on Robben Island. Field work by Rowe et al. (2010) confirmed the western shore dyke 
outcrop (Figure 3.28-[ 1]) and they observed a further outcrop of a dolerite dyke on the southern 
shore of the island, presumably the eastern extension of the dyke (Figure 3.28-[2]). The dolerite 
is not found as in situ outcrops, as the dyke has been eroded to below sea level and produces 
a 20m wide and continuous low in the exposed rocks at the shoreline. However, the beaches 
adjacent to the dyke are littered with dolerite pebbles and larger boulders of dolerite are also 
found along the assumed dyke path. The Robben Island dykes are likely part of a single dyke 
on Robben Island (Figure 3.28-[3]) and is the only location in this study, where the country rock 
consists of the Malmesbury Group. The dyke clearly cuts across the Proterozoic Saldania Belt 
structures and conforms to the regional trend of the rest of the dyke swarm, which is clearly seen 
by the photograph imagery in Figure 3.28-[4] from (National GeoSpatial Information Imagery, 
2008). 
3.25 Other Samples used in study 
Besides the 24 dyke localities described above a few extra samples were included in the study 
to expand the data set. These include two dykes from Sir Lowry's Pass and dolerite samples 
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3.25.1 Sir Lowry's Pass (SL) 
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Two dykes (SLl and SL2) were sampled by Creighton-lones (1982) -40 km east of Cape 
Town on Sir Lowry's Pass on the N2 national road. Regionally, these dykes form part of the 
False Bay dyke swarm as evident from the magnetic data provided by Day (1987) and they 
have the same regional strike direction. These dykes outcrop within the Table Mountain Group 
sandstones. The sandstones at Sir Lowry's Pass are tilted and the dykes intrude vertically. 
Therefore, the dykes are seemingly unaffected by the Cape Orogeny and post-date the Cape 
Fold Belt deformation event. 
3.25.2 Waterfront Breakwater sample 
At the Waterfront, Cape Town, dolerite boulders were found in parts of the Breakwater. A 
sample was collected in order to determine the origin of the dolerite, i.e. if one of the known 
dolerite outcrops was sampled to provide for the breakwater. Or alternatively, if the dolerite is 
from a dyke not identified as part of this studies. 
3.25.3 Silvermine Pathway sample 
The final sample included in the FBDS data set analysed in this study was a loose dolerite 
rock found along a pathway in the Silvermine National Park. As the case of the Waterfront 
Breakwater sample the intention was to determine the provenance ofthis sample by comparison 
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Sea Point (SP) 
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Figure 3.8: Chlion J <l}'l..e. III Sketch of O1.l lCrop ar~a ,JIO'\ii ng dyl..e nClwork arou nd CLI 
dyk~: [2] pidu,~ of eLl tak~ n from In ] art<! ,howing po,ition of(WS co-ordinates: 131 millOr 
dyke off-shoot: 141 granite xe nol ith : 15] sharp contac t and negative pmli1e of dyke cutti ng Cape 
Granit e: 161 north-south olriking minor dyke sou th of CLl with non-pcrpcmhcular joint, in 
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not to scale 
Clifton 3 (CL3) 
5 33° 56 .034' 
E 018° 22 .650' 
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hgure 3.<): Clifton 3 dyk~. I J I Sketch of Cli fton "rea ,howing the r~tati\'e orienlations of the 
<lykes, map IS no' drawn 10 seak; [21 anastomoLing dyke lfIcorpofating granite slabs; 13 - 41 
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rigure 3.1 1: Ka,tedspoort dyke. r I I RoaJsiclc olLtcrop of dyke in a ravlllG wllh the Kastccl -
spoor! Valley shown III the bad,groum.i: [2] dark fresh uolerile sampl~: [1] snKlIl offsh(Kll and 
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Figur~ 3.12: Oudek:rnal I dyk~, II I !.,ooking not1hw~sl lowards sens hor~ outcrop down frolll 
granite dill along Vicloria Road: r21 looki ng up (ca,!) towanls road ShowUlg large granite 
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Figure 3. 14 Logic, Bay I & 2 <.lyk,'s_ [1] logies Hay elyke out,;rop lIonh ofLla11duelno H~a~h ; 
[2] chill~el m~rgill 011 >.Outhern dyte edge: 13 1 n0l1hem conlnet wi th granite showing sinistral 
strike slip shearfrocture with r ntduri ng or alkali- r elel,p'" phc'[l(lCry,t. [4]l.B I anel LB2 COJlLlcl; 
[5] co""e gmmeel nature or LB 1: 1 IlJ ~l~p OO-"g;", Hay adapted from Walker (1 (56) with t~ 
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n's Peak 1 ( 
Figure 3. 15: Ch:lpman\ Pe:iL II J View of a dyke from mat in HOllt Bay; 12] lmking down 
from oortl,cm ditt alongsidc dyke '110V. i ng bifurcmiol1; 131 'hnrp C011 1.1Ct of dyke with Penin-
sula Granite; [4 and 5J original photographs by D L Reid and J Rogers showing the CPl Jy l..c 
outcrop from :lIne ,;cn. I\ote: photographs ,how two differe11t dykes - 1,2..1 and 4_5: [Ii] Google 
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Fig\lr~ 3.1 6: C'napman', f'~ak 2 dyke. LIJ VI~W of the dyk~ from a boat below th~ ",ain 
vicw point on Chapman's Pca).. Dri>c; 121 road-side dykc outCI'OP in Graafwatcr Formation 
cOlLntry wek; [31 nocthnn contad of dyk~ with alteration LOrn; in adjacent Graafwatcr Forma-
tion: 141 photo of dyk~ Ollie-rap in the Peninsu la Granites . courte,y of I) I. R~ id (200 ], link: 
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Figure 3.18: ChapmJn 's Pe~k 4 dyke. II I Vicw uf <lykc frum l:>u..1t hcluw Ch~pman's Pc~k 
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Figure 3.19: Chapman's PealS dyke. I I I View ot Chapman's Peak Drive trom the Sentinel 
"founlain showing lo<.;alion of uykes CP2 lhrough CPS: 121 trelh dolerite sample: 131 contact 
of uoicnte wilh gruni le; HI road lo ut oull'rop of CPS CUlling bolh Cape Granite and Graafw~ter 
hmnation with l~ ",ul~rn end cO\·ered In ,hock-crete: l51 poolo of pre-sho<.:l-c'rcte ,"overed 
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Figur~ .1.20: Ollbap'~we~ dyke. I II Google I'Jrth image of Ihe OK outcrop are~ und the 
development north,"ic,l of lhe M64 wad '" ocrc lh~ dyh .,ampb wer~ <'olle<'I~d; [2] i'enin,"la 
Fommtion COllIllr)' rock with no,,-heddln~; 13 and 41 rood CUh ,howing southern dyke contact 
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FiglLre 3.21; Kursery Ru,·ine dyke. rl1 Pidure laken looking wesllowards Kursery Ra\ilne hun 
Kirstenhos"h Gardens; 12J weatne red dyke oolcrop alongsi~ lnnlonr palh; 13J fresh dolerite 
sample: 14J contrast t>etwee n dol eril ~ and <.andS\Ol1e whe n we~(her~d roch are split to fresh 
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Figur~ 3.22: T"kai dyke. [ ll l'idur~ taken looking we,t bad; towal'd, dyke outcrop on path lip 
C<""i.mliaberg: 1·~ J fres]l coarse grained (\olerjt~ dyk~ sampk: [3] normal faull amI ~'limation 
oft;1Ult ori~ntalion b shown in 15] hy normal fault ,ymn,)l: [4J w~<1ther~d dyk~ outcrop <ldjJc'cnt 
10 wall: 15] Googk Earth imilge showing ]cx'Ollioo of dyke <18 m<lppcd in thi:; study (pink): ~ 
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Figur~ 3,23: hoggy P(md d)' l e. III Sketch m~p of dyke' <It Froggy Pond, showing the dyke 
that was sampkd (FGl): [21 mino!' p,lIalld dyke pinching out in P~ninsula Gr,mite cOl'"try 
H)(;k; [3] looking southwe,t ~t main FGI dyk~ with granite xenolith, [4] "iew oPF""itc to [3], 
i.e, pktu 1<: orient~ted north~aSl, ,howing jo; nt p<lnelTI in granit~ COl,"!I'Y rocl; l.'i J l-"., nd/kink of 
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Figure 3.24: Oll llaml Point dy ke. [1] Pidure of the dy ke out~mp in the Peni ns ula (jranite at 
sea level; [2] fel,i~ vei ni ng in granite, ", h i~h i, al,o cut hy (h~ ,k)]erite dyke: [3] (joog ie E~nh 
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I 
S 34 ' 13.986' 
E 0180 28.530' 
(2) 
53 
Figure 3.25, Miller.; Poim dyke. [11 SkLlc'h map of tlli: MP dyke; [21 photo "iew 01 dyke 
from parking ar"a highlighting the d)'k" outemp beh"" th e high tide l~vel: 13] ,ouiliern ~ontoct 
of dyke with granite country rock, looking ea,t out towards Falsc !Jay; 141 qucncb texture of 










CHAPIER J. F1ElD RElATIO' ... 'S AND DYKE mJTCROPS 
5 34° 15.802' 
E 018· 28.095' 
.14 
FiglL'" 3.26: Smib"illkdbaai uyle". [ I] View of Smi[swinkdbam ami Fal'e Bay fwm wau 
leading to Cape Point: [2] approx imatel), 18m wide Smitswinkdbaai uyke: [3] ,outhem contact 
with granitc country ruck: 141 example oj a xeoolith at Smits\\' lIlkdbaai (octai I:; shown in I'igul'c 
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Smitswinkelbaai Xenolith 
Figur~ 3.27: C()ar.'~ grained IO n~lik xenol ith in Smih"inke lb~ai dyle. II J Xenolith with re-
action ,.i m, developed between indi, idu~t graj ns: Jll disagg regation of AGnoli th and bolalion 
ofindividu~t minC" .. ~l' ~s xenocry,t,; J31 pink quartz with gr~en ~PdlilG grain: HI minGral s.ep-
(Irate! of pink quartL (q tLl. plugiO<.·lu,~ (plug) and gr~~n apallle; [5 J hi noc ul ar micro,c·o)1<' vi ~w 
of mineral l:ont'K"t highl ighti ng rounded n"tur~ (scak bar = I mm): 161 gr~nitoid-dolerite con-
tact; 171 reaction rim between quartz and p\agioc la:;e producing roun ded :;h~p.; of gmin, - (scalc 










r HllPIH':.1. A ELD RElATION.'> AND IWI< f:· (){) TCROPS 
hgure J.2~: Robben J,1:tw.l <.I) l~. ( I ] W~'tern e~t~JlsjO<\ of dyle: [21 ~~N~rn e~ l(",i"" " f dyle: 
[31 Go"gl~ E:mh il1\~8e of (he S(lutl~m (00., 1 (l[ R" hn.,n bland with dYKe ou tcrops indicatc<.l: 
Hl image of LCIl8 On>· lNallOn,L1 GeoSpali al Infol1natioJl Imagery. 2UU~), showing "~'l~1l1 











Petrography and Mineralogy 
The petrography and mineralogy of the False Bay dykes were initially investigated by Butt 
(1989), Hirschel (1989) and Wulfse (1989) (Honours projects at VCT). This work was sum-
marised and published by Reid (1990). The existing thin section collection was examined 
during this work with the addition of new samples from the Robben Island dolerite dyke (RI) 
and a summary of the petrography is presented in Table 4.1. The mineralogy of the dykes is 
typical of dolerites, consisting of fine to medium grained subophitic plagioclase (Figure 4.1-A) 
and clinopyroxene (Figure 4.1-B), with late stage skeletal octahedra of opaque Fe-Ti oxides 
(Figure 4.1-E), often as an anhedral interstitial matrix (Figure 4.1-F). Olivine is found in only 
the two widest dykes (Logies Bay and Tokai) in the coarse-grained interior (Figure 4.1-C) and 
is often highly altered (Figure 4.l-D). 
The quenched margins contain few, if any, phenocrysts. Samples of the Oudekraal dyke 
(OD2) have a bimodal grain size distribution of equal proportions and contain phenocrysts of 
plagioclase (1.5 mm) and clinopyroxene (1 mm) set in a still identifiable matrix of plagioclase 
(0.25 mm) and clinopyroxene (0.1 mm). The phenocrysts in the quenched margins of dykes are 
commonly of similar grain size to the minerals developed in the interior. Coarser phenocryst 
phases are observed in a few dyke interiors (see Table 4.1) and these are predominantly plagio-
clase, with few examples of clinopyroxene phenocrysts and one dyke (LB2) showing olivine 
phenocrysts. Often the phenocrysts form glomeroporphyritic textures (occur in aggregates) and 











e'-MPTF.k 4, PETROOUAP/,Y A ,'\'D ,.. " ,..F.JMLOG \' 
I-igurc .t. J: Ph"'"mkrogr.lph~ of dyk,- mm('r~lo~: 1\ ' rbgiuc;i;L-..: !plug): 6 . d'""fI}·ro.~ ene 
(ep_, ); C - Ulo"11C (01); 0 - I"' rlmll}' al!rn.'d 01",,10:; E - t'~-Ti o\idc!l wilh 'k~k!~1 \c./i Lurc. F 
- inlc'fs!i!ial Fc·TI "~,,i(>_~: (j - suoo[lhiti ... r laguxla >e anJ <"1il\i.lr~'ro~,~nc ulI rr-gm"'lt A to II 
,llOY. n in 1'1-'1. . t tOP) and X PL (h<lI[{ ,m) for ""1110.' ptl<>t<'mil'fllgmpbs.. 
A di.,!in,t f":11 U1'~ ,n llt~ dykes is the Pl'<::s,'occ' "f ,ub-roundcd \'Jnll le,. id"ntifi~d:ls arIl}" 
gdak ,. The pr~S(" 'to:e of ",""t' le' and ~m}gd.'l~., " ' Ihe b lS(" B~l' d~ \..,' ,,,il( ,,'il' rrponnl b)' 
ulI nJ;;ion d"[I1 h .. 4.nl)"gd;lk s in lhe F;I . .... , Hay doklll(~ ac" ("["arll- H:"" OU /"'J in 'roxific .';:Irnpk~. 
"hCl'e the' lIl1e";" ,( l1 a" pl'("$~n~d m;n..-.,j ~1I\j,'S or c .. k;t~ ~nJ qllUJ t1: (Flgllr~ "",2), The quart" 
grUJns !c'Jl<lw tJ., nuclC'llru on lhe ~irC Ul11frrcne~ of lhe variok, "10\1.' 1"£ ~ j;mv:111 pultern in· 










Table 4.1: Summary of the False Bay dyke petrography, showing average grain size of mineral phases and extra notes for samples. nf = not found 
# Location plagioclase clinopyroxene olivine phenocrysts phenocryst size arnygdales amygale density notes 
1 SP -- -- -- -- -- -- -- no thin section 
2 CL2 O.Smm O.2Smm nf plag 2-4mm O.Smm very low Elongated cpx grains and glomeroporpheritic 
3 CL1 O.4mm O.2Smm nf plag & cpx 1mm O.Smm very low interstitial quench texture 
4 BK O.Smm O.Smm nf plag 1.Smm 1.Smm low-med interstitial quench texture 
5 KS O.Smm O.Smm nf nf -- 1mm med --
6 001 0.3mm 0.2mm nf nf -- 1mm med --
7 002 1.5 & 0.2Smm 1 & 0.1mm nf nf -- O.4mm med bimodal grain size 
8 LR 0.2Smm 0.1mm nf plag & cpx 1.3mm no -- octahedral and hexagonal opaqued 
9 LB1 34mm 2mm 1mm nf -- O.Smm very low low frequency, coarse grained opaques 
9 LB2 1mm 0.4mm nf olivine 1.Smm 1mm high --
10 SB 1.Smm O.Smm nf plag 3mm O.Smm med green pleochroic amphiboles 
11 CP1 1mm O.Smm nf nf -- 1mm high interstitial quench texture 
12 CP2 1mm 0.2Smm nf plag & cpx 1 -1.Smm O.Smm low-med --
13 CP3 1.Smm 0.7mm nf nf -- 0.8mm med --
14 CP4 0.4mm O.Smm nf nf -- O.Smm low --
15 CPS O.4mm 0.2Smm nf cpx 2mm 1.Smm very high up to 2mm long cpx needles 
16 OK 0.88mm 0.3mm nf plag 2-4mm 0.8mm low quartzite xenolith 
17 NS 1mm O.Smm nf nf -- O.4mm med devitrified glassy matrix 
18 TK1 1mm 0.4mm nf plag 1.Smm 0.8mm med-high relatively opaque poor 
19 TK2 3.Smm 1.Smm O.Smm nf -- nf -- gabbroic grain sizes 
20 FG1 0.8mm 0.13 nf plag 1.Smm O.Smm low strongly bimodal plag texture 
21 FG2 1mm 0.4mm nf nf -- nf -- interstitial quench texture 
22 MP 1.Smm 0.2mm nf nf -- 1.Smm med quartz xenocryst 
23 SW 1mm 0.8mm nf nf -- 1mm low tonalite xenoliths 
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Figure 4.2: Photomicrograph:; of quam and calcite filled amygdales foond in the dolerite:; 
dyke,: A - hoilow w,iele with ljuart!. tr)'>lal, growing inward from the cirtumferente: B -
~l1ered Jmj'gd<l]e" ith c~ lcite <lnd few qU,llV grJillS: C - plJill polarised light (Pf'I.) photomic-
rograph of amygd"le; D: tross-polari>-cd light (XPLJ of C. 
,urf~ce ,111d ,howed ,111 open cen[",l void wit h qUaJt7 grJill' around the circumf~"'nl" (Figure 
4.2-AJ. In fi eld exposures. mJIlY amygdalcs are :;een as preferemiJlly eroded fe~ture', This 
I, more commonly ,cen in the hncr grallled ,amp\cs. where (he amygdnk, are larger (han the 
'" erage gmin ,ize of the dolerite miner"ls. In th in ,""etion most amygd"k, appear as dark ,ub-
rounded strul"ture, thai are high ly altered "OO!lk fre'll/CTlC} of their occurrence in the dyke, 
""rb (,~e T~hle 4. 1J. One of the Chapman', Peak dy\;:." (Cf'.~) ha, a very high dell,it), of 
~mygd~le'. whIle other dyke:; (e.g. C/ .l or F(2) hilve few or none , 
Xellollth, are al" commonly ob",rved in the dyk~, (,ee Ch"pter 3J. ~lo,[ xenolith, ~pp""r 
to be fragments of the Cap" Grani Ie and do Tlot show ex!en,ive "lteratioTl or melting a'S(lCi~ted 
with the intruding dolerite magma. TIle ,harp edg~, oftlle x~nolilh, arc typitally parallel to 
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Table 4.2: Microprobe mineral analyses for selected dykes: Logies Bay (LB 1), Tokai (TK2), 
Chapman's Peak (CP3), Millers Point (MP), Oukaapseweg (OK) and Nursery Ravine (NS). 
The composition of feldspar, pyroxene and olivine shown is the averaged value of mineral core 
analyses. Complete data set shown in Appendix D. Data from Butt (1989); Hirschel (1989) and 
Wulfse (1989). 
Feldspar Pyroxene Olivine 
Sample Dyke 
An Ab Or En Fs Wo Fo Fa 
GCH89-47 LSI 76.6 22.8 0.7 48.0 12.8 39.1 62.7 37.3 
GCH89-22 TK2 76.1 22.9 1.0 49.4 19.3 31.3 62.7 37.3 
GCH89-14 CP3 75.0 24.0 0.9 45.8 21.8 32.5 - -
GCH89-34 MP 73.1 26.0 1.0 52.0 17.2 30.8 - -
GCH89-36 OK 51.0 45.7 3.3 42.0 24.6 33.4 - -
GCH89-24 NS 51.0 46.1 2.8 40.1 31.9 27.9 - -
wall rock stoping. A quartzite xenolith observed in a thin section cut from the Oukaapseweg 
dyke shows no alteration associated with it and is likely sourced from the Peninsula Formation, 
which is also the local country rock at the dyke outcrop. A quartz xenocryst in the Millers Point 
dyke shows a distinct reaction rim and embayed texture. Xenoliths found at Smitswinkelbaai 
are distinctively different to the xenoliths of Cape Granite, as they shows resorbed and embayed 
grain edges (Figure 3.27, Chapter 3). 
Mineral compositions of the False Bay dykes were not obtained in this study. A summary 
of the dolerite mineral compositions from previous studies is presented below along with the 
original microprobe data, which was produced by Butt (1989); Hirschel (1989) and Wulfse 
(1989), and later published by Reid (1990). Six samples across the compositional range of 
the dyke suite were analysed by microprobe and the complete microprobe data is presented in 
Appendix D. Table 4.2 shows the average plagioclase, clinopyroxene and olivine (if present) 
compositions for the six samples that were analysed. The average mineral compositions shown 
in Table 4.2 are calculated excluding analyses taken from the rim of mineral grains. 
Compositions of plagioclase are mainly labradoritic with a compositional range of AnSI-76 
(Table 4.2), but do show a significant variation in their calcium content as low as An23 (Fig-
ure 4.3). The lower calcium plagioclase is typically groundmass plagioclase and phenocryst 
rims, and even the Logies Bay dyke, which has plagioclase with the highest anorthite con-
tent (An76), has rim compositions of An4o. Although the range in plagioclase compositions 
of each dyke largely overlaps, the average mineral compositions of plagioclase decreases in 
calcium content from An76 (dyke LBI) to AnSI (dyke NS) (Table 4.2). The Nursery Ravine 
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Figure --1.3: Fdd'pJr lemary diJgmffi. wilh lile dyke feld<p~r compo<ilions plotted. Ldi dia-
gram compar(\, core, rim and grolLndmass analy,es for each dyle, while the rignl diugr~m only 
plot, core compo,ilion_, . 
Logics Bay, Tokai (TK), Chapman's Peak (CP3) and Miller, Point (MP) , which _'oow a range 
in plagIOclase comlXNlioIl of AniO_W (Figur" 4.3). R"id (1990) corrdatcU (he Occrea,e in An 
comen! (0 diff~ren(iu(ion from a m"ft~ primitive dyke (e.g. LB I) to a more evolved dyke (e.g_ 
NS). 
Pyroxene j, the dominant mJfic mineral in (he dykes. Walker (1956) noted the pre:;ence 
of few ol1hopyroxcne gl"Jins rimmed Wilh cl inopyroxene and Figure 4.4 two analyses of or· 
thopyroxene and one or pigeonile. whereas the majomy of the pyroxenes an:: augl(e In com-
position. Figure 4.4 also highhght, toc (n::OO from more magoc,ilLm-rich augi(e in Logic, Bay 
and Tokai dykes (0 a mO£e iron-ricn augl(e in the Nun.ery Ravine dyke. The trend of pym.~elk 
comjX,si(ion, in (oc Fal,e B~y dyh' is ~ompill~d to ~ know differ~ntiation trend lo iron-rich 
tholeiite_, JS :;een in the Hirds River complc.~ (Figu,-" 4.4). which _'oow, a similar iron enrich-
ment. mterpreted to be related to magmatic differentiation (Eales and Hoolh. 1974: Eales and 
Roky, 1976)_ 
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Fi gll re 4.4: Pyroxene quadril~teml S)IO" ing thc composilional rang~ of the six ana ly'ed dykes 
(lOp ligure): Logie, Bay (LB1. To,,"i (TKl. Chapman's Peak (CP3). Millers Point (MP), 
Oukaap,e"eg (OK) and Nu"ery Ra\'ine (I\S) . Thc lo\\ cr f'igul'c highlights the lrenJ to Illore 
iron-rich augitc and i, comparcd compared to the Hird, Ri\'er gabbro' of tile Karoo. in the 
DorJrechl Distrid or 1 he Eastelll Cape. South AfricaIE~l e' and Hooth. 1974: Eales and Robey. 
1<)761. 
olivine i, predoll1in~ntly fOfstCritC wIth a compo,ilional range from Fo~, 72 and an average of 
£'ot"j. Reid (j 990) detcrmincd this to he out of equil ibrium with the predicted h~3 composition 
given thc Wl101c rock composi tion or the l;'gies Hay J)'h. Reid (l~JO) also ~rgued that the 
Fc-nch olivine evolved a< a re,u It of re-e()ui Ii br~tion dunng the longer crystallisation period of 











The False Bay dyke swarm samples used in this study were collected during a combination 
of past geochemical studies at the University of Cape Town (UCT). New samples collected 
from Robben Island (RI) and Chapman's Peak (CP4) dykes during this study are included. The 
samples were analysed using various instruments at both UCT and the GeoForschungsZentrum 
in Potsdam, Germany (GFZ), which allowed for data comparison across different instruments 
as well as different laboratories. Some ofthe dykes were sampled at shoreline outcrop locations 
(e.g. Sea Point, Clifton, Froggy Pond and Millers Point). Therefore care was taken to avoid 
alteration by seawater, by splitting the outer weathered surface and washing the sample in 
distilled or de-ionised water in an ultrasonic bath. Samples were all crushed at UCT using 
a hydraulic splitter and Sturtevant Laboratory Jaw Crusher (Carbon Steel Ribbed Jaws) and 
the crushed material was further powdered using a Seibtechnik Swingmill with Carbon-Steel 
vessels. 
5.1 X-ray Fluorescence 
Most of the samples for this study were previously analysed by X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) 
and selected results were published by Reid (1990). Newly sampled dykes (RI and CP4) were 
added to the data set in this new study. The new samples were analysed for major elements and 
selected trace elements with the X'Unique XRF spectrometer using fusion disks (prepared with 
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powder briquettes for trace elements. 
5.2 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 
A subset of the samples (n=27) wes chosen for selected trace element analysis in this new 
study. The subset covers the entire range of major element compositions and at least one sample 
per dyke found on the Cape Peninsula (and on Robben Island) was analysed. Samples were 
analysed using a Thermo Fisher Xseries2 quadrupole ICP-MS at UCT. Trumbull et al. (2007) 
had previously analysed selected False Bay dyke swarm samples (n=12) for trace elements 
at the GFZ, using an ICP-MS, whereas rare earth elements (La - Lu) measured at GFZ were 
determined using an Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emissions Spectrometer (lCP-OES). 
The internal standard check used in the ICP-MS lab at UCT is BHVO-2 (results shown in 
Appendix B), which produced values within the range of the published values (Wilson, 1997; 
Ila and Frey, 2000). 
The procedure at UCT for sample preparation follows that described by Le Roex et al. 
(2001), where 50 mg of sample powder was put into a Teflon beaker and 4ml of a hydrofluoric 
- nitric acid mixture was added (HF : HN03 ratio of 4: 1) and placed on a hot plate for 48 hours. 
Next the beakers were opened and the samples dried to leave a silicate-free precipitate. The 
precipitate was then further diluted with concentrated HN03 and dried on the hot plate. This 
step was repeated to prepare the precipitate for the ICP-MS. Before insertion into the ICP-MS, 
the sample precipitates were mixed with 4 ml of an internal standard solution of 5% HN03 with 
10 ppb indium (In), rhenium (Re), rhodium (Rh) and bismuth (Bi); then left in an ultrasonic 
bath for 1 hour and afterwards further diluted with the standard solution to 5000: 1. 
5.3 Multi-collector ICP-MS (MC-ICP-MS) 
A further subset of selected samples (n= 16), covering the MgO and Si02 range of the False Bay 
dyke swarm, also including five samples of Cape Granite and Ma1mesbury Group, were ana-
lysed for Nd and Sr isotope ratios using the Nuplasma MC-ICP-MS. Samples were prepared by 
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term standard BHVO-2 produced 87Sr/86Sr values of 0.703468 ± 0.000013 and 143Nd/144Nd 
values of 0.512994 ± 0.000005, compared to recommended values of 0.703479 ± 0.000020 
and 0.512984 ± 0.000011 respectively (Weis et al., 2006). Sample powders of the Cape Gran-
ites and Malmesbury Group where also analysed for whole-rock Sr and Nd isotopes on a Triton 
and a Finnigan MAT262 mass spectrometer at the GFZ, following the technique described by 
Romer et al. (2005). Present day 87Rb/86Sr and 147Srn/144Nd isotope ratios have been calcu-
lated from ICP-MS elemental data and the measured 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios 
using GEODATE (Eglington and Harmer, 1999), for use in regression calculations presented 
later. Initial 87 Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios were recalculated to 130 Ma (Reid et al., 
1991) using GEODATE. 
Isotope analyses for the False Bay dolerites include one duplicate measurement of a dyke 
from Tokai (sample GCH89-22), which was initially published by Trumbull et al. (2007). The 
results of both studies are highlighted in Table 5.1 and show good correlation and reproducib-
ility for both Sr and Nd systems, where differences are found in the 5th decimal place. 
Table 5.1: Isotope analysis comparison of sample GCH89-22 from the Tokai locality. 
I GCH89-22 (TK2) I this study I Trumbull et al. (2007) I 
'/I,7Sr/'/I,°Sr 0.706849(13) 0.706878(7) 
lS/Sr/lSbSr (130Ma) 0.70644 0.70644 
145Nd/I44Nd 0.512516(6) 0.512502(5) 
145Nd/144Nd (130 Ma) 0.51239 0.51237 
5.4 Malmesbury Group and Cape Granite Suite Analysis 
The country rock intruded by the False Bay dyke swarm in the Cape Peninsula and False Bay re-
gion include the Neoproterozoic Malmesbury Group meta-sedimentary rocks and the Peninsula 
Granite batholith of the Cape Granite suite. Previous studies suggested crustal contamination 
affected the False Bay magma and that an assimilation model is required to model the observed 
trends seen in the compositional range of the dyke suite (Trumbull et al., 2007). The petro-
genetic models are discussed later in Chapter 7; however, it was necessary to analyse samples 
of the local basement, as this data is not complete in the available literature. Malmesbury 
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and Mbeje (2005). Two samples of Cape Granite (sample CJ-08 and CJ-12; Appendix C) are 
analysed for trace elements, Sr and Nd isotopes. The granite samples were originally collec-
ted by Creighton-Jones (1982) and the major element data is shown in Appendix C. One new 
sample of Cape Granite was collected from the Higgovale Quarry in Cape Town below the 
Cable Way and was analysed for major elements, trace elements, Sr and Nd isotopes (sample 
CG-AI; Appendix C). Known problems that were encountered during analysis of the Cape 
Granites are the dissolution of zircons. Different analytical techniques produce Zr concentra-
tions of -160 ppm in XRF and -40 ppm in ICP-MS, clearly showing an under evaluation of 
the Zr content by ICP-MS. Therefore, the concentration for Zr presented in the data tables is 
that determined by the XRF technique from Creighton-Jones (1982). Zircons are known to be 
a reservoir for the heavy rare earth elements (Gd - Lu), this should however not affect the light 
rare earth elements such as Sm and Nd concentration adversely; however, the issue of zircon 
dissolution needs to be kept in mind. 
5.5 Graphs and Data Plots 
Results were compiled into spread sheets using the newly collected data and those from Reid 
(1990). The data were imported into Petrograph (Petrelli et aI., 2005), a plotting program 
that includes discrimination diagrams, ternary diagrams and normalisation values. All plots 












Major and trace element analyses of all samples determined by XRF techniques are presented 
in Appendix A. Prior to interpretation the geochemical data set was processed and screened for 
the purposes of identifying altered or weathered samples (see Chapter 5), rejecting suspect ana-
lyses and applying a suitable normalisation. With respect to alteration, field and petrographic 
observations were the first screen applied to the samples. Inspection of Loss on Ignition (LOI) 
values with respect to dolerite dykes indicate limited alteration, with only one of the 74 ana-
lyses reporting an LOI of> 2% (Table 6.1). Normalisation of major oxides was to 100% on 
an LOI-free basis, with total Fe as FeO. Table 6.1 lists a subset of the geochemical database, 
containing a representative sample from each dyke that was selected for ICP-MS traces and ra-
diogenic isotopes. The Mg# value (molecular MgO/(MgO+FeO)) shown in Table 6.1 has been 
calculated using an assumed Fe203iFeO wt % ratio of 0.15 (Frey et aI., 1974; Brooks, 1976; 
Langmuir et aI., 1977). 
6.1 Major Element Variations 
To investigate the use of a single sample as representative of the dyke's composition, the widest 
dyke (LB 1) was sampled across its entire width to observe geochemical variations (Figure 6.1). 
Figure 6.1 shows the limited chemical variations of samples taken across the 40m wide Logies 
Bay dyke with a range of 0.8 wt.% in Si02 and 0.6 wt.% in Na20 + K20 and the error bars 
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Table 6.1: Major oxide data (volatile free, total Fe as FeO, recalculated to 100%) from Reid 
(1990) with new trace element for the False Bay dyke swarm. Measured LOI (Appendix A) is 
listed below major oxides and dykes are listed in order of decreasing MgO content. 
Sample GCH89-20 La-07 GCH89-22 GCH89-11 La-11 GCH89-14 GCH89-03 GCH89-33 
Dyke Location TK1 LB1 TK2 CP1 LB2 CP3 SB MP 












































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 6. GEOCHEM~TRY 
Table 6.1 continued ... 
Sample GCH89-28 
Dyke Location FG 1 































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER 6. GEOCHEM~TRY 
Table 6.1 continued ... 
Sample LB-40 LB-60 LB-43 GCH89-17 GCH89-36 GCH89-43 PD-2 GCH89-41 
Dyke Location CL 1 WF CL2 CPS OK BK LR KS 
Major element oxides (wi, %) 
Si02 53,03 55,59 53,59 
Ti02 2,24 1,57 2,17 
PJPJ 14,63 13,99 14,32 








ICPMS trace elements (ppm) 
0,23 0,20 0,21 
4,34 4,24 4,23 
6,51 7,61 8,09 
3,09 2,28 2,48 
2,52 2,22 1.70 
0,42 0,24 0,41 
1,63 1.29 0,92 
& § ~ § 
V 444 333 440 
~ ~ n ~ 
Co 41 39 40 
Ni 30 46 32 
Cu 47 100 47 
Zn 140 120 140 
Rb 134,1 84,1 67,0 
Sr 170 155 181 
Y 44 38 44 






















19,8 12.7 20,1 
372 350 337 
26.7 25,1 27,3 
57.7 54,0 58.4 
7,17 6,64 7,24 
30.4 27,5 30.7 
7,01 6,30 7,04 
1,93 1,61 1,92 
7,81 6,73 7,84 
1.22 1.06 1,25 
8,05 6,92 8,16 
1.62 1.39 1,65 
4,89 4,14 4,95 
0,69 0,57 0.70 
4,64 3,86 4.70 
0,69 0,56 0,69 
5,50 4,95 5,63 
1,20 0,80 1.21 
9,4 11.6 10,1 
6,2 7,3 6,4 
1,6 1,6 1.7 
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49.8 49.9 50.0 50.1 SO.2 50.3 SO.4 50.5 SO.6 50.7 50.8 SO.9 51.0 
Si02 
72 
Figure 6.1: Logies Bay (LB) dyke samples (open symbols with error bars) taken across the 
width of the 40m dyke including the quenched dolerite close to the Cape Granite (CG) contacts. 
Closed symbol represents the average dyke composition. 
the LB1 dyke with a maximum 12% difference from an average Ti02 of 1.40 wt. %, smaller 
than the % difference of K20 (68 %), which is plotted along with Na20 and Si02 in Figure 6.1. 
Therefore, intra-dyke variations are minimal, even in the widest dykes (e.g. LB 1), and a single 
sample provides a good geochemical representation for the respective dyke. 
The compositional range of the False Bay dolerite suite is shown in two conventional clas-
sification diagrams (Figure 6.2), where the bulk of the data points plot within the sub-alkaline 
fields with basalt and basaltic andesite compositions (Figure 6.2a) and show a distinct tholeiitic 
affinity (Figure 6.2b). For purposes of further description and subsequent discussion the dykes 
with the lowest and highest Si02 (Logies Bay LB 1 and Chapman's Peak CP2 respectively) 
have been labelled. Other major element plots are shown in Figure 6.3, where the degree of 
differentiation can be monitored by the MgO content, which changes from 8% in dykes with 
basaltic composition to 2% in dykes with basaltic andesite composition. Relatively smooth 
correlation between MgO and other high abundance major oxides, such A1203, FeO and CaO, 
and minor oxides like K20, P20S and Ti02 reveal continuous change with no obvious compos-















" " • " • " " " 
Figure 6.2: (a) TOlal alkali-,ilica di agram and (b) AH.l diagmm for tlle Fal ~ B~y dyke 'w~rm. 
where A = N~20+K,0, F = Tot~ l Fe a' fieO, M = MgO. Logie, 13~y (LB I). Cllapm~n 's Peak 2 
(CP2) and Robkn I, land (RI) dy\..~s are laklled. 
IlIa~imum at intennediate />'] 8° . S~mples from Ihe Rohhen l ,l~ nd dyke (RI) and one from Ille 
Oudekraallocality (OD2) re\'eal no table departure, in composition away from the trend deli ned 
by the dyke ~uite', end-member ~ompo,ition' n .B I and CP2). 
The rebtionship between Mg# (1~hle (d) ~nd geographical distr ibution of the dyke, is 
examined to oh:;erw if any spadal mnU'ol on dy,,", locations is related to the degree of differ· 
~n tiation (Figu re 6,-t ). Bearing in Ihe IlIind Ille genera l r\W-SE orientation of th~ d)k~s and 
tl.,ir resU'icted outcrops that ess~ ntiall) span a N-S tract down tm, Care Peninsula. tl., dykes 
with highest Mg# are exposed around Ho ul Bay_ wherea, the other dyke, do not show spatial 
re,tr;':tion, in terms of their \-lg#. I lowe"er. tlle Ch~pman' s Pe~k location contlins ~djace nl 
dyke, separated hy only ~ few 10, of metre, Ihm encompa's the ent ire range i n Mg#. Therefore, 
Ihere i, no ~ppal'ent spatial vari~lion in MgO. 
6.2 Trace Elements Variations 
Variation of compalible IntC~ dements su~h as Cr and Ni show progressi, e depl~tion with de-
crea:;ing ~lg0 and follow curved lrends. wilh conlinuous depldion during edrl} :;\ages of dif-
fere nti~tion (high-MgO dyke:;) followed by a more subdued bellavioul' in Ille ]oll--MgO dyke, 
of basaHk ande:;i le compositions (Figure 6.5), Olll er compatihle lIac~s. like V. haw a max-
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Figur~ 1i.3: Major elenlent oxide" of the fal s" Bay dyk" ,'Warm, End-m"mbcr <lykcs (LB I and 
CP2) arc labellcd and WI[ Iymool lLscd for Rohhen Isl and dyh anll ~ird~ symhot u, ed for 
OlLdckraal<lyh (I~~ Legenll). Correiation ~oeffi~i~nt (r) indicated for each ptm in lowel' left 
('orner. The dOlt ed line in MgO versus l\alO plot I'cprcs"nls a himolbl lrcnd of lhc ,ample ,Cl 
wilh a posit;"" ~olTclalion from 2 - 5 wl.% l\-IgO and a n~galiv~ mrreialion from:; - ~ v.L 'X 
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35(J Cr (ppm) Ni (ppm) '" co. W o 0 
= ! 00 ' .. aD'. " '" 00' 0 " 0 ,00 0 0 00 , ~j" ~ o I 0 ". 00 '00 ./ .~ 0 • co 0 '0 '00 ,"' 0 , .. :,;; •.. 00 . - '"' !ill C"1 ... fG • ' •• fG , ., -- '0 ../ '" ("2. - -:;. 
W 
~ 
v (ppm) ". Sr (pp,!,) .00 • = • 0 0 • 
"' /~ '" ,00 .,t ',. '00 
/ ' .. "'. , 0 1 .. <orG" • 
0 00' ."'.lH' ~ ~ "' .. --" ~ o , -~ .-d. oe, • •• -"o,l"' co,! ... '; ,. - 0 0 = 0 ,<, 
! '00 '00 
0 "- • lB ' r 
00 Cu (ppm) , t •• Zr (ppm) 0 .'--:: = '" (02 0 '" " • ,00 • ...... -" 00 00'/ " .. ."F" • , ~ '. • " 00 ". . / , " , ••• '00 • • · . ". '" ,> 00, 00 ," ·CC CO, ...... ~ 0 -. - 00 ", " " . ·co '2 •• -, , , , , , , 4 5 6 7 , 
MgO (wt %1 MgO (WI '!I.) 
Figure (i,.~ Tr""e eiemem, of Cr, Ni. V, Sr amI Cu ploued again,t MgO. Bottom right shows 
v,lrimion ofl'r with MgO. 
trcnJ of slight depktion with decreasing /l-lgO. The behaviollr of ell displays a clear po,itive 
correlation with /l-fgO. Some dykes (labelkd on the Jiagmms) have anomalOlJs compositions 
and tfie '~me "ullples are iJtntilicJ rqxal~Jly in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Th~ anom,llolls dykes 
include the Millers Point (MP). Froggy PonJ (FG 1), O:llianJ Poinl (FG2). Oudekraal 2 (OD2) 
~IlJ Robhelll,lund (RI) Jyke" ~ll ofwhi~h fall within a narrow range of 5 to 6 WI. % MgO. 
The "ari~t ion of all immohile ill,:ompatihle trace element ,uch as Zr ,haws a steady pro· 
gr"-,,ive enri~hmen t with J",,~a,c in !l-lg0collltnt (Figure 6.5), ranging from abolllSO ppm ,md 
increasing b} ~ fador of three intoc most JilTermlialcd dykes with b,lsailic andesiTe cOlllf>O'i-
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Figure 6,6, Incompatible trace clemenb plolted ag~im,t Zr. Sample, me grouped into hi8h- and 
I ow-~'l FO group, (see t~xl for d~tai I,). Star symhol' r~pres enl dykes (labe ll ed) tim haw MgO 
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.. -_._----,. , • · • H_oh ~,o • H,", "9J • .. .. ~"~ .. lO~Mgo:) 
•• " " , • .. " , , , , , , , 
j" , 
, , 
! , .. , • · " , , , .. , , , , -, " , , ,,' .. .. 
" 
'.'~.L ..... .. , .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " .. "- , "-" . • " " ~,o , " • H,", ""'" " .. , ~"~ .. , .. lC~"",," 
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I • · .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • " • " , ... --
Figurc 6,7: :-lcw lI'a~e dClOClll data or Hr, Ta, Pb, Th and C. Sampb lir~ divided into high-
and 10w-MgO group, (,~~ text f,~' details) and 'haded area reprcsent> the I JOD for comparison 
(Trumbull et al" 2oo7), Tli~ average rdati\'e standard deviation (%RSDl for the ekmem, ar,,: 
Ta= 1.04; Hf = 0,.'\1, U = 1..'\2: Th = 0.<)2: Pb = 0.77: and Ce = 0,25. hror bar\ are cxcluded 
from graph to maintain a cl ea r~r oWr\,kw, 
ation. the f!mphs utilise dilTer~nt ,ymhols 10 distinguish between ,ampk' wilh > 5 ,,1.% MgO 
(high-MgO rang") and < 5 wI. ~t MgO (Iow-M gO rang"). Variation, of other in<;Clmpatible tracc 
dem~nt' analy,ed in tne prc",nt ,Iud)' are pIClt1~d again'l :(1' in Fif!ure 6,6, Well-defined IJOS-
itive correlation' of Yb and Y (representing the htavy REE). Ce (liglit REE), '<b and Hf (hif!h 
lidd 'tr~nf!th elements Clr HFSE), Ba (larf!c ion litliopliilc demcnt or LlLE) art noteworthy. 
The previously identiticd anomalClu, dykes also appear anomalom in tnc tra~e elcm~nt f!raph" 
where thc&C dykes arc grouptd as pan of tht high-\lgO group, but o\'erlap with both high- and 
10w· "-IgO dyke group, m Zr and olhcr inmmpatibl" trace eI~ment c{)ncen~'ations (Figures 1i,Ii 
and 6,7), Dtpartmes from 'irnpk linear relalionshi p.' are evidenl in the beha"iour of Uh and 
Pb (LJLh). a' wtll as U and TIl (HFSEj, ""th the morC differenlialed 1",,-MgO dyke, defin ing 
a comp l ~te l y diff crenttrend 10 tnat Cib,en ~d for the hightr-MgO dyke, (Fif!lIft 6,7 j, 
Sdect~d inter-element plots ~re pre'enkd in Fif!lIft 6.7, whtl'e the False Bay dykc ,,,,ann 
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Figure 6.8: Trace ele=nt ratio plOls. Samples divJdcd InlO hi gh- and lo,,-MgO group' (see 
le.~ll('r<kluils). 
the low-MgO dykcs a,socialoo wilh high Ta. Hf, c: and Th l"ont~nl'. is ~mph'jsi'ed in lhe 
comparison wilh lh,- mOre primitiw dyke, from Ih~ HOD mega-,warnl in Namibia. which 
()\wlup wilh lhe high-~lg0 gro up oflhe False Bay dyke swann. The near conSlant Thill rail() 
in both lfie high- and low-\1g0 dykes pro\'ide8 a useful refelcnCe whcntrackmg lhe beha\iiour 
of Pb. Tile more differentiatcd low·MgO dykeS show anoIllalolLs I'b ~nriLhm~nl pallel11s. A 
similar pattern is observed when plouinf! Ce vs Pb, wh ich ,hows th~ lrend 10 high ~nriLh""'nl in 
tfie raise Bay dykes, bm Wilh a gcntk change in slope allhe passage from the hi gh· 10 k"'!-~'lg0 
dykes. slIgge;,tin g a ~hangc, in lhc procc%es lhal comrolthe hehavi our of lhese element'. Imer-
dcmem ratio;, pertincnllO the radiogenic' i".llope ')" tem presented later are plotted in figure 
6.8. where the high-MgO rncmbcr;" of the False Bay dyk~ ,warm ,how restricted \'ariation in 
SmlNd and RbiS,., but the morc di ffercntiated low-\1g0 dykes ,how \iarialion, 10 moch high~r 
RblSr rati,JS. Other in te r-element ratios plotted In Figure h,g aTe normalized to Kh or Yb. 
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Figure 6,9: incompatible trace derncnts not'lllaliscd to primiti,-e mantle (McDonough and Sun, 
1995), Sample, LB I and CP2 repres~ nl lew;!- and nl(l>,t cli fkrentiat~d dykes of til e false !Jay 
dyke ,warm re'r<'ctivdy. 
excluding tllc anornalous dykcs idcntilied aho\e. Plot, of CdYh and more-so ThlYh vs NhlYh 
<;celll 10 indicale a mOre compln hehaviouL dominatecl hy higher CelYh aoo ThlYb ratios in 
Another popular approach adopt~d i n g~ocheillical characterisalion of basaltic roch i, the 
manile-nn'maii,ecl spicier-gram, wh~re p~nurbations in th~ behaviour of lrace ckmcuts Illay 
indical~ IOurC~ region control during IOC formation of parclilal magma" FiglLre 6.9 ,!1(m', lhe 
range in mantk-normaliscd composition of the False Bay dyke ,uite, with the Logiel Hay clyk~ 
(LIlI) re prcscnting toc lea,l di lfercn tiak d ~omposi tion and Chapman's I-'eak 2 (CI-'2) heing th~ 
most dilkrmlialed ~omp",ition. Of panim\ar ,ignificance i, the lkwloprrl<'nt of a positiYe 
Th-U anomaly. the Ta-Nb negalive anomaly. a, wdl alliote pr~'ence ob positive f-'b anorna ly, 
Also cvident is the brge negalive Sr- aoo Eu anomalies, allhough the laner is hener illu,trated 
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Figur~ 6.10' (A) r'tJondrite no rmali sed Rl:.E dma of the False Bay dyke swann. Chunuritc 
\a lucs lakCll from /l.kD"'.,U!(h anu Sun (1995) . (B) Fah~ Hay dyke ,,"'arm range from le,1>! to 
mo,l evoived >,lIllp le> ,Illd i> compared to th~ mng~ of com[>Jsilions uf lhe Tafdocr!( lype of 
the HOD (Tl1Imbull el a\.. 20(7). (C) tU lal REE ralio (LuLu); (D) li!(hl REE rat io (I.a/Sm): (E) 
heavy REE ratio ((idILu ). 
V,lriation of the REE a~ a se parat e group is di~pla)'ed in Fig 6. J O. wherc the anal)',eu wIll-
positi on> ar~ normalized lu ~holldril c, Lill'g" ehan!(c, in norIllalis~d REE wnLentration \'a l u~, 
are ob&;f\'cd aeros., the !'allge of the dyke ,"i Ie, allhml!(h I imi led change> in Ihe stope of overall 
REE prolilc., arc nilklll in Figure 6. 1 Oa, ",hid1 .,h",n approxim,lIely JXl"ll leI profiles, The de-
lail o r REE profile ., I(\pes ~an he ohser\'e(i ill the "I lio plot> ,I' a fUll ctioll of M gO I ~ igu res 6, I Ik. 
d. and c), Allhough the nonna\i<,cu REE ,-,m",elltraliollS 'ho", appmximat~ ly par,llIeI profile>. 
,ubtle cha ng~s in slope are observe"L Thc rdall "" fraLlim",li (\J] of the LI< EE is gradu,11 and pro-
gress ive III the passage from leasl to mOSI ui fTcrcnlialed dyk~" whi le the IIREE 'how even less 
pe r<:eptihle changcs, but agai n arc gradual. Huwncr, the ral;o plo!> all sho", a ,uhl l~ hil l di,-
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Figure 0.11: Eu-anomalies or the Faist Bay dyke', where E,,* = \t.~",~G:i. Logics Bay 
(LR I). Smilswin~el (SM) nnd Chnpmnn's Penl (CP2) dykes are hi ghl ighted hy triangle. cirde 
and square symbol> r~'f"'div ely. (a) Varimion or the Eu anomaly wilh MgO, (h) Comparam'c 
RH, trends of ,elected dyle, (LR I, S\1 ami CP2) widl var)'ing degrees of tfl" Eu anomaly, 
hig-h lighting the change in the Ell -anomaly with inCIcnsing REE noondances. 
or a n"gative ~.u anomaly as a furn:tlon of denea,ing MgO i, shown in Figure 0.11. 
6.3 Sr and Nd Isotope Variations 
6.3.1 False Bay Dykes 
Funher augmentalion or the Fal,e Bay dy ke ,warm geococmical database im olv"d the ana-
lysis or ~7Sr;AA Sr and 14)KJ1144'Nd i,otore ralio, (Table 0.2) in sdeded ,ample> covcring the 
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points show a rough correlation that produces a regression age of 563 ± 85 Ma with a MSWD 
error of 1.85. When the high-MgO basaltic samples are regressed separately the age produced 
is slightly younger at 313 ± 86 Ma and a lower MSWD error of 0.596. A similar approach 
has been taken in the Sm-Nd isochron diagram (Figure 6.12b) where the high-MgO basaltic 
samples follow a rough trend equivalent to an age of 279 ± 122 Ma (MSWD error of 34.1). Re-
gression of the entire Sm-Nd dataset produces an age of 680 ± 428 Ma (MSWD error of 516.4). 
None of the regression ages are consistent with the Ar-Ar age of 130 Ma, which is interpreted 
as the intrusion-age of the dykes, but the older values calculated here probably reflect an open 
system behaviour discussed in later chapters. 
Initial Sr and Nd isotope ratios, assuming a 130 Ma emplacement age, are plotted against MgO 
in Figure 6.13, where it is clear that the more differentiated dykes have higher initial 87 Sr/86Sr 
and lower initial 143Nd/144Nd respectively. The data points and presence of some scatter does 
not differentiate between changes in isotope ratios as either a step-wise function at about 5 wt. % 
MgO, or as a curvilinear change. However, either case shows a relative progression in isotope 
ratios with change in MgO concentration. The high-MgO dykes have an initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio 
of 0.706 at the time of emplacement, whereas the 10w-MgO dykes have higher values up to 
0.720. The corresponding values for initial 143Nd/144Nd are 0.51237 and 0.51213 respectively, 
equivalent to an ENd range of -1.6 to -6.6 (Table 6.2). The negative correlation of initial Sr and 
Nd isotopes is presented in Figure 6.14, where the array forms a well-defined linear trend from 
near bulk Earth to higher Sr-isotope and lower Nd-isotope ratios with progressive changes. 
Also pertinent in Figure 6.14 is the cluster of the high-MgO dykes (dark symbols) relative to 
the linear trend of the 10w-MgO dykes (light symbols). 
6.3.2 Country Rock 
The country rocks into which the False Bay dykes are intruded include the Malmesbury Group, 
Cape Granite Suite and Table Mountain Group. In this study and the discussion that follows, 
reference to the Cape Granite is restricted to samples of the S-type Peninsula Granites exposed 
at the Cape Peninsula. Samples from the Peninsula Granite and the Malmesbury Group were 
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rf/I\PTER 6, UEOCJlIiMI,<;Tr~Y 
Tnbk 1i.3: ~7Srl~hSr anll 1" Ndl l44l\d i>.Otap ~ analy';' or thrcc Cape Gmni\~ Suite and two 
Mall1lC,hury Group sample" hrror in mcasured \·aluc (m) is gi\'~n b)' 2"igm~ and valuc, arc 
re<;nlcul~ted to 130 Ma fllf' cOIllpariwn with Ih ~ b'ah~ Ba)' dyke swarm,=== 
pl'~\'iou, ly for Ih~ Fal,~ Ba}' dykes migbl ha\'~ l-.;:~n innuenccd b}' lI1lcroc\ion ,,'ilh country 
Ilx:k during int rusion. Pre,' iou ,I}, published Sr-j"OIop" d~tu arE available for the Capo;: lOr-ln-
ite (AII",p[! and Kolbe, 1905), wh ile for the Malmesbury (iroup fxlth SI'-lS OW]J<: (AII>.Opp and 
Kolbe, 1%5) and Nd-isotope d~lU (Buggisd\ ct aI., 2(10) e,i,t mill havE ocm lI1COl'pol"ated 
In the graphs that fo llow. I tc me\'~r, fxlth i.,otojX: sySl~ ln s have ne\'er before ocell analysed III 
comhination OIl tOmTlJOn sample, far either the Ca~ Granile suite 01' the ~blme,bury Group, 
T11erefore, four ,ampics (twa Malme,bury anll (wo graIll(e) wel'c annlysed al b(l[h CCT and 
GFZ for 87 Srf"l Sr and I.B N d1 144-"d :Illd one f Ulther granite ,ample from Ibe Higgovale Quarry, 
wa, als() ~nalysed at t;CT, The wmplete g~()chemical data ~el, induding major and lrace e le-
mcn(s by XRI', a, well as ICP-MS (ra<'Cs are listed in ,l,ppendix C. whcreas Sr--"d is()topic 
data corn:<:(ed to the 'ame b'al,~ B ~y dyke ,warm age of 130 Ma Tor compmi"111 arc ghcn 
in Table 6.:'. TIle Malmesbury lOr<H1P sample, give ~'Srf(,SI'I '{III<. af 0.7645 ~nd 0,7272 for 
th~ Robhm J'lanll sample (NM-OI2) and (jmlio Bay sample (MM-r).)l). respeclivei}', TI,C 
14JN,\l I·'·'NdIJ.OMo ratio for the Inme 'amples i, 0.5121 and O.5120, respectively, Th~ three 
sample, ()f Cap~ (iranile ,how rciati.ely lim il~d \'ari ~lion ;n i,olopie ratios and gi\' e an a\'~rage 










Figure 6_12: Plot at Rb-Sr (AI and Srn-Nd (B) regress iol1 calculmion:;. Solid lillc r~prcsern,; 
higil·"lg0 lrend and dashed I jl1 ~ repre~nls the high- and 10w-MgO lrel1d wi th samples repre:;-
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Figure 6.1 3: Plots of Sr- and Nd-isote>pc ratlos vs MgO, 
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6.4 Correlating dykes exposed along strike 
Limited exposure away from shoreline outcrops around the Cape Peninsula make it difficult 
to track individual dykes along their strike and separate dolerite outcrops that lie approxim-
ately along strike have been tentatively assumed to be the same dyke. Day (1987) provided 
one means of correlation based on magnetic anomalies interpreted as lineaments and another 
based on dyke petrology and geochemistry, specifically the degree of differentiation, is ex-
plored here. It is permissible to relate dykes based on their composition, having established 
that limited chemical variations exist within dykes. Further, blocks of dolerite have been noted 
in some building operations around Cape Town and their compositions have been determined 
for purposes of establishing possible sources. This was included in order to establish if the 
samples represent dykes not mapped in this study (see Chapter 3), or if they belong to known 
outcrops. 
6.4.1 Logies Bay and Tokai Dykes 
The two dykes most likely to be grouped together are the largest dolerite dykes from Logies 
Bay and Tokai, which line up along strike (Chapter 3, Figure 3.1). From field and petrographic 
evidence this assumption can already be drawn, as both are greater than 30 m wide (not seen 
in any other location) and have coarse grained (> 2 mm) interiors. These are the only olivine-
phyric dykes found in the dyke swarm and thin sections from both localities are essentially 
identical. A lower estimate for dyke thickness:length ratios is approximately 1: 100 with more 
common aspect ratios of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude smaller (Rubin, 1995), which for a 30 
m wide dyke results in a > 30 km length along strike. Before the development of residential 
areas in the northern parts of Hout Bay, Nell and Brink (1944) mapped a considerable length 
of the Logies Bay dyke across into Hout Bay, and magnetic maps by Day (1987) also show a 
continuous linear anomaly for over 20 km (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.6). 
Two samples were taken from the Tokai dyke locality (TKI and TK2) and show slight 
differences in thin section, in that TK2 is coarser grained than TK 1. The geological maps of 
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Figure 6, 16: Tr:l~e element piL'ts of IOC legll'S Bay (LEI), Tobi (TK), I\u"ery Ravioc (NS), 
Kasledspoorl (KS) and Bakoven (ilK) dyke,: nonnalisatiou \ nlues hum McDonou~h and Sun 
(1995) ror primitive mantle (ien) anll chonJritl' (ri..-ht), Op<:n "-Illare syml>ols hi ghl ight the 
enriched Ba anll Sr coIlCenlmlions in the sample, fMm NS relative 10 samples from KS and 
BK. 
thi' study: h"wever, the magl}<,:tic dala cloxs su..-g~'l a spli l in thl' Tokai area (Ihy. 1987) :md 
thus was pn}bably used to draw HI th .. : contucts. Al I J>gie, Ilay lhere are cletinitely two dykes. 
with 1.1l1 representing the widl'SI and coar",sl intruded hy I ,1l2, \\"hi~h is a mu~h 'mailer. very 
hn~r gmin~d intrusive vein (Walker, 1956), Ue(}chemically all the TK and LB dyke samples 
have compositions which plot nt the most MgO-rich ~nd of the Si02 vs MgO plol (Figure 
6_ 15 A J. Tn" /r and Nb abundances (rigurdi. 15 B) '~paratl' the mo", ~nri~hed I.B2 dyke frOIl1 
LB I and TK. Norll1ali,ed trace element plots (Fi..-un; o. Hi) confmTI th~ ('(}mposi lional (werlap 
of IOC TK and LB I dykes and would be consist~m wilh lhem bdng corrdatl'd across tll~ Ii 
km stJuch h.:twl'l'n the lwo lo,:~tiom_ Therefore. ji"m tield. petrographic and geoch~mi{'al 
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6.4.2 Bakoven, Kasteelspoort and Nursery Ravine 
On the western shore of the Peninsula, just south of Camps Bay, there are two dyke outcrops 
that fall along strike of one another within the Kasteelspoort ravine that cuts down from Table 
Mountain, namely the Kasteelspoort and Bakoven dykes (Figure 3.11 and 3.10). Field outcrops 
are no longer possible to compare, as the Bakoven residential area has been developed and the 
dyke is only seen as individual boulders on the beach. It is possible that the boulders have been 
transported to the beach along the Kasteelspoort valley, but previous studies and geological 
maps indicate an outcrop of dolerite existed here (Nell and Brink, 1944; Walker, 1956; Theron, 
1984). 
Following the regional trend of the dyke swarm across Table Mountain and the Twelve 
Apostles from the Kasteelspoort ravine lies the Nursery Ravine dyke outcrops. Although the 
country rock is different on each side of the mountain where the dyke outcrops, with Cape 
Granite at Kasteelspoort and Table Mountain Group at Nursery Ravine, the geometry and petro-
graphy of the dykes are very similar. Normalised trace element concentration are shown in Fig-
ure 6.16, which groups samples from the three dykes together: Bakoven (BK) - Kasteelspoort 
(KS) - Nursery Ravine (NS). Small variations exist in the Nursery Ravine dyke, which shows 
less pronounced negative Sr and Ba anomalies. However, overall the dykes have the same trace 
element concentrations and show the same degree of enrichment relative to the Logies Bay 
dyke. 
6.4.3 Robben Island 
The southern coast of Robben Island has two dyke outcrops that are present in the field as topo-
graphic lows in the reef around the island, which have been preferentially eroded and flooded 
by the sea, compared to the folded greywacke and siltstone beds of the Malmesbury Group. 
Recent sediments cover the interior of the island. The composition and petrography of samples 
collected from both outcrops are identical and the dyke is presumed to extend under the Qua-
ternary cover present on Robben Island suggesting a minimum strike length of approximately 
2 km, well within the range of a typical aspect ratio for a 15m wide dyke (Rubin, 1995). Both 
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ure 6.5) and the most noticeable common geochemical difference of the Robben Island dykes 
is the shallower slope of REE chondrite normalised profile compared to the rest of the swarm 
(Figure 6. lOB). 
6.4.4 Waterfront Breakwater sample 
The dolerite that was sampled from the old Waterfront Breakwater does not show compositions 
that are common with any dyke currently exposed, which have been sampled for this study. The 
dyke with the composition that most closely matches the Waterfront sample is from Clifton, 
which has similar MgO concentration; however, the Cr and Ni concentrations of the Waterfront 
sample are significantly higher and there are other distinct chemical differences shown in Table 
6.1. The geological map of Cape Town (Theron, 1984) shows two dykes located within the city 
centre close to the Cape Town railway station. These no longer outcrop due to urbanisation, 
but could have been a possible source for the boulders found at the Waterfront Breakwater. 
6.4.5 Silvermine Pathway sample 
The dolerite boulder collected from the Silvermine pathway shows a composition, which is 
similar to one of the Chapman's Peak dykes, namely CP3. The Silvermine Nature Reserve 
from where the loose sample was collected is roughly along the regional dyke swarm trend 
from Chapman's Peak, supporting that a possible CP3 strike parallel outcrop could exist here. 
As field evidence from many localities shows that the dykes intrude the Table Mountain Group 
sandstones (e.g. Nursery Ravine, Oukaapseweg, Sir Lowry's Pass and Chapman's Peak), it 
is likely that dykes could exist in the Silvermine Nature Reserve. Certainly the CP3 dyke 
also clearly shows extension from the Cape Granite up into the overlying sandstone strata, 
yet no outcrops of dolerite have been found or mapped in the Silvermine Nature Reserve. 
Alternatively dolerite from the CP3 dyke could have been exposed during the construction of 
the new Chapman's Peak Drive, where the road was cut back into the mountain and sampling 
of the loose rock could have been used for pathway demarcation in national parks. 
The methodology of comparing the degree of differentiation of the different dykes is ap-
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Correlating different outcrops to one another means that a smaller number of dykes have been 
sampled than suggested by the 24 listed dykes locations (Figure 3.1) and therefore less variety 
of the False Bay dyke swarm composition is recorded. The sample set collected and analysed 
is, however, the largest sample set available given the limited outcrop of the dyke swarm and 
the differentiation process that produced the observed geochemical variations is discussed in 












It was shown in Chapter 6 that the False Bay dyke swann ranges in composition from basalt 
to basaltic andesite. The relatively continuous variation from 8% MgO to at 2 wt. % MgO is 
accompanied by progressive depletion in compatible trace elements such as Ni, Cr and Sr, con-
comitant enrichments in the immobile incompatible trace elements Zr, Nb and the LREE. Other 
elements like V also define continuous trends, but these involve maxima at intermediate MgO. 
All the geochemical variations are broadly consistent with the progressive removal of a typical 
gabbroic mineral assemblage including olivine, pyroxenes, plagioclase and Fe-Ti oxides. In 
this chapter the possible role of fractional crystallisation processes on producing the observed 
chemical variation will be investigated quantitatively. 
Closed-system fractional crystallisation appears to be ruled out for the entire magmatic suite 
since the radiogenic isotope data reported in Chapter 6 show significant variation. Progress-
ive changes in isotope ratios in the lower MgO basaltic andesites with differentiation suggest 
assimilation of an isotopically distinct material. Thus the quantitative petrogenetic modelling 
needs to explore combined assimilation and fractional crystallisation. 
7.1 Fractional Crystallisation and High-MgO Dykes 
Limited variation in initial Sr- and Nd-isotope ratios pennit the basaltic dyke compositions with 
> 5 wt. % MgO to be modelled as products of closed system fractional crystallisation (FC) with 
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Fig-u("(' 7, 1: Minc1al conlrc>1 li ne, us ing plagioda,e. clinopyroxcnc and olivine as dominant 
fractionating phas('S, TI1C tlala cloud includes on ly Ihe high-Mg-O ,ample, from highest J\ lgO 
wnlent' (Logies Hay dyke- I.EI) 10 approximately 5 wt% MgO (Sir I.owry's I'll." dyke- SL). 
Comp'"ition of minN"Hls tletcrmined b}' mkrc>pron.: ~nal ysi, I Reid. 19'-JO), Bollom right tri-
angle combines all tbree plot, 10 prodoce a rang-c of modal prc:>port.ions_ repre,c-nted by the 
overlap of mincral wnlrol helds. Best fit r~gre"ion lines throug-h data produce mil1~rJI control 
lincs with minern t fractionat ion I1~'lk: repre,emcd hy "x" on tbc figure. t .an.:l lc-d ol)(;n 'ymbo], 
(1 , ]: and 3) ("('prcscnt mineral tnode, dete rm il1 ~d b)' J\IIXER ITHbk 7.2l. 
ofth~ more abundanl major o" ilk:, have bcenuti li sctl to relate th~ compos itional lrc-"tl lincs 
followcd by tbc d}'kes to combination< of Ill(; IhrcT ",ajor pbcnocI)"t pba,es (F igure 7.1 ), /\ 1-
1li00Lgh lhe ncar lincar cloud of dma po ints reprl"Sen l a fan of projcC"lions through the range (",lid 
arrows in Figu'" 7.1), tll<; oc;t estimate for the r~lmi\'e proport.ion' of olivine : dinopyrox~l1 e 
: plagioc la;e is 11\ : 25 57. Thc ovcrlap of the fields from lioe Ihree bimu)' plotl predicts 
" range of mi""ral propoftion' lhHt arc broatlly similar to mineral I1~,u"s prcdictcd by Mixc1 
(o!",n circle, 1 and 2 i" Fig-urc 7,1). The third mi""ral mock predictcd by MIxer (open 'yml:>ol 
number 3) plots oUhidc of lh~ field defined in Figure 7. 1, occamc olivinc is IXl longer ~ frac -
tionating pha,.; (>ec di\~lI,sio n on Mixer reSlllb helow), Application of n )" mlli'Jtion l1Xlc!c-I, 
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Tabl~ 7, I, Panition codfickm, of lelected truce elements in plagioclasc and clinopyro~ene 
taken from fl.1cKcnzie and O' Nion, (1991 ). knner et al. (199.1). Bindeman et 'II. (l99S). Pastcr 
d aL (1974) and Villemallt et 'II. (19S I ), The value, li:sted here lic witllln the rangc ofpub-
li shed valucs jor low pre,surc tholeiilic ba.,alt, a~ available from the online GERM partition 
1 '1 I [t -' I, ). 
I 
" " , 
samples from thc lea:st clolwd d}'KC with the highest "lg0 eomelll (e .g. sample LJ3 -07 frolll 
l<:Jgics Bay j dyke with 7,4 wt.% "lg0) at relatively low pressure:s (I kbar). OEvine (,Olll)XlS-
ilion> e,timate<l by Ihe \IELTS program range frolll FOW Jo"n to FOso _4Q_ which is broadl}' 
con,i,tent with the ob'''n'ed range (FOJl_ l6) (Reid, 1990). According 10 \IEL TS, olivinc <lis-
appears from til<' liqllidu, a"emblage at about 6% \1g0 (\1ilkrs Point dyke, \1)') and this i, 
consi,tent with thc absenee of this mineral in the more di fferentiated dyke" 
Least ~quare:s mixing models lor IlJ.1.jor clelllent~ " 'erc caleulate<l using the program M,xer 
(ba,c<l on the Illctbodolog}' of Bryan et aL j 969). COlllputation of lea:st I(juJre:s mixing as 
one interval for the range 7,4 to 4.7 wt.% \JgO, :spanning thc high-MgO d}'ke group. did 110t 
pro<loce satisfactol)' re,uib. There!iJre, the cOlllfJO"itional ,uite wa, ,ub-<lil'idcd mto three in-
[er'al, at 7,4 [0 7.0. 7.0 [0 5.~ and 5 . .'\ to 4.7 wt.% \180, to lJlodd fractional cry,talli,ation 01 
the ,epurate intnvab in<lividually in order to allow for change, in cr;.,tallising a,~elllblage,. 
A summary of the re,ulb i~ slKl"n in Table 7.2. AgreelJlent between computcd and obscned 
composilion, is mea,ured by (he ,U11l or the square:s of rc"iduals. with vdlues of 0.05 " 0.32. 
indicating a satisfactory to rea~onablc n1.1tch, rc'pcc(ivciy. for (Ile results shown in Table 7,2. 










T~t>le 7 .2: ~~Sl ;quare, mi~ i ng rc.'u h,. "f I'Ck",,'<.i Inll'rV:lh ( 1-J j C(l'.""njt .hoc Ill!;h· M£:O c"Il1P",il">n~1 r~nj:c. S~'l\p1c.< u,e<.i 'n cakul.," "n.< arc 
1.11-07 r ..... l.r>gIe .• fhy I (LR II. LB-I I (' If L. ,:; ,c:< I} •• y 2 (LB:'). (;C HX'1-D for M,llers Pom, (MI') ~,Ki (;CIIS,}·J9 (,,' S.r I...nwry \ ISL) I .... e l ".ll>lc 
('. 1), A, er.o~ oI'''lne. cI"~ .. ,,e.te ,Old 1,la~ I"ch~'" comp' .... illOl" trom .""'nplo:: GCIIS9.47 (,\ ppend .. I) . 1.;100 :0, tlte 101' of Ihe mbl~. were IIr...'d 
III lea_t square_ ,." lculallon~ :ond are tal eR fmon GCII I!9-47. wh,e.h i~ I",m H ... LuJ.:te. 113)' d~ L .. c ... .., ' lable -l . ~l . 
I. , . J(;lcl "1I1.11 I Ii tlte Ie1-U h.<. The I I._ 1l\"Cn h~ Ih" ".th", 
O li ~'ne 36.48 ' .00 '00 n.67 0.51 30,S3 0.24 n,d. n.d , 
~ta~ , oclase 49.74 , d. 30-40 0,63 n.d, 012 15.0. 2.84 '" CI,nopvr o. e ",-, S2,17 0.65 2.55 "" 0.20 171] 19.43 0.25 n,d. 
Int .... , 1 1 (lBl- lB21; 7.4 to 7.0 wt" M!O 
Ok SO.13 1.22 16.92 ,,, 0.11 7.42 11.1;.3 2.20 0.50 
C,,1e ~ " 1.14 16.9 1 ,." O.IR 1.39 11.71 2.38 0.45 
O,ff. -0.03 ~." .{t.OI ,.'" 0.01 ~.OO '''" ". ·O.OS I R' = O.O!> melt porUon (F) = 0 .67 (n" fraClioni uon) 
inll! .... l l (LB2 _ MP): 1.0 10 S.8 wt" MgO 
"", 50.51 " OJ 1<;.02 1l.4a '" 7.03 10.01 2.40 '" Ok 50.51 1.72 15.OS 11.4 1 0,22 7.11 10.77 ". un 
Dtf(, 000 ,.'" 0-03 .0,07 0 ,02 0.08 0,76 -ij,02 0,35 ::CR' ~ 0.14 
m~11 portion IFj ~ 0.79 (21% fractionationj 
cuml>lat i.e mell Il<'rt iOf1 (F) z 0,53 (47 % fr~ clio nlt; anl 
tnlernll(MP' 5Lj: 5.8 104.7 wI .... MgO 
O~. 51.16 U 14.54 12.26 '2' 5.S1 9.36 ". 1.27 
"k 51.12 2.03 14.36 12.26 0.41 543 9.57 2.76 U ... '.0; ~"' ~" '00 " . _0.38 0 .21 ·0.04 ·0.17 I R' ~ 0.32 
_~ portoon If ] = 0.64 U~I'3C1lo<wu ion) 
tumllLol;ve me lt porlion If) ~ 0.14 (' 6' ftacl,on~t'on] 
Ml ne,~ 1 mod~ ,~1t1 P1 11;"d .... 'lfworti"." 
Inle",, 1 Ol;"',ne PI~ioda ... Olnopyro •. MI~neli(e p1ag/(plilB' t o_I 
B "' " 
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figure 7.2: Pcrccnt di lj"erc lX'c 01 tmce clcment rnodcl ling for the 3 intcrvals defined fOi the 
high-MgO dyke, Shaded bloc\.. indicat~s thc ,wcrage perccnt diffcrence frum7 - 15o/c. 
the resultant c<lkul~tcd COITlf!O"ition from the preceding int~rval. therefor~ the ~tTor m~a'u re-
mcnts refer to calculatiolls of its respecti\e interval only and not a cumulative ~lTor. Various 
combinalions of mJllcral cum]JO'itiom \\-erc computed u,;ng Mlxcr, Cumbining end-member 
fayalitc and forstcrite cumpo!'>iliuns a, an Inptlllik into lhe Mixer program. resulted in a range 
of olivine cmnpo,ilioll" but lyrically lhe mo,t agreeable rcsult, prodllced olivmc comjJOsi-
tion, of ~Ol~ (;J. I'm plagioeiase. least "lu"re calculations computing end-mcmher anorthite 
~nd albite composition' produced pl~g iocla, e composition, of An,~ 79 for lhe mo,! agr~e-
~ble comp\ltation, In the lir't and ';CconJ inl~rval rhe lhird interval wa' considerably lower 
(An;;o_.I(l). which is inconsistent with microprobe analyses for the high-MgO dykes shown in 
Chapler 4 (Anio _7o, Figure 4,3), The most agreeable re"dts for all three ilMrval' ~re shown 
in Table 7.2 and wcre calculaled lI,ing the averagc mincral composilion, ft um microprobe aim-
lyse;, on mineral grain core;, fmm thc Logics Bay dyke ,ample GCH89-47 e,cc Table 4.2), The 
comp'"itions are oli"ine at ~O',3. plagioda<,e al Ann and clioopyroxenc at En4~. Predicted 
mineral prop<lltion, from lea>! ''lu~r~' mi'ing model, show oli"ine featuring early. but di;,ap-
rearing in laler differellliale, (see ~l ,0 opcn eirde, in Fil!"urc 7, 1). Fc-Ti oxide, a, magnctilc has 
been invokcd in tlk: cnd ,tagc, uf diffcrej~iatiun (third Jnte,., .. al) in order to cumpulc agrceabk 


















Figure 7.3: Plul of RblSr vs Zr sho\" in" differelll dyke groups Ila,;ed on MgO nmtent (2-5. 5-0 
and o-~ wt'k) . Also p lotted are cur>'cs reprcsenting up to 70 % R'lyl eigh fractional cr),stallisa· 
tiun of a magma having the cumpOlitiun ofth,' from thl: ely\..<.' ,ample wilh th,' lowe,tZr contcnL 
Intervals of 1O'7c F ar,' ind i~ated along the C'urve' for "arying plagi,,,,I:.Lse and dinopyroxene 
proportions. whcre the value shown next tu each line r"pIT.,ent, lhe total proportion of pla-
gi,,,,lase as a frac'lionaling phase (p lagio<:b,e/( pi agi,,,,la,e+clmopyroxene) _ Element paltition 
cocfficieills arc shown in Table 7.1. 
using the Rayleigh trac liunalioll c<juatio" (Ga,t. I 96g), wherc r = re,i dual ekmcnt coneent m-
lion in tm: daughler ro,:k, ( " = original elern<:nt concenLration in the parenl r<",k, F = resi(iU'11 
melt port"lJ] (taken from m'ljor e!emem least square, modelling, Tallie 7_2) and f) = \>.Ilk p'lr-
lilion ..... eflieient of the mmlel led elemenh (partition cocflicient' ,hown in 'Llble 1.1) and the 
e<juation i, givcn by: 
Rcsults fur trac,' cleme"t calculation, are ,how in Table 7.1 and. in gnk:ral, ,how a g'X1J 
agreemenT betwcen tfJ.:- calculate(i .1 n(i obS("rvc(i ,-alues wi th an averagc percent ditlcrcncc of 7 
1.%, (Figure 1.2). ' I he pcl'cellt (liftcrence is acccptable given the r.mgc in published partition 
I.'CJeflicient v'llucs for the clements that WCIe calculated (hnp:/!carthrcf.orgfGERMI). The low 
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coefficient values does not introduce unacceptable errors (see Figure 7.2). Olivine and mag-
netite partition coefficients are set equal to 0.000, mostly acceptable for the elements listed in 
Table 7.1. Models of fractional crystallisation trends for Rb/Sr and Zr are shown for varying 
plagioclase proportions (Figure 7.3). The Rb/Sr ratio is one that may be affected by contamin-
ation or alteration. Alteration was assessed to be negligible in the fresh dolerite samples with 
LOI of < 2 wt. %. Table 7.3 shows a large misfit between calculated and observed Rb and Sr 
concentrations for the second interval (sample GCHS9-33). The misfit and highest average 
percent difference of 15% for the second interval can be explained by the anomalous dykes 
identified within the range of 5 to 6 wt. % MgO (Millers Point (MP), Froggy Pond (FG 1), 
Oatland Point (FG2), Oudekraal 2 (OD2) and Robben Island (RI)), plotting away from the gen-
eral trend defined by the end-member samples from the dyke suite (see Chapter 6, Figures 6.5 
and 6.6). Although these dykes show anomalies in various elements, their Sr and Nd isotope 
ratios are within the range of the high-MgO group, which suggests that they are less affected 
by assimilation and are modelled here as part or end of the FC process. Variations in the Rb/Sr 
ratio can typically be used to test for fractional crystallisation throughout the differentiation 
process, comparing observed chemical variations with modelled curves for different modes of 
mineral fractionates, but considering the larger compositional range (e.g. variations in Rb and 
Sr) of some of the dykes mentioned above, care needs to be taken when interpreting Figure 
7.3. Individual curves do not explain the total variation of the high-MgO dykes and some 
samples plot on or below the 100% clinopyroxene curve. The Rb/Sr vs Zr plot suggests a broad 
range in fractionation of mineral modes of approximately 40 to SO% plagioclase and 60 - 20% 
clinopyroxene. Although these results define a broad range, the mineral modes are in reason-
able agreement with least squares mixing models (Table 7.2). Most notably however, Figure 
7.3 shows the clear departure ofthe 10w-MgO group from the high-MgO group, in having much 
higher Rb/Sr ratios. 
The geochemical variations of the False Bay dolerite magma for dyke samples with> 5 
wt. % MgO are broadly consistent with closed-system fractional crystallisation (Tables 7.2 and 
7.3). Most dykes with lower MgO concentrations « 5 wt.%) are not consistent with a fractional 










CHAPTER 7. PETROGENETIC MODELLING 101 
7.3). Obvious changes in 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/I44Nd isotope ratios in the low-MgO group 
further suggest an alternative model needs to be established to explain the chemical variation 
of these more evolved dykes. 
7.2 Crustal Assimilation in Low-MgO Dykes 
Certain incompatible trace element abundances, trace element ratios and initial Sr- and Nd-
isotope ratios in the more differentiated members of the False Bay dykes « 5 wt. % MgO) 
show distinct departures from those expected of closed system fractional crystallisation. The 
salient feature of these is the progressive change in initial 87 Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd isotope 
ratios with decreasing MgO concentrations (Figure 6.13 and 6.14), providing the best evidence 
for assimilation during magma evolution. The change towards higher Sr- and lower Nd-isotope 
ratios in the more evolved dykes, suggests that the material assimilated was continental crust. 
Although the high-MgO group does not appear to be affected by a progressive crustal contam-
ination with decreasing MgO content from 8 to 5 wt.%, it is important to note that even the 
high-MgO dykes have higher initial Sr- and lower initial Nd-isotope ratios than Bulk Earth and 
could already represent a contaminated parental magma prior to their intrusion. Fields for vari-
ous crustal provinces in south-western Africa have been added to Figure 7.4 for purposes of 
identifying the most suitable source of contaminant. The variation for the Malmesbury Group 
and Peninsula Granites ofthe Cape Granite Suite were determined from samples analysed in the 
present study together with published Sr-isotope data from Allsopp and Kolbe (1965) and Nd-
isotope data from Buggisch et aI., (2010). The Malmesbury Formation and the Cape Granites 
are the most obvious candidates for crustal contaminants, as the False Bay dykes intrude these 
rocks, and xenoliths of granite are found hosted in the dolerite dykes. As only the Peninsula 
Granite of the Cape Granite suite is exposed at the Cape Peninsula and was sampled, reference 
to Cape Granites in the discussion that follows is restricted to the S-type Peninsula Granites of 
the Cape Granite Suite. Da Silva et ai. (2000) showed similar eNd for both S- and I-type gran-
ites, therefore parts of the discussion could be pertinent to the entire Cape Granite suite, but the 
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Figure 7,4: Initial SI i,otope and fNd plot for the I'al,e Bay dyke ,warm 'ample' (HlDS) (all 
data fields at 130 Ma), OlXn symbols lIom data collectcd fi'Olllthis ,!Udy fot' the Fals.c Say 
c!yke, ('quales), Malme ,bur)' Group (triangk,) and Cape Gramtes (C!iamonc!s). The Sllange 
(solid double-headed arrows) for Ihe ~ l almesbuj)' Group and Cape Granite fields is defined 
hy data from Alhopp and Kolbe ( I%S). Range in d"c! (c!olled c!ouhle-hemkc! am",) for the 
~ lalmesblllY GIDlip field IS trom dala )JI' blish~d by BIlggis,h et "I. (2010), rield, tOI the BI"h-
manlanc! Terran" (Reid el aI. , 1997). Richters"elc! Subprovince (Reid et al.. 1997; Reid, 1997). 
Kamibian Ilenlie, Say OUljo dyke ,warm - lion (Trumbull et al" 20(7) and MORB (llof-
mann, 1997) have been included for comparison. 
for Maln"'sbury Group and Cape Grani~ plot at an intermediate fKc!. comp~red to Ihat OCLU-
pied by older terrane, such the Palaeo- to ~ 1esoproterozoic K amaqua Province, represented hy 
the Richtersveld Subprovi lKc (1.9 Ga) and SIlshmanlalxl Terrane (I ,2 - 1.0 Ga), 
The fields of Kamuqlla-Natal Bdt terrmlCS cowr a IlIfgc range (Figure 7.4) and a sampk 
of the Bushmanland Tenane (Reid el al" 19'f7) wa, chosen to compare assimilation model> 
helween Mesopmter070ic' ba,errle nt (with ,ignifiLaml)' lower Nd-isotope ratio,) and that of 
NeoproterOfo;,; ~l a l mesbury Group and Cape Granile basement. Ahhough it is clear from 
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F'j;u!\C 7 ,S, rim ofg7 Srl"'s,- '" RNS,. .'110" i<lg C('I4 11p<:l> lhOllalliddl o[ C~f'" Granite \ ,han." .. ,.!,! 
~nd Mulme,hu,), Group (lI p rlghl mangle,) .. ~mplcl ~lId \oc Bu,hmanl~"d T CITar'le (~ei~ ct al.. 
I9<Ji), Open ~Y lllboh fur "Ialme,bury Gnlu)' and C~pc Granite from lhi~ ;ludy. WOCr(a, [,Ilt:d 
,ym1,,-,1. ~re [rom Al]"opp and Kolhe (1%5). nlC Fal,e Ba}' dYM: ,warm i, dIVid..:d ;IIto high. 
~nd lrw.'·MgO f!roops (>e<: kgCl)(.[). 
Figu!"C 7.6: PlOI of '~jKdf'~~Nd ,~ Sm/Nd ,11"" ' ng comp("' lio",,1 field, of Capc Gr~nllc (d,:!. 
mond,) ~nd Malmc,burJ GmYp (uprigh\ ,ria\lgksJ sample>; an d (li..: e<:>",~jHun~ 1 fIeld "r 'he 
Bu..nnlanlsl)(.[ T~n-;me (ReiC!~, a\., 1<)<)7). Open s)IIlool, fQr Maln"'!ibur>' GnlUp and Cape 
Granite from thi, 'tudy. whereas filled s~'lllbvl, (" l alm~'hur} Gmup only) are from BuggiS(:h 
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c'ur\'es would result. the gcncrally highcl' Sr-isO/ope ratios and particularly the mu,:h lower 
Nd ' lSOlOpe ratios con,i,tenl for the oldcr b,,"cmenl allow for compariwn of modelled mix-
ing and assimilalion c'urvcs for isolopic'ally distinct older Bushmanland TelTane and )'ounger 
Malme,bur)' Group and Cap" Granile. The 87Sr/AASr and 14JNdl144r--.;d isotope ratio, of the 
d)kc ,wann are compared with cruslal compo,ition" of Cape Granite. Malme,bury and Bush-
manlund Gnei,s in Figure 7.5 (for Rb-Sr) and Figure 7.6 (for Sm-Ndl. In the Rb-Sr :;y:;tem 
the dykes trend toward:; the Cape Gr<lnite Suite and the Malmesbury Group and arc eOllsi:;t· 
cm wilh a mixing linc, The Malmcsbury Group fonns a trcnel parallel to lhm of the dykes. 
where Ihe higher ~7Sr/~'\<;r ratios gencrally belong 10 shales and silt:;tone:; (e,g, .,ample 1',10.1 -
012) and the lowcr ~7Sd!f'Sr ralio, WITc,!,,)]ld to greywade (e.g. MM-OOIJ. Mixing of Ihe 
magma wilh pure grcywacke sugge.'" thul the mml differentiatcd dyke" which overlap wilh 
~7 SrfriSr isotope <lnd RblSr ralios of greywa.cke, 10 be 100% greywlli.'ke, whi Ic increasing pro-
pOllion, of shale/,i itslone would decrease the required amount of a"imi lalion - a more likel y 
modd Bu:;hmanland TC[J'ane gneisses form <In array with a much steeper slope with higher 
ratios of Rb/Sr and 87Sr/~6-"r, It is likely that Ihc NanHlyua-Natal Province as a whole has a 
much hroader spread inlrac'c eiemenl com!"JSition and radiogenic iWlopc ratio than cepee.,en-
led soleiy hy the Hw;hman land Gneissc,_ and thc model, ,hould be taken only a, an indic'alion 
of the different effects of Meso- 10 r--.;copmler070ic' a"imilalimL A plot of 14JNdJ l-I4\1d '" 
Sm!Nd ratio, ,hows a Ie" well defined trend c'ompared to that of the RJSrll\t>Sr v, RhlSr plol 
(Figure 7.5), but similarly lhe 10 .... -M gO group plots towards cru:;tul compositions (Hgure 7,6). 
All three eru"al c'ompositions fall willun the array of mixlllg lines lhat could account for the 
com!""ilional change from high- to low-MgO dyke,. 
Simple mi~ing c'u,-.,'c, calculated u,ing lhe equation, b)' Langmun el al. (1978) for holh 
tm~e elements and radiogenic' isolo!"" ar~ ,hown in Figure 7,7. A, thc high-MgO dyke, are 
shown 10 he consistent with e"entiall)' clo'ed-,}'tem frac,tional crystal Ii satinn. mi xing cu,-.,'c, 
ure culculaled u<ing a dyke wilh intcmlruialc MgO ('(mtcnt (OD2 with 5.2 wl.% MgO), In 
Figure 7 7 the low-MgO dykc,_ whic'h wcre llilal)',ed fOf Sr- and Nd-i'olOpe ratio, are also 
plotled and the mo.'l e,'oivcd dykc (CP2 wilh 2.7 wl.% MgO) is labelled along wilh 0))2 10 










Table 7_-1 . Conc~!IIr;~,,'" dma II ..... .. r"t \implc millinlo' mo(kl< III Figure 7.7. Data for BushmMlalid .\,''''11,,", :-IF_ti6 fmn' K~td et 31 ( 1997)_ 
G'mpu~ilLo" of I..,"'· ~I~() rlyke< rl'~t~d in Fi~II'" 7.7 :t'" al"" ~IKl"'n m order of d<.'<.-ro:~s"l!; Mb-Q, ."., .. .... (U <¥<~ CP'l dyt~ 001 dyI;;<- ,~ .... ,~ ..... lAomosb.n c._ "" ........ -- """ .. --- "~ rHIOlI·17 "" _ - "., ".-;([1 NLOl2 ~" ~ " " '. , 80.1-" ,m ., '" '. ,. '" ~, .. '" ~ m ." ~ ... .. '" ." "' ~ . , ". ~" ,,,. 18t 5 ,~, I!(I.S "' " '" '" IIl5.l , " .• .. •• .2 .0 '1 .9 ". " " • " " ~ n. •• x. "' ., ,,, '" ", :!a,2 "' "' '" 2H' •• '" '00 ox ". •• •• ". ." 1.11 ~, ,. ,. ,. 1-'11 VI '" 11 .... ' '" ] ,J7 " , . .. ,. ,. W ;0' m 1~1 ,n '" '" 3.67 !.~ " ~~ ,." 0,12 on 0.21 0.21 ". 011 ,,, '" ," 0. 19 ." ,. ,. o.n ~.~. OM 0.61 3.16 ,~ ". 167 2.87 
8/S'MSr (13Ot." 1 o 10lg o 7 1 ~ 1 0 71W a.l1~ a 7201 OJ203 0.76<'1 o 76-17 0.721, a 16010 0.9020 
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Figure 7,7, Selected lra~e element ralio (a, 10) aoo Sr- and Kd-isOlope r<l(io (e) 'imple mixil1g 
curve' (Lilngmuir et aI., llln), Mi xi ng W;" calculated using a dyke ",i(h intermcdia(e MgO 
co l1Cel1tr;lIion (ODl "'ith 5.2 W( % MgOI ~nd mixil1g with M;llmeslJury (:;ample\ MM-OOI and 
l\M-012. GpCn dimnond,). Cape Grani lc (sampte, Cl-DS and CG-AI, fIlled diamonds) and 
Bushmanland Terrane gneiss (,ample NF-M (Reid e( aI., 1997), da,hed line, ",lid diamond, ). 
Tick, on curves are sh<J",n ill HYk mixing increment, (diamond symbol). Low-MgO dyke 
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shows the most extreme Sr- and Nd-isotope ratios of the dyke suite (Figure 7.7c), however 
in Figure 7.7a and b, CP2 does not show the most evolved RblY, Rb/Sr and SmlNd element 
ratios. Although it is clear that not a single mixing curve can account for all of the variation 
in the 10w-MgO dykes, individual samples could be explained by a combination of mixing 
curves involving both Malmesbury and Cape Granite. The plot of BaiSr vs RblYb shows the 
best agreement with the sample MM-OOI from the Malmesbury group of up to 70 % mixing, 
whereas a smaller 10 to 20 % of mixing is shown with samples NM -012 from the Malmesbury 
Group and/or Cape Granite (Figure 7.7a). Element ratios of Rb/Sr and SmlNd show mixing 
proportions of 10 to 30 % Cape Granite and Malmesbury to account for the variation seen in the 
dyke suite (Figure 7.7b). Observed variations of the Sr- and Nd-isotope ratios in the 10w-MgO 
dykes correlate to about 50 to 60% mixing with Cape Granite and sample NM-012 (Figure 
7.7c). Although some samples can be adequately explained in one plot, overall the mixing 
patterns are inconsistent for trace elements and isotope ratios, in that the degrees of mixing 
vary considerably between the different modelled curves: for example 20% for trace element 
ratios and 50% for isotope ratios. Compositional heterogeneity of the country rocks, which 
is not covered in the simple mixing models above, or mixing of multiple components could 
overcome this lack of fit. Nevertheless, mixing with either Cape Granite and/or Malmesbury 
Group to an extent of 60%, which is required to explain the isotope ratio variations, is unlikely 
to be consistent with the observed range in trace element ratios that relate better to smaller 
amounts of mixing (Figure 7.7a and b) and dyke magmas would be unlikely to maintain a 
less evolved basaltic andesite composition of the 10w-MgO dykes with respect to their major 
element compositions. 
It is accepted that assimilation of crustal material (specifically at larger quantities of assim-
ilation) is achieved by melting and therefore is an endothermic proccss resulting in cooling and 
therefore crystallisation of the magma (e.g. Thirlwall and Jones, 1983). Contamination of hot 
basaltic magma is likely to be accompanied by cooling and resulting fractionation when assim-
ilating crustal rocks, making a simple mixing model unrealistic. Rather, combined assimilation 
and fractional crystallisation (AFC) modelling is applied here to assess the amount of assim-
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that describes both assimilation and fractional crystallisation. The concentration of a selected 
element during assimilation and fractional crystallisation is governed by the equations below, 
where Cm = concentration in melt, Cz = concentration in residual melt, dCm = change in ele-
ment concentration during AFC, F = residual melt portion, Ca = concentration in assimilant, 
r = mass assimilation/mass fractionation, and D = bulk partition coefficient: 
where: 
'7 _ r-,-D-J 
'" - r-l 
and: 
Similarly for isotope ratios DePaolo (1981) defined the equation below, where Em = ori-
ginal isotope ratio of magma, E, = isotope ratio in residual magma, dEm = change in isotope 
ratio during AFC: 
and: 
Equations (4) and (6) are then used to calculate element concentration and isotope ratio vari-
ations at 10 % intervals of differentiation, which are defined by the residual melt portion (F). 
Figure 7.8 shows the effects of AFC observed from modelled curves with a starting composition 
of a dyke with an intermediate composition of 5.2 wt. % MgO (002, sample GCH89-45), which 
has equal trace element ratios and isotope ratios to the high-MgO group (i.e. mostly unaffected 
by assimilation). Resulting curves for AFC involving contaminants of Cape Granite, Malmes-
bury Group and Bushmanland Gneiss are shown in Figure 7.8. Simple mixing lines for Cape 
Granite and Malmesbury Group are also shown. Bulk partition coefficients are calculated for 
fractional crystallisation of 60% plagioclase and 40% clinopyroxene (Table 7.5), based on the 
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nble 7 ,5: Input d~ta fot' A Fe model (Figure 7 ,~). fiull; partition cocfficients for tracc element, 
~al~ulated for 6O'k plagicda,e and 40% dinop)'nlxene fraClionaling m(Kies. This rdtio j, ba,ed 
on the Fe portion of the model being broadly simi lar to the result, for high-:> 19O gl'ou p of dyke 
compo,ilion> lsee leXL Figure 7. 1 and Table 7.2 for Uelail'J, 
" 
, 
no 2<.' " C '""" co',"' '" "., " , """ "" .. " '" " .~ c ,,,"" 
,. 1." 0.17 
to what ha' been used in tfle high-~ lgO FC model" The calculatiClll' are done al 10% cry'tal-
li'ation incremems lI'ed to con'lruct the CUI'VeS, A critical variahle in AFC modds is the ma" 
assimilation I m~s, CI); ,talJis~tion rati 0 (r) ~nd curves are labelled according to their re,pedive 
r-ntlue, Givcn the ,mIlC r -value. a"imiiatiun of granite results in a higher 87 SI'/~()Sr fol' a given 
F compared to the :'1aln",'ool,)' Group. where,,, the oppo,ite i, truc for 14>N<lII4-IJ'\d. Even the 
high mas, a"im ilatiClll to cry~tall i ,"tion ral io (r = 0.4) U\ed 10 ~alculate AFC curVCS involving 
which at 70% cry'lalli'atiCltl implic, that 21'(% of lh~ differentiation;" altrihuted to a"iIllil-
ation, Thc alternative source suggested hel'~. the Me'oproter070ic Kamaqua-Natal Province 
(u,ing the Bu,hIll.lnianu Gnci" a, an cxample). pN<luccs a more sati,faclury fit to the model' 
for both ~7Srl~6Sr and 141N<lII44l'\d hoto"" l . U,mg a :"1esoproleroLoic ba>cment ,ample as 
the contaminant, r~'>Ull'> in a model with a lower rna" a"iIllilation tu crystallisatiun ratio (r " 
0, J to 0.2), requiring Ie" than half the amOU11l of a"imibtion at a givcn ,tage of fractionation 
compared 10 a"imi]atiClll oT "coproter",oi~ ~blmesbury Group or Cape Granite. Allhough 
neither model exaclly reproduces all of the oh'cned values of the ICM'-~ IgO d yke8, hgure 7.R 
highlighl' the more rea-.onablc fit uf the model using a ~ksOprotcrolOic COl11ami nanL 
The above Illoud waS cakulalec.l from one 'ample (GCHi59·45 fl'CltTI dyke (1)2) and it 
i, likely that this dyke (klcs not repfCsent the parent magma TO" all oT the low-~lg0 dyke, and 
rrom the model It i, dcarthat 110t olle single curve will he able 10 explain every emhed sample, 
Po'si hly the Sill/Nd rati 0 (and al,o the !-thIS,- ralio) of the a"i mi lam (or ""imilants) i, \'llriahle 
and uefine, rather a field. which e11compas'c:; the actual contamin~nl. ~urther, the modelling is 
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Figur~ 7.l\: A"imi lallo11 a11d fradional crys tallisation Illixid, of magma n'ollLtlOn in tilt, False 
Bay dykc ""arm, Model AFC cur\'c' stan fro m SJmpl~ GC'lI~9-45 with 5.2 Wl.'k l,1g0 (dyh 
002), and reprnent a range of f = 1 [00.3 (30% melt remaining), "ith tic marks at intcr. 
yuh of 100k I.ahe l, indicate tfle cru,tul cOmp011 ~11l ~ncl r-,'ulu~ used for each (' uf,," (CG-CaP<' 
Granik. ),.!),.! -"talmesblLIY rnelJledi rnent s, B '-IL· BushmJnJand gnei ss), The alTOW' IJbded FC 
,how tr~11cls for fractional cry<!alh,atmn only. (a) The Rb-Sr Illixiel fe,ul[, are not consistent 
with assimilation of Cape Grani(c' and Malmcsbu ry I'ormmion. but arc C0I1,i,tcnt with a>sim-
ilution of BlL,hmanlancl Gn~iss. Binary mixing of CaP<' Granil~ and )"-!almesbury art: shown 
(dasllt'd lines), (b) Th~ Sm·:--ld dat a plot l with a fir<J stage mJgma evolutio11 of 110 c h~ngc in 
Kd isotopic ~Oml)("ilion (high·MgO smnplc,). al\C!' wh ich ~rustal assi milati011 progr~ssi\cly 
lower;, 14'!':JlI4--IKd ratio;" AFC IlII>de I, ,tarlin);! from sampk GCHS9·45 (labdecl ~url'eS with 
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show the same distinction between Meso- and Neoproterozoic assimi1ants, many incompatible 
trace elements and trace element ratios show distinct variations in samples with < 5 wt. % MgO. 
The departures oftrace element ratios in the 10w-MgO group from the high-MgO group are also 
indicative of contamination and are included here for completion. One example is the Ce/Pb 
ratio (Figure 6.70), which decreases from 8 in the high-MgO samples to 5 in the 10w-MgO 
samples. The lower CelPb ratio can be explained by a greater increase of Pb compared to the 
increase of Ce, by assimilating an enriched crustal source, which would have had lower Ce/Pb 
ratios (Hofmann, 1989). Figure 7.9 highlights the Nb-Yb-Th relationships, with the high-MgO 
group plotting at the upper limit of the mantle array, whereas the 10w-MgO group plots between 
the mantle array and the continental crust on a sub-vertical trend away from the less evolved 
dykes. Element ratios of ThlYb and Nb/Yb show a narrow range in the least evolved dykes (6 to 
8 wt.% MgO), whereas the dykes with 5 to 6 wt. % MgO composition (dykes RI, MP, FGl an 
FG2) define a linear trend nearly parallel to the mantle array with the 6 to 8 wt. % MgO cluster 
at its centre. The dykes that occupy the range from 5 to 6 wt. % MgO were identified in earlier 
element plots (Figures 6.5 and 6.6) in having anomalous compositions and these same dykes 
are identified and labelled in Figure 7.9. The 10w-MgO dykes show a broader compositional 
range compared to the 6 to 8 wt. % MgO dykes. The field defined by the 10w-MgO dykes 
defines a migration of the magma composition towards crustal components from the cluster 
of the high-MgO group (see arrow in Figure 7.9). Pearce (1982) used a similar plot (Ta-Yb-
Th) to discuss crustal contamination and differentiation vectors, but Nb instead of Ta (Figure 
7.9) is preferred here, because of the greater availability of Nb data for some of the crustal 
sources. Substituting Nb for Ta is suitable for these samples as Nb and Ta both show similar 
incompatible behaviours across the compositional range, even in the anomalous dyke samples: 
see plot of Nb vs Zr (Figure 6.6c) and Ta vs Hf (Figure 6.7a), where Hf and Zr show a strong 
positive correlation (Figure 6.6e). 
A possible explanation for the misfit between modelled and observed isotope ratio vari-
ations is that the AFC model, as used above, represents a bulk assimilation process. Mixing 
with partial melts from, inter alia, Malmesbury Group, Cape Granite and Bushmanland Gneiss 
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trace element input for smaller amounts of assimilation. Partial melting is well documented in 
the literature (Zeng et aI., 2005; Vasquez et aI., 2009), where partial melts from the wall-rock 
or engulfed wall-rock material are mixed into the magma, leaving a restitic wall-rock material 
that is not mixed into the magma. Different elements are concentrated into specific minerals 
(Sr for example is preferentially concentrated into feldspar), but of particular significance is 
the fact that other trace elements such as Sm and Nd are bound into accessory phases (zircon 
or xenotime). For example, partial melting of feldspar into an intruding magma would have 
profound affects on Sr concentrations, whereas Sm and Nd concentrations would not change 
by assimilation of many major phases such as feldspar. Therefore, addition of many trace ele-
ments into the magma is restricted to the melting behaviour of their respective minerals in a 
particular rock (Zeng et aI., 2005). This means that for certain refractory minerals (like zir-
con) disequilibrium melting can result in the partial melt having a lower Zr (and other trace 
elements) content than application of batch melting equations would suggest. Assimilation is 
a far more complex process than modelled here and in order to produce a more comprehensive 
model, more information about the crustal sources is required than is currently available. 
However, the mixing and AFC models (Figures 7.7 and 7.8) do show an important differ-
ence involving contaminants of Malmesbury Group and Cape Granite compared to an older 
Namaqua-Natal Province rock, such as the Bushmanland Gneiss. Mixing curves incorporating 
Malmesbury Group and Cape Granite (Neoproterozoic) contaminants show that a much higher 
proportion of the assimilant is required to achieve the observed change in isotope ratios (50-
60%) compared to mixing with melts of the Mesoproterozoic Bushmanland Terrane 00-20%). 
Similarly, the AFC models show that a lower assimilation/fractional crystallisation ratio (r) in-
corporating a Bushmanland Terrane contaminant (r = 0.1 to 0.2) achieves a better fit to the data 
compared to contamination of the Malmesbury or Cape Granite (r = 0.4). Within the scope of 
this study it is only possible to speculate on how partial melts from these different rocks could 
differ. But, based on the relatively narrow range of Nd-isotope ratios for each Neo- and Meso-
proterozoic terranes and the large difference between them, assimilation or mixing of a partial 
melt of Cape Granite would probably require a higher assimilation/fractional crystallisation 
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manland Gneiss). Hence, for the purpose of this study the models sufficiently illustrates the 
assimilation restrictions between Meso- and Neoproterozoic basement, as well as support an 
assimilation model for the 10w-MgO False Bay dykes. Whereas studies of mixing, assimilation 
and/or fractional crystallisation have been much reported on in the literature (e.g. Langmuir 
et aI., 1978; DePaolo, 1981; Pearce, 1982; Thirlwall and Jones, 1983) with variable degrees 
of success, it must be noted that this thesis lacks a comprehensive geochemical database both 
in terms of parameters (e.g. additional isotope measurements such as oxygen, lead, hafnium, 
osmium), as well as limited samples that were analysed due to limited dyke exposure, although 
the magnetic signature suggests more dyke occurrences (Day, 1987). In addition, the presence 
of seemingly anomalous outliers in many geochemical plots (the Robben Island dyke is prob-
ably the most notable) shows a more complicated transition from high- to 10w-MgO dykes in 
the transition from FC to AFC processes. Therefore, this work provides possible causes for the 












8.1 Tectonic Setting and Intrusion Dynamics 
The Cretaceous age of the False Bay dyke swann (ca 130 Ma Reid et aI., 1991) indicated that 
it is not related to the Karoo igneous province (Duncan et aI., 1984, 1990) and thus appears 
to be related to the 138 - 128 Ma Etendeka - Parana igneous episode (e.g. Renne et aI., 
1996a,b; Jerram et aI., 1999; Kirstein et aI., 2001; Trumbull et aI., 2004b,a) that preceded the 
breakup of western Gondwana (e.g. NUrnerg and MUller, 1991). The general NW-SE trend of 
the dyke outcrops is consistent with the regional magnetic anomaly pattern of the dyke swarm 
established by Day (1987). The orientation of the dykes also follows the regional development 
of tensional joints and faults developed in the Table Mountain Group (Figure 3.5). Few dykes 
have been noted to deviate from the regional trend at the outcrop scale and intrude along older 
Cape Orogeny structures (Walker, 1956). The older structures developed in the Malmesbury 
Group, related to the Saldania Belt, are cut by the dyke on Robben Island (Rowe et aI., 2010) 
parallel to the regional trend of the dyke swarm (Figure 3.28-[4]). Therefore, crosscutting 
relations and most specifically the 130 Ma intrusion age (Reid et aI., 1991) are consistent with 
the fonnation of the False Bay magmatism being related to the Cretaceous palaeo-rift and 
breakup of western Gondwana. 
Two deep seismic profiles from the region provide insight into the structures and compos-
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crosses the continental margin near Springbok, about 700 km north of Cape Town (Hirsch 
et aI., 2009), and 400 km east of Cape Town the other profile trends north-south across the 
southern margin (Stankiewicz et aI., 2007; Lindeque et aI., 2011). Both profiles indicate a high 
velocity layer at the base of the 35-45 km thick crust, which was suggested by Trumbull et aI. 
(2007) and Stankiewicz et aI. (2007) to indicate under-plating of breakup-related gabbroic in-
trusions. The under-plated mafic intrusions are a possible equivalent of the parental magma 
that gave rise to the intruding dolerite dykes. Basaltic liquidus temperatures are well known 
from experimental data to be around 1300DC at 15 kbar (e.g. Kogiso et aI., 1998). Trumbull 
et aI. (2007) highlighted the contrasting thermal characteristics along the Atlantic margin using 
petrogeophysical modelling and contrasting MgO concentrations, where the temperature of the 
False Bay magma was approximately 1300DC, compared to the hotter (l560DC) inferred tem-
peratures for the Namibian HOD dyke swarm. The hotter magma and higher MgO contents in 
the north is postulated to be associated with the presence of the Tristan Plume (Ernesto et aI., 
2002), possibly the initial driving force of the breakup of western Gondwana (Morgan, 1981). 
The plume, however, had no or minimal influence on the dyke swarms and associated gabbroic 
intrusions further south (Trumbull et aI., 2007), which they interpret as being the major influ-
ence on the less voluminous magmatism south of the HOD towards False Bay. The contrast in 
magmatism between north and south is also shown in a deep-seismic profile directly related to 
the Henties Bay Outjo dyke swarm area in Namibia (Bauer et aI., 2000), which shows the same 
high velocity anomaly at nearly twice the thickness than that farther south. 
8.2 Magmatic affinity 
The geochemical patterns established for the False Bay dyke swarm indicate parental magmas 
that were sub-alkaline basaltic with relatively high FelMg ratios typical of tholeiites. Variation 
in elements such as Ti02, Zr, Y and Nb in basalts have been used to define separate magma 
types (Reid, 1990; Trumbull et aI., 2007), perhaps produced from different source regions or 
by degrees of partial melting (Pearce and Norry, 1979). Limited variation in the abundances of 
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ratios restrict the range in possible magma types present in the False Bay swarm. Comparison 
to other major dyke swarms shows similarities in trace element ratios and normalised element 
ratios with the Lesotho type (defined by Duncan et ai., 1984) of the Karoo dyke swarms (Reid, 
1990) and the Tafelberg type (defined by Marsh et ai., 2001) of the Henties Bay Outjo dyke 
swarms (HOD) (Trumbull et ai., 2007). These authors and others have suggested that these 
basaltic magmas were sourced from the sub-continental lithospheric mantle that was heated 
by the uprise of sub-lithospheric plumes and/or the convecting mantle during passive rifting 
(Reid, 1990). The False Bay dyke swarm is set apart by limited element ratio variations in the 
high-MgO group, whereas both the Karoo and the HOD define various fields of element and 
isotope ratios (e.g. three defined groups of the HOD are circled in and Figure 7.4). An age gap 
of approximately 50 Ma (Reid et ai., 1991) precludes any magmatic relation between the False 
Bay and Karoo dykes, but Trumbull et ai. (2007) argued that similar mantle regions produced 
both the Tafelberg type and False Bay dykes, the same could be suggested for the Lesotho type 
of the Karoo. 
From field and petrographic observations there is no compelling reason to separate the high-
MgO (basalts) from the 10w-MgO (basaltic andesite) dykes in the FBDS. They show no system-
atic crosscutting relationships, possess common mineral assemblages and share amygdaloidal 
textures that preclude any major difference in emplacement depth. It is therefore argued that 
the FBDS represents a single magma type similar to the HOD Tafelberg or the Karoo central 
types, but displays distinctive chemical characteristics due to its petrogenetic history discussed 
below. 
8.3 Petrogenesis 
The False Bay dyke swarm includes relatively differentiated tholeiitic basaltic andesites, which 
require derivation from a basalt parent by combined assimilation and fractional crystallisation 
(AFC). Trumbull et ai. (2007) eluded that AFC was a likely process involved in more evolved 
differentiates and this study shows the different petrogenetic processes that predominately gov-
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the radiogenic isotope patterns while fractional crystallisation is required to produce the very 
low Mg# values of < 30, depletion in compatible trace elements (Ni, Cr, Sr, Eu), as well as 
enrichment in immobile incompatible trace elements (Zr, Nb, Y, LREE). Geochemical vari-
ations in the dyke suite form a well defined and continuous differentiation trend from high- to 
10w-MgO dykes as shown in the previous chapters. One unique pair of dykes (LB I and LB2, 
Figure 3.14) is in agreement in relative age between geochemical variations and cross-cutting 
relations, in that LB2 is the younger (intrudes LB I and shows a quenched margin) and more 
evolved dyke (lower MgO content). Clifton is the only other location where crosscutting dykes 
are observed (Figure 3.10-[7]). Unfortunately crosscutting dykes at Clifton were not sampled, 
and the samples that were collected from Clifton (LB-40 and LB-43) are of dykes that do not 
intersect (see Chapter 3, dykes CLl and CL2). Therefore, the comparing relative emplacement 
timing with degrees of differentiation cannot be further assessed here. 
The False Bay dyke swarm has a range in compositions that require a two-stage evolution 
based on the geochemical variations with decreasing MgO. The high-MgO dykes (5-8%) have 
constant isotope ratios and can be explained by closed-system FC. The 10w-MgO dykes « 5 
%) require an open system process such as AFC to account for an increase in Sr- and a de-
crease in Nd-isotope ratios. Initial differentiation of the False Bay dolerite magma, recorded 
in the high-MgO dykes, evolved via closed-system fractional crystallisation of mainly plagio-
clase and clinopyroxene with diminishing contribution of olivine. Fractionation of abundant 
plagioclase within the parent magma suggests a relatively low-pressure regime of less than 
40km depth (-13 kbar). Seismic profiles show under-plated gabbros at depths of 10 to 30km 
(Bauer et aI., 2000; Hirsch et aI., 2009), which are thought to be the host magmas of the Creta-
ceous dyke swarms (Trumbull et aI., 2007) and are in good agreement with the depth (pressure) 
range for plagioclase fractionation. The observed changes in Sr- and Nd-isotopes in the low-
MgO dykes are related to assimilation of crustal material (Figure 7.4). The relatively smooth 
and continuous pattern of geochemical variations, specifically the progressive near linear trend 
of Sr- and Nd-isotopes towards crustal values (Figure 6.14), as well as spatial relations and 
common petrographical features of both high- and 10w-MgO dyke groups are consistent with 
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The marked geochemical variations in the 10w-MgO dykes are compared with AFC models of 
magma with similar geochemical characteristics to a dyke with intermediate MgO content (e.g. 
002 with 5.2 wt.% MgO) that progressively assimilates crustal materials during further frac-
tional crystallisation. Although the petrogenetic modelling in Chapter 7 does not account for 
all of the variation seen in the 10w-MgO dykes, the model curves do show that chemical vari-
ations in the 10w-MgO dykes are consistent with assimilation of crustal material. Assimilation 
of various crustal materials and speculation on deeper crustal sources are discussed below. 
8.3.1 Assimilation of Mesoproterozoic Crust 
The most differentiated dykes of the False Bay magma « 5 wt. % MgO) show evidence for 
crustal assimilation, which is discussed in this section. Although the high-MgO dykes can be 
modelled by closed-system fractional crystallisation, it is possible that the parental magma was 
already contaminated, giving rise to the increased Sr- and decreased Nd-isotope ratios of the 
high-MgO group relative to Bulk Earth. The 10w-MgO dykes plot at lower Nd- and higher 
Sr-isotope ratios than the high-MgO dykes (Figure 7.4) and the change in isotope ratios is 
correlated with a progressive decrease in MgO (Figure 6.13). Changes in trace element ratios 
and isotope ratios from the high-MgO group to the 10w-MgO group define a trend towards 
compositional fields of crustal materials (Figures 7.9 and 7.4). The results presented in this 
study are consistent with models involving assimilation of Mesoproterozoic crust (with lower 
Nd-isotope ratios) as opposed to models involving assimilation of the younger rocks of the 
Cape Granite or Malmesbury Group. Nevertheless, the dykes in the field occasionally contain 
certain country rock xenoliths, mostly in the form of Cape Granite (e.g. Oudekraal 1, Millers 
Point and Froggy Pond). These xenoliths are fresh and competent in exposures and show no 
clear evidence of melting or mixing into the dolerite magmas, rather the xenoliths have sharp, 
unaltered edges, which are parallel to the dyke walls, therefore consistent with brittle side wall 
stoping. 
Compositional variations in the Namaqua-Natal Belt are very diverse, even within indi-
vidual terranes (Figure 2.2), and assimilation of other and/or multiple sources could likely 
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models of assimilation of melts derived from Mesoproterozoic terranes better explain the com-
positional variations of the 10w-MgO dykes than models involving the assimilation of melt from 
Neoproterozoic terranes. 
Assimilation of a Namaqua-Natal equivalent basement into the intruding magma that fed 
the False Bay dyke swarm, would imply that there is a likely deeper crustal unit below the 
Malmesbury Group and Cape Granite, which is of similar geochemical and isotopic composi-
tion to that of the Bushmanland Terrane and/or other Namaqua-Natal Province terranes. Even 
though the Malmesbury Group and Cape Granite likely exist to depths of at least a few to lOs 
km (the exact depth-extent is not known), the Mesoproterozoic isotopic signatures are a bet-
ter candidate to model the more evolved dykes, mainly due to smaller volumes of the required 
contaminant. A study of the deep seismic profile to the east of Cape Town is consistent with the 
extension and presence of the Namaqua-Natal belt rocks at depths as far south as the Agulhas 
Fracture Zone (Lindeque et ai., 2007, 2011), which south of False Bay traces west across the 
Atlantic Ocean to the Falkland Islands (Ben-Avraham et ai., 1997). 
Melting of granitic country rock along the path of the intruding FBDS magma is a distinct 
possibility. Deep seismic profiles show the presence of high-velocity zones at approximately 
30 km depth along the Atlantic continental margin (Bauer et ai., 2000; Hirsch et ai., 2009), 
suggesting the presence of significant basaltic material within the rifted crustal profile. The 
melting curve of granites are such that at about 10 kbar melting will begin at temperatures 
around 650°C (if water saturated), and is not influenced by small pressure variations (Boettcher 
and Wyllie, 1968). Solidus - liquidus temperatures of water under saturated granites at 10kbar 
are 760°C - l160°C respectively (Huang and Wyllie, 1973). 
It can be argued that the temperatures of basaltic magmas would provide sufficient heat 
to raise the crustal units above their solidus, thereby producing partial melts that could be 
assimilated. For the incorporation of crustal material into the FBDS magma to be restricted 
to the more differentiated basaltic andesites, could be explained by a progressive build up of 
heat during the magmatic event. Only after the establishment of a significant magma chamber 
(perhaps accompanied by significant closed system crystal fractionation) could the country rock 












A series of dyke suites along the Cretaceous western Gondwana palaeo-rift that separated South 
America from Africa provide evidence for compositionally and volumetrically variable magma 
generation along the Atlantic continental margin. The False Bay dyke swarm is the southern-
most exposed dyke suite and represents a tholeiitic low-Ti-Zr basaltic magma type similar in 
composition to the Etendeka HOD Tafelberg magma type (Trumbull et aI., 2007) and the Karoo 
Central type (Duncan et aI., 1984). At False Bay a restricted range in magma types represents 
the Etendeka large igneous province and relatively low volumes of dykes are preserved, unlike 
the polygenetic voluminous magmatic system developed further north in Namibia (Trumbull 
et aI., 2007). 
The False Bay dykes have compositions that show a continuous range from basalt to basaltic 
andesite, which can be explained by a magmatic differentiation model that involves evolution 
from a fractional crystallisation dominated system (high-MgO dyke group, 8 - 5 wt. % MgO) 
to that of a differentiation process involving both fractional crystallisation and assimilation 
(low-MgO dyke group, < 5 wt. % MgO). The high-MgO dykes were produced from a par-
ental magma that experienced closed-system fractional crystallisation of a gabbroic mineral 
assemblage dominated by plagioclase and clinopyroxene, accompanied by olivine in the early 
stages and by magnetite in the later stages. Build up of magma in the crust is assumed to result 
in a temperature rise that increased the chances of assimilation of the intruded country rock, 
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and Sr- and Nd-isotope ratios, in that the 10w-MgO dykes plot towards crustal compositions, 
relative to the high-MgO dykes. The effects of crustal contamination are not observed in the 
less evolved dykes, although it is possible for the magma to have been already contaminated. 
Despite field and petrographic evidence indicating the mechanical incorporation of local 
country-rock into the intruding dykes, in particular the S-type Peninsula Granite of the Cape 
Granite Suite, the compositional characteristics of the 10w-MgO dykes are not consistent with 
the granite being the prime contaminant. Mixing curves incorporating Neoproterozoic Cape 
Granite and/or Malmesbury as contaminants indicated higher amounts of contamination was 
required (50-60%) to replicate the Sr- and Nd-isotope ratios, compared to approximately 20% 
contamination that is required for most of the trace element variations. In order to restrict the 
amount of contaminant to - 20% and in keeping with the observed major and trace element 
variations, it was necessary to invoke an older crustal source as the contaminant, such as the 
Bushmanland Terrane gneisses. The Mesoproterozoic Namaqua-Natal Bushmanland Terrane 
displays higher Sr-isotope ratios and more specifically lower Nd-isotope ratios compared to the 
Malmesbury Group and Cape Granite. Contamination of the False Bay magma by a melt of 
the Bushmanland Terrane does not account for the all of the chemical variations seen in each 
of the 10w-MgO dykes, but mixing curves for the incorporation of an older Mesoproterozoic 
basement do sufficiently demonstrate that a smaller portion of the contaminant is required to 
replicate the Sr- and Nd-isotope ratios of the most evolved dykes (e.g. Chapman's Peak 2 
dyke). While this older source is not exposed in the Cape Peninsula, there is ample evidence 
that Mesoproterozoic gneisses of the Namaqua-Natal crustal Province underlie the Neoprotero-
zoic rocks in the area. Unconformities between sequences of similar age of the Malmesbury 
Group and Namaqua-Natal basement are documented in southern Namaqualand (e.g. Gresse 
and Scheepers, 1993) and their presence has been detected in geophysical surveys of the south-
ern Cape region (Lindeque et aI., 2011). Therefore, it is likely the host magma of the False Bay 
dyke swarm interacted at depth with crustal units that are compositionally (and isotopically) 
similar to the Bushmanland Terrane, or other Namaqua-Natal Province terranes, to produce the 
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9.1 Future Complementary Research 
Variations in element ratios of CelPb as well as high U and Th trace element abundances associ-
ated with the 10w-MgO group (Figure 6.7), suggest that the U-Th-Pb isotope system similarly 
reflects the genetic change in the differentiation process of the False Bay dyke swarm from 
fractional crystallisation to one where assimilation becomes more inherent. To compliment 
the research presented in this study, future work should focus on the U-Th-Pb isotope system 
to complete the isotopic data set, which was unable to be accomplished during this study due 
to unforeseen circumstances that delayed analytical procedures. Trumbull et al. (2007) pub-
lished Pb isotope data for selected False Bay dykes, but these did not cover the more evolved 
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XRF data of complete sample set 
The complete False Bay dyke swarm XRF data set. The trace elements reported here are also 
measured by XRF and were used for comparison to the new ICP-MS data collected for this 
















Sample LB-Oi LB-02 LB-03 LB-04 LB-05 LB-06 LB-07 LB-08 LB-09 LB-i0 GCH89-4S GCH89-47 ~ 
Location LBi LB2 LB2 LBi LBi LBi LBi LBi LBi LBi LB2 LBi 
~ XRF Major elements (wt%) 
Si02 48.6 50.2 50.5 49.7 49.8 49.8 49.2 49.4 49.8 49.2 49.3 48.7 'T:I 
Ti02 1.45 1.55 1.70 1.33 1.37 1.31 1.20 1.42 1.41 1.49 1.56 1.34 ~ AI203 15.1 14.8 15.1 16.3 16.7 16.5 16.6 16.3 15.8 14.8 14.4 16.0 
Fe203 12.0 11.8 12.0 11.2 11.1 11.0 10.5 11.3 11.3 12.0 12.1 11.0 ~ 
MnO 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.17 ~ MgO 7.62 6.68 6.34 7.22 6.79 7.25 7.28 6.84 6.88 7.30 6.67 7.10 
cao 10.9 10.4 9.91 11.0 11.0 10.9 11.4 10.9 10.6 10.9 10.1 11.0 (j 
Na20 2.25 2.30 2.49 2.27 2.16 2.19 2.15 2.38 2.33 2.25 2.46 2.13 ~ K20 0.16 0.75 0.56 0.61 0.65 0.63 0.49 0.70 0.66 0.31 0.76 0.65 ~ P205 0.23 0.27 0.34 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.22 0.25 0.24 0.27 0.20 
H20- 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.46 0.39 0.37 0.53 0.54 0.62 0.80 1.02 0.35 t!'l 
LOI 1.47 1.10 0.93 0.72 0.90 0.80 1.19 0.87 0.95 1.29 0.91 0.98 ~ 
Total 100.86 101.09 100.89 101.20 101.28 101.15 100.87 101.04 100.75 100.75 99.87 99.67 Vl 
XRF trace elements (ppm) ~ 
Nb 10.8 13.6 15.9 9.4 9.2 9.7 8.5 10.6 10.7 10.6 13.1 9.6 ~ 
Zr 102.4 142.8 146.4 91.9 93.3 93.0 80.4 97.8 108.9 102.9 143.8 93.0 I:'"" 
y 30.0 33.5 35.1 26.3 27.3 26.6 23.6 27.6 29.9 30.2 34.2 26.4 t!'l 
Sr 180.9 211.8 236.1 209.5 217.1 209.6 208.0 219.9 211.9 190.8 207.2 212.3 Vl t!'l 
Ba 82.1 222.0 228.6 185.0 179.0 171.1 142.1 186.3 198.6 127.0 212.9 161.9 ..., 
Sc 40.0 38.3 34.8 34.1 32.1 33.6 34.2 34.8 36.2 39.7 39.6 36.8 
Co 57.1 55.1 49.6 50.4 SO.5 49.6 49.6 49.5 51.2 56.8 52.4 52.7 
Cr 292.9 132.6 177.0 285.6 239.0 291.1 316.2 256.0 277.3 281.5 139.7 321.7 
V 271.2 283.5 266.5 222.3 232.5 222.8 220.0 242.6 236.7 273.8 277.2 233.6 
Zn 97.9 96.6 85.7 77.0 76.6 76.9 71.7 78.8 85.4 94.5 89.1 78.7 
Cu 99.1 91.4 71.7 88.1 82.9 80.2 89.4 854 91.3 103.1 92.8 82.4 
Ni 83.8 68.9 61.2 92.2 90.0 95.3 99.9 85.4 89.4 76.2 68.8 95.6 

















Sample GCH89-48 LB-11 LB-12 LB-30 LB-31 LB-32 LB-33 LB-34 GCH89-46 LB-40 LB-41 LB-42 ~ 
Location LB1 LB2 LB2 001 001 001 001 001 002 CLi CL1 CL1 
~ XRF Major elements (wt%) 
Si02 48.2 49.2 49.7 54.3 54.2 54.3 54.0 54.3 51.3 51.0 52.0 51.8 "tj 
Ti02 1.37 1.59 1.59 2.47 2.47 2.48 2.47 2.44 1.77 2.16 2.14 2.10 §2 
AI203 15.7 14.6 14.4 12.9 13.0 13.0 12.8 13.0 16.5 14.1 14.0 14.5 
Fe203 11.1 12.4 12.4 13.8 13.7 13.7 13.6 13.5 8.2 13.9 14.0 13.6 ~ 
MnO 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.11 0.22 0.21 0.22 ~ MgO 6.84 6.84 6.87 2.90 2.91 3.01 2.90 2.92 4.93 4.17 4.10 4.10 
CaO 10.7 10.5 10.4 5.88 5.80 6.57 5.74 6.48 10.2 6.27 8.08 8.13 (j 
Na20 2.44 2.33 2.29 2.43 2.20 2.35 2.85 2.08 2.16 2.97 2.24 2.15 ~ K20 0.64 0.64 0.71 2.50 2.82 2.29 2.59 2.28 0.88 2.43 1.56 1.55 
P205 0.21 0.27 0.27 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.30 0.40 0.41 0.39 ~ 
H20- 0.75 1.35 0.96 0.37 0.44 0.44 0.48 0.41 1.52 0.72 0.61 0.66 ttl 
lOI 0.60 0.82 1.01 1.70 1.91 1.29 1.69 1.83 1.38 1.63 1.28 1.32 ~ 
Total 98.81 100.74 100.71 100.13 100.26 100.20 99.94 100.04 99.22 99.97 100.59 100.56 Vl 
XRF trace elements (ppm) ~ 
Nb 10.4 13.7 13.5 26.6 26.7 26.2 27.1 26.6 17.0 22.7 21.9 21.2 ~ 
Zr 97.7 140.5 142.7 253.1 256.1 251.9 255.4 256.4 159.1 228.8 226.0 220.3 t""'< 
y 27.9 34.2 34.3 54.6 55.5 54.3 54.8 55.5 41.6 50.7 51.3 50.0 ttl 
Sr 224.0 209.7 220.0 148.8 163.8 142.1 158.7 131.8 252.4 170.1 176.1 178.9 Vl ttl 
Sa 178.7 182.1 218.0 421.9 452.6 405.0 411.4 397.7 244.8 372.8 341.0 324.5 '-:l 
Sc 34.0 40.1 37.8 37.2 37.4 35.9 36.6 38.4 45.0 39.4 35.4 39.1 
Co 49.1 55.6 53.1 42.1 39.9 41.7 42.4 42.9 50.9 44.2 46.8 45.8 
Cr 278.9 133.0 120.0 11.5 12.2 11.2 9.2 12.9 272.5 47.9 51.2 62.7 
V 238.2 279.8 280.9 379.7 378.2 364.3 372.8 380.3 274.3 423.6 412.7 406.5 
Zn 80.1 99.0 94.2 132.3 131.8 120.1 132.9 128.5 120.5 129.7 118.4 116.3 
Cu 91.6 95.3 92.6 29.3 30.4 31.3 29.9 30.2 72.6 65.8 64.2 66.2 
Ni 87.5 70.1 62.4 10.6 10.6 10.5 8.7 10.3 70.1 32.4 31.0 38.4 














Sample lB-43 lB-50 LB-51 LB-52 Sl-01 GCH89-39 Sl-02 GCH89-38 GCH89-1 GCH89-2 GCH89-3 GCH89-4 ~ 
location Cl2 SW SW SW Sl1 Sl1 Sl2 SL2 SB SB SB SB 
~ XRF Major elements (wt%) 
Si02 52.5 52.4 53.8 52.8 50.5 49.1 53.0 51.2 48.7 48.9 49.1 48.0 'Tj 
Ti02 2.13 1.81 1.76 1.96 2.87 2.89 2.48 2.52 1.99 1.99 1.95 1.94 ~ 
A1203 14.0 13.3 13.7 13.1 13.2 12.8 12.9 12.6 13.9 14.0 14.0 14.0 ~ Fe203 13.9 15.6 13.3 15.6 15.2 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.5 14.5 14.3 14.1 
MnO 0.20 0.23 0.20 0.24 0.55 0.66 0.38 0.33 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.23 ~ MgO 4.14 4.57 4.97 4.23 4.67 4.51 3.67 3.94 5.86 5.98 5.93 5.87 
CaO 7.93 8.03 7.47 7.60 7.85 7.56 7.12 7.23 9.16 9.30 9.12 9.00 
(j 
Na20 2.43 2.91 3.25 2.64 2.18 2.18 2.22 2.31 2.45 2.46 2.51 2.46 ~ 
K20 1.67 1.14 1.69 1.56 1.61 1.63 1.99 1.95 0.87 0.86 0.93 0.88 ~ P205 0.40 0.23 0.29 0.27 0.52 0.52 0.94 0.91 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.31 
H20- 0.40 0.59 0.61 0.48 0.71 0.62 0.34 0.98 1.21 1.22 0.94 1.15 
trJ 
LOI 0.92 0.52 0.47 0.54 1.18 1.57 0.69 0.90 1.00 0.70 1.08 1.33 ~ 
Total 100.69 101.26 101.56 101.04 101.08 99.05 100.69 99.83 100.19 100.44 100.33 99.25 Vl 
XRF trace elements (ppm) ~ 
Nb 21.9 11.5 16.1 13.6 27.9 28.2 24.9 23.3 12.8 12.9 13.1 12.2 ~ 
Zr 226.4 160.1 183.3 177.7 274.4 282.8 248.3 231.5 133.2 131.2 136.6 128.8 r< 
y 50.6 46.2 43.3 50.9 57.6 58.3 63.6 62.2 29.8 29.1 30.9 30.2 trJ 
Sr 179.8 144.1 178.2 148.3 204.6 207.0 164.5 163.5 355.9 354.8 352.6 372.3 Vl trJ 
Ba 348.8 270.5 331.9 320.0 407.2 408.5 392.6 385.0 257.5 264.2 264.7 246.3 '-3 
Sc 34.2 38.8 33.4 38.1 36.0 39.5 34.4 37.4 36.9 38.0 38.8 37.1 
Co 44.6 51.4 43.8 48.7 70.8 63.5 38.6 40.7 61.0 62.3 57.7 64.1 
Cr 52.0 45.9 55.4 35.8 33.5 36.2 20.5 27.8 30.5 33.7 33.9 31.6 
V 396.9 465.0 303.9 465.8 417.1 432.8 220.8 250.5 343.3 339.5 341.4 341.2 
Zn 117.1 119.4 102.2 114.0 132.0 139.5 137.3 145.6 99.2 98.3 124.9 96.3 
Cu 65.2 220.6 100.9 170.3 45.2 47.4 28.4 32.4 121.8 120.0 108.3 115.0 
Ni 31.7 42.7 42.1 38.0 34.7 36.6 11.2 15.1 60.2 61.5 54.6 69.0 















Sample GCH89-6 GCH89-7 GCH89-8 GCH89-9 GCH89-11 GCH89-12 GCH89-14 GCH89-15 Chapp'" GCH89-16 GCH89-17 GCH89-18 ~ 
Location CP2 CP2 CP2 CP2 CP1 CP1 CP3 CP3 CP4 CPS CPS TK1 
~ XRF Major elements (wt%) 
Si02 55.1 53.5 55.4 54.8 47.7 48.9 51.8 SO.O 52.9 52.5 52.5 49.3 "r:I 
li02 2.19 2.57 2.20 2.18 1.40 1.57 0.98 1.48 2.17 2.29 2.28 1.SO §2 
AI203 12.2 12.2 12.1 12.1 14.8 14.2 15.6 14.7 13.3 13.2 13.2 14.5 
~ Fe203 15.4 16.0 15.1 15.4 11.1 12.3 11.4 12.8 13.5 13.3 13.5 12.0 
MnO 0.35 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.33 0.27 0.28 0.34 ~ MgO 1.93 2.65 2.10 1.96 6.89 6.80 6.23 6.12 3.79 3.97 3.98 7.11 
CaO 5.49 6.07 5.39 5.23 10.6 10.7 10.2 9.46 6.38 7.02 7.06 11.1 (j 
Na20 2.04 2.03 2.02 2.05 2.42 2.32 2.11 2.21 1.93 2.27 2.27 2.02 a 
K20 2.63 2.41 2.69 2.63 0.66 0.76 1.04 0.91 2.35 2.10 2.12 0.37 ~ 
P205 0.87 0.76 0.88 0.88 0.22 0.27 0.16 0.24 0.45 O.SO 0.51 0.24 t""" 
H20- 0.48 0.49 0.63 0.59 4.37 0.76 0.43 0.87 0.59 1.65 1.SO 0.49 trJ 
lOI 1.01 1.18 1.14 1.01 0.40 1.48 0.40 0.89 1.71 0.85 0.77 1.42 ~ 
Total 99.73 100.17 99.78 99.02 100.69 100.31 100.55 99.96 99.38 99.93 100.01 100.35 C.f) 
XRF trace elements (ppm) ~ 
Nb 24.6 24.1 23.9 24.9 13.8 14.2 8.5 11.0 23.0 24.6 24.8 10.9 ~ 
Zr 256.1 248.3 254.8 259.0 138.3 142.8 103.3 119.9 235.2 237.9 239.0 103.6 ~ Y 64.4 61.2 62.7 60.7 33.7 34.4 27.5 29.3 46.1 51.2 48.8 30.2 
Sr 171.4 160.6 167.9 171.4 208.3 210.0 158.4 271.8 161.6 183.4 182.3 323.5 C.f) trJ 
Ba 591.3 637.8 701.4 608.4 192.1 205.0 219.5 236.9 514.1 425.9 432.2 415.7 '"'"3 
Sc 34.9 35.3 35.4 35.5 40.7 44.2 35.8 36.2 37.5 35.1 34.4 40.4 
Co 29.4 34.1 29.7 26.8 52.4 SO.7 48.0 56.4 46.0 43.9 51.9 
Cr 10.5 12.0 10.5 8.6 196.9 212.7 146.6 85.4 24.8 23.2 277.6 
V 185.0 264.7 187.5 189.0 288.8 291.7 277.9 311.5 405.7 391.5 270.6 
Zn 139.5 144.6 141.8 144.0 93.5 99.7 80.6 89.9 98.5 112.8 116.7 87.1 
Cu 22.3 24.5 21.0 21.4 96.3 95.2 119.4 118.9 58.4 48.4 47.8 97.3 
Ni <2.392 6.3 <2.377 <2.402 72.3 71.5 76.5 69.1 28.2 32.5 25.7 80.4 















Sample GCHat·20 GCH89-21 GCH89·22 GCH89-23 GCH89·24 GCH89·28 GCHat·27 GCH89·2113CHII9·29 GCH89-31 GCHat-32 GCH1I9·33 ~ Location TK1 TK2 TK2 TK2 NS NS FG1 FG1 FG1 FG2 MP MP 
XRF Major element. (wt%) "rJ 
Si02 48.7 49.4 49.0 49.1 52.6 51.9 SO.7 50.2 SO.5 51.5 52.0 49.5 ~ Ti02 1.46 1.45 1.38 1.43 2.46 2.52 2.11 2.04 2.04 2.17 1.59 2.04 
AI203 14.4 16.0 15.6 16.3 11.9 12.0 14.2 14.3 14.2 14.0 14.5 14.1 ~ 
Fe203 12.0 11.6 11.5 11.2 16.4 16.4 12.8 12.3 12.6 12.8 11.6 13.2 
~ MnO 0.34 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.23 0.27 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.22 
MgO 7.18 6.80 7.13 6.44 2.79 2.99 5.26 5.09 5.43 4.89 5.83 5.62 (j 
CaO 10.9 10.9 11.0 10.8 7.14 6.97 8.44 8.49 8.76 8.31 8.93 9.06 a 
Na20 1.96 2.26 2.30 2.24 1.96 1.95 2.69 2.79 2.SO 2.80 2.67 2.71 ~ K20 0.37 0.73 0.65 0.68 1.99 2.00 1.69 1.57 1.66 1.67 1.46 1.23 
P205 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.23 0.42 0.47 0.54 0.48 0.48 0.53 0.30 0.45 t"'< trJ 
H2O- 0.61 0.48 0.28 0.78 1.29 1.47 0.86 1.45 0.66 0.37 0.59 0.94 
~ LOI 1.81 0.57 0.40 0.59 0.77 1.08 0.98 0.87 1.07 0.89 0.58 0.91 
Total 99.97 100.46 99.65 99.90 99.94 100.06 100.41 99.73 100.07 100.13 100.16 99.99 V:l 
XRF trace element. (ppm) ~ 
Nb 10.8 10.3 9.8 9.8 19.2 19.3 32.7 32.8 32.0 32.0 17.8 25.9 ~ Zr 102.7 104.3 96.2 104.5 238.0 236.1 236.2 234.3 227.4 228.5 156.4 179.0 t"'< y 30.0 28.5 26.8 30.1 60.8 61.5 43.6 43.2 43.0 44.6 35.0 43.4 trJ 
Sr 323.6 212.1 211.5 219.9 415.3 209.2 293.3 303.9 329.5 286.3 227.8 302.1 V:l 
Sa 419.8 181.2 168.6 179.6 908.7 925.5 426.8 412.9 394.4 411.9 328.9 353.1 trJ 
Sc 39.6 35.5 36.4 34.5 37.9 36.0 30.9 31.8 33.6 33.3 34.5 36.8 
.., 
Co 53.9 47.6 SO.5 49.8 42.8 44.3 44.6 44.4 44.5 45.3 46.7 48.5 
Cr 275.9 248.9 286.0 222.3 3.6 6.2 65.3 68.4 70.1 48.6 157.9 76.0 
V 265.5 241.8 244.5 235.7 321.0 364.3 283.9 280.4 280.5 300.5 257.6 310.8 
Zn 86.7 817 78.6 80.7 146.4 146.9 106.3 104.3 107.5 105.7 90.2 106.0 
Cu 98.1 83.3 86.5 82.5 35.1 41.7 SO. 1 46.6 SO.8 32.8 76.5 59.4 
Ni 77.0 82.1 89.1 85.2 <2.483 <2.492 37.2 41.7 40.1 21.2 58.2 33.0 














Sample GCH89-34 GCH89-36 GCH89-37 GCH89-40 GCH89-41 GCH89-42 GCH89-43 GCH89-44 PD-2 LB-100 ~ 
Location MP OK OK SP KS KS BK BK LR SM 
XRF Major elements (wt%) ~ 
Si02 51.8 53.5 53.7 48.0 51.7 51.6 SO.6 51.0 53.6 516 "Tj 
Ti02 1.53 2.16 2.21 2.82 2.55 2.58 2.79 2.78 2.43 1.15 ~ AI203 14.3 13.3 13.2 12.4 11.9 12.1 12.1 12.2 12.9 13.9 
Fe203 11.2 13.5 13.7 16.2 16.9 16.4 16.4 16.3 14.0 12.6 ~ 
MnO 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.40 0.46 ~ MgO 5.89 3.75 3.59 4.62 2.99 3.18 3.39 3.42 3.15 6.10 
CaO 8.88 6.62 6.38 8.32 6.80 6.67 7.11 7.15 5.95 9.19 (j 
Na20 2.61 2.35 2.31 2.20 2.08 2.07 2.22 2.14 1.66 1.59 a 
K20 1.45 2.06 2.12 1.09 1.88 2.02 1.75 1.76 2.75 1.11 ~ 
P205 0.30 O.SO 0.52 0.53 0.40 0.51 0.73 0.74 0.62 0.17 t"'" 
H20- 0.37 0.66 0.74 0.66 0.83 0.87 0.76 0.73 0.81 0.45 tr:I 
LOI 0.74 1.13 1.36 2.61 1.25 1.29 1.43 1.16 1.45 1.71 ttl 
Total 99.17 99.71 99.94 99.74 99.51 99.48 99.43 99.59 99.64 100.05 Vl 
XRF trace elements (ppm) ~ 
Nb 17.6 20.0 20.8 27.0 18.1 20.4 22.7 22.0 26.7 10.5 ~ 
Zr 156.0 205.9 211.1 251.8 228.6 238.3 241.5 241.2 248.5 122.2 t"'" 
y 36.5 52.4 65.0 57.8 59.7 62.1 63.7 69.9 62.6 26.2 tr:I 
Sr 226.4 190.2 193.3 323.7 138.3 137.5 142.5 144.9 197.2 173.1 ~ 
8a 331.1 378.2 410.4 409.7 379.1 388.6 389.0 410.4 114.0 252.6 ""-l 
Sc 34.6 37.7 36.2 44.7 39.1 40.9 40.1 38.3 35.6 33.8 
Co 48.5 38.7 38.7 56.7 48.1 45.2 47.3 46.5 40.0 42.7 
Cr 165.9 70.2 58.4 37.5 3.8 8.3 15.0 14.5 12.3 88.1 
V 252.3 306.3 303.0 445.4 363.6 371.9 345.6 329.9 383.0 324.5 
Zn 91.0 112.1 111.1 156.4 142.3 145.8 156.9 149.9 114.0 83.3 
Cu 65.0 40.5 37.1 65.4 39.7 47.4 40.5 39.6 32.9 119.9 
Ni 54.6 30.8 28.0 41.1 <2.504 4.3 14.2 16.3 16.4 47.8 











BHVO-2 Standard Results 
Internal standard results of BHVO-2 run with the new ICP-MS trace element batch for com-
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BHV02 UCT2010 Average Compiled Values Difference Absolute % Difference 
Sc 30.58 32.15 -1.57 4.9 
V 330.8 317 13.8 4.4 
Cr 288.8 280 8.8 3.1 
Co 45.12 45 0.12 0.3 
Ni 119.6 120 -0.4 0.3 
Cu 103.7 125 -21.3 17.0 
Zn 116.8 102 14.8 14.5 
Rb 8.88 9.8 -0.92 9.4 
Sr 395.1 392.5 2.6 0.7 
Y 23.51 27 -3.49 12.9 
Zr 163.8 175 -11.2 6.4 
Nb 17.23 18.65 -1.42 7.6 
Ba 126.7 130.5 -3.8 2.9 
La 14.62 15.1 -0.48 3.2 
Ce 36.08 37.75 -1.67 4.4 
Pr 5.05 5.31 -0.26 4.9 
Nd 23.6 24.7 -1.1 4.5 
Sm 5.81 6.14 -0.33 5.3 
Eu 2.04 2.07 -0.03 1.4 
Tb 0.92 0.92 0.00 0.0 
Gd 6.36 6.27 0.09 1.4 
Dy 5.27 5.31 -0.04 0.8 
Ho 0.97 1.01 -0.03 3.5 
Er 2.52 2.54 -0.02 0.8 
Tm 0.34 0.36 -0.02 4.2 
Yb 1.98 2 -0.02 1.0 
Lu 0.29 0.28 0.02 5.5 
Hf 4.33 4.19 0.14 3.3 
Ta 0.95 1.4 -0.45 32.1 
Ob 1.47 1.55 -0.08 5.2 
Th 1.19 1.225 -0.04 2.9 












Cape Granite and Malmesbury Group 
Cape Granite Suite and Malmesbury Group major element oxides and trace elements. Unpub-
lished major element oxide data by XRF for Cape Granites (CJ-08 and CJ-12) from Creighton-
Jones (1982). Unpublished major element oxide and trace element data for Malmesbury Form-
ation samples MM-OOI and NM-0l2 from Mbeje (2005) and Mbangula (2004) respectively. 
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Cape Granite Malmesbury Formation 
CG-A1 CJ-08 CJ-12 MM-001 NM-012 
Cable Way quarry Sea Point Sea Point Grotto Bay Robben Island 
Major element oxides (wt.%) 
Si02 71.8 71.4 71.5 72.9 60.9 
Ti02 0.48 0.38 0.38 0.88 0.91 
Al203 13.7 14.6 14.5 11.8 19.4 
FeO 3.02 2.57 2.60 4.89 7.33 
MnO 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.12 
MgO 1.11 0.88 0.92 2.34 4.23 
CaO 1.3 1.16 1.18 1.29 0.28 
Na20 2.55 3.00 2.77 2.67 2.04 
K20 5.14 4.97 4.95 2.92 4.65 
P20S 0.21 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.15 
LOI 0.55 0.83 0.88 - -
ICPMS trace elements (ppm) 
Sc 8 4 5 10 16 
V 35 30 31 87 123 
Cr 23 14 15 68 85 
Co 4 5 5 11 16 
Ni 10 7 7 30 40 
Cu <0.5 1 7 23 46 
Zn 49 49 55 - -
Rb 109 238 247 101 153 
Sr 33 75 80 136 57 
Y 14 21 23 30 19 
Zr *135 *147 *155 145 112 
Nb 14.8 12.4 13.2 12.2 13.7 
Ba 274 364 357 499 491 
La 18.6 25.2 25.5 40.1 25.1 
Ce 45.8 53.7 54.3 84.8 56.3 
Pr 5.18 6.20 6.36 9.72 6.35 
Nd 20.3 23.9 24.2 38.2 25.3 
Sm 4.32 4.99 5.36 7.18 4.97 
Eu 0.49 0.84 0.87 1.41 0.97 
Gd 3.78 4.56 5.05 6.53 4.44 
Tb 0.56 0.71 0.80 0.96 0.67 
Oy 3.52 4.35 4.68 5.64 4.12 
Ho 0.64 0.76 0.82 1.12 0.81 
Er 1.76 2.15 2.13 3.14 2.39 
Tm 0.25 0.30 0.28 0.47 0.36 
Yb 1.53 1.89 1.68 2.99 2.49 
Lu 0.21 0.27 0.22 0.44 0.36 
Hf 2.15 1.59 1.55 3.99 2.94 
Ta 1.43 1.55 1.27 0.87 7.28 
Pb 22.9 23.9 62.3 16.6 31.9 
Th B.6 11.1 11.5 10.9 12.2 












Original microprobe analysis by Butt (1989); Hirschel (1989); Wulfse (1989) of 6 dykes from 
the Cape Peninsula, with major elements concentrations reported as their respective oxides: 
• Logies Bay 
• Tokai 
• Chapman's Peak 3 
• Millers Point 
• Oukaapseweg 

































Plag 1- core 
Plag l-rim 
Plag 2 -rim 
Plag 2 - core 
Plag 3 
Plag 4- rim 
Plag 4- core 
Plag 5 A 
Plag 5 B 
Plag6 











GCH89-47 - Logies Bay 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Si AI K Ca Fe 
1.90 47.64 31.86 0.07 16.60 0.41 
5.59 55.30 25.77 0.39 9.12 1.41 
6.23 56.93 24.82 0.51 8.46 0.57 
3.29 50.63 30.13 0.13 14.18 0.67 
3.66 51.67 29.02 0.19 13.50 0.75 
2.00 47.69 31.50 0.08 16.50 0.58 
2.11 47.79 32.11 0.08 16.14 0.63 
3.02 50.25 30.24 0.14 14.76 0.78 
3.43 51.01 28.83 0.18 13.87 0.52 
2.25 48.83 31.48 0.10 15.94 0.88 
4.53 53.37 27.45 0.30 12.06 0.83 
2.10 47.98 31.11 0.12 16.54 0.42 
2.08 48.22 31.80 0.07 16.58 0.40 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Mg AI Si Ca Ti 
0.22 17.46 2.14 52.62 19.51 0.58 
0.27 17.12 3.33 51.39 20.00 0.55 
0.25 17.46 2.71 51.44 19.57 0.63 
0.26 16.93 2.35 52.27 18.94 0.78 
0.25 17.21 2.35 52.45 19.07 0.74 
0.26 17.04 2.95 52.33 19.9 0.55 
0.27 16.72 2.05 52.71 18.99 0.72 
Plagioclase Ternary Fsp 
Mg Sum An Ab An Ab Or 
0.16 98.64 82.84 17.16 82.50 17.09 0.41 
0.27 97.85 47.41 52.59 46.29 51.35 2.36 
0.00 97.52 42.87 57.13 41.59 55.42 2.99 
0.12 99.15 70.43 29.57 69.89 29.34 0.76 
0.08 98.87 67.09 32.91 66.34 32.55 1.11 
0.11 98.46 82.01 17.99 81.62 17.90 0.47 
0.08 98.94 80.87 19.13 80.48 19.04 0.47 
0.14 99.33 72.98 27.02 72.38 26.80 0.82 
0.15 97.99 69.08 30.92 68.35 30.59 1.06 
0.09 99.57 79.65 20.35 79.18 20.23 0.59 
0.09 98.63 59.53 40.47 58.50 39.77 1.73 
0.12 98.39 81.32 18.68 80.75 18.55 0.70 
0.13 99.28 81.50 18.50 81.17 18.43 0.41 
End-member-percentages 
Mn Fe Cr Sum En Fs Wo 
0.16 7.70 0.34 100.73 48.77 12.06 39.16 
0.18 6.63 0.86 100.33 48.62 10.56 40.82 
0.19 7.48 0.52 100.25 48.88 11.75 39.37 
0.23 9.2 0.1 101.06 47.42 14.45 38.12 
0.21 9.08 0.13 101.49 47.80 14.14 38.06 
0.19 7.22 0.55 100.99 48.15 11.44 40.41 






























Olivine 1 A 
Olivine 1 B 
Olivine 2 A 
Olivine 2 B 
Olivine 3 A 
Olivine 3 B 
Olivine 4 A 
Olivine 4 B 
Olivine SA 
Olivine 5 B 









GCH89-47 - Lagies Bay 
Si AI Fe 
36.15 0.00 37.47 
35.41 0.00 35.91 
36.53 0.00 32.41 
36.92 0.00 29.28 
35.65 0.00 37.99 
36.44 0.00 32.91 
37.63 0.00 28.21 
37.48 0.00 28.11 
36.41 0.00 31.77 
36.60 0.00 32.43 
36.10 0.00 32.90 
Mg AI Si 
0.09 2.35 0.00 
13.93 1.62 34.87 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.39 0.00 0.00 
0.12 1.80 0.11 
0.38 1.26 0.18 
0.44 0.84 1.00 
Weight Percent Oxide End-member-perc entages 
Mg Ca Mn Ni Cr Ti Sum Fa Fa 
28.08 0.26 0.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 102.47 57.19 42.81 
28.31 0.29 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.52 58.43 41.57 
30.70 0.27 0.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.42 62.81 37.19 
33.14 0.18 0.52 0.12 0.00 0.00 100.16 66.86 33.14 
26.44 0.24 0.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.85 55.37 44.63 
30.46 0.26 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.61 62.27 37.73 
34.55 0.21 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 101.01 68.59 31.41 
35.10 0.20 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 101.32 69.00 31.00 
31.14 0.24 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.05 63.60 36.40 
30.45 0.23 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.25 62.60 37.40 
30.79 0.27 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.55 62.53 37.47 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Ti Fe Ca Mn Cr Sum 
14.46 76.59 0.00 0.56 0.10 94.15 
5.84 27.61 2.37 0.72 0.00 86.96 
0.12 78.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 79.03 
50.57 46.92 0.00 1.15 0.00 99.03 
15.81 76.25 0.00 0.55 0.00 94.64 
20.06 73.95 0.00 0.42 0.00 96.25 





































Plag 2 Glom 
Plag 3 Glom 
Plag 4 G. Rim 
Plag 4 G. Core 
Plag 5 Glom 
Plag 6 Glom 
Plag 7 Glom 
Plag 8 (Oliv 8) 
Plag 9 GM 
Plag 11 Glom 
Plag 12 Glom 






Pyroxene 5 GM 
Pyroxene 6 GM 
Pyroxene 7 
Pyroxene 8 GM 
Pyroxene 9 


























GM = groundmass 
Weight Percent Oxide 
AI K Ca Fe Mg 
28.15 0.29 12.42 0.64 0.11 
29.28 0.21 13.23 0.80 0.12 
31.31 0.14 15.16 0.49 0.16 
28.76 0.24 12.69 0.75 0.14 
29.11 0.20 12.93 0.78 0.11 
30.63 0.14 14.95 0.48 0.17 
32.05 0.08 16.03 0.55 0.18 
29.73 0.15 14.03 0.55 0.21 
29.27 0.25 12.93 0.91 0.17 
29.94 0.18 14.03 0.58 0.13 
29.72 0.24 13.78 0.71 0.08 
32.09 0.08 16.17 0.46 0.19 
32.15 0.07 16.08 0.47 0.16 
31.97 0.12 16.10 0.71 0.12 
Weight Percent Oxide 
AI Si Ca Ti Mn 
0.87 53.40 4.70 0.48 0.51 
0.80 52.34 4.70 0.44 0.48 
1.99 51.41 17.29 0.79 0.35 
2.01 50.24 18.14 0.69 0.27 
2.73 49.87 19.09 0.74 0.22 
2.55 50.81 19.58 0.52 0.17 
1.75 50.66 18.57 0.54 0.21 
3.35 49.88 19.19 0.57 0.18 
1.72 49.61 15.00 0.94 0.41 
Plagioclase Ternary Fsp 
Sum An Ab An Ab Or 
97.20 63.35 36.65 62.26 36.01 1.73 
99.69 66.40 33.60 65.57 33.19 1.24 
99.53 76.59 23.41 75.95 23.21 0.84 
99.96 63.50 36.50 62.61 35.98 1.41 
99.52 65.34 34.66 64.56 34.25 1.19 
99.66 74.08 25.92 73.48 25.70 0.82 
99.24 81.13 18.87 80.74 18.78 0.48 
99.54 70.85 29.15 70.22 28.89 0.89 
100.32 65.34 34.66 64.37 34.15 1.48 
99.31 70.85 29.15 70.09 28.84 1.07 
99.56 69.13 30.87 68.16 30.43 1.41 
100.12 81.19 18.81 80.80 18.72 0.48 
99.39 81.85 18.15 81.51 18.07 0.42 
98.82 82.10 17.90 81.50 17.77 0.72 
End-member-percentages 
Fe Cr Sum En Fs WO 
20.75 0.00 101.74 58.21 32.39 9.40 
20.49 0.00 99.85 58.08 32.40 9.52 
11.70 0.00 99.57 45.36 18.89 35.76 
10.13 0.00 97.78 46.15 16.35 37.50 
8.62 0.19 97.76 46.34 13.98 39.68 
6.74 0.63 98.22 48.74 10.86 40.41 
7.96 0.15 97.24 49.09 12.76 38.15 
6.77 0.83 97.76 48.72 11.07 40.21 






























1 Oxide 1 












Weight Percent Oxide 
Fe Mg Ca Mn 
33.83 29.98 0.21 0.55 
36.95 27.24 0.22 0.59 
34.99 28.60 0.26 0.52 
33.81 29.55 0.21 0.47 
27.99 34.06 0.26 0.41 
25.06 36.61 0.25 0.36 
34.72 28.83 0.25 0.53 
32.40 30.94 0.20 0.46 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Si Ti Fe Ca 
0.20 0.00 61.90 0.06 
End-member -perc entages 
Ni Cr Ti Sum Fa Fa 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.41 61.24 38.76 
0.00 0.00 0.00 100.21 56.79 43.21 
0.00 0.00 0.00 99.70 59.30 40.70 
0.00 0.00 0.00 99.56 60.91 39.09 
0.00 0.00 0.00 99.31 68.45 31.55 
0.00 0.00 0.00 99.30 72.26 27.74 
0.00 0.00 0.00 99.87 59.68 40.32 
0.00 0.00 0.00 96.27 63.00 37.00 
Mn Cr Sum 








































Plag 1 core 
Plag 1 rim 
Plag 2 core 
Plag 2 rim 
Plag 3 rim 
Plag 3 rim 
Plag 3 core 
Plag 3 core 
Plag 3 core 
plag 
Plag 4 core 
Plag 4 rim 
Plag 4 core 
Plag 4 rim 
Plag 5 core 
Plag 5 rim 
plag gm 
Plag 6 
Plag 6 core 
Plag 6 rim 




Plag 8 rim 
Plag 8 rim 
Plag9 
Plag 9 rim 
GCH89-14 - Chapmna's Peak 3 (CP3) 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Si AI K Ca Fe 
2.42 49.49 30.78 0.10 15.59 0.60 
3.34 51.93 28.93 0.19 13.53 0.85 
2.36 48.69 31.07 0.12 15.47 0.59 
3.31 51.58 28.93 0.22 13.72 0.83 
5.86 56.89 24.59 0.73 8.98 0.70 
5.19 55.94 26.25 0.54 10.02 0.74 
3.38 51.09 29.31 0.18 13.60 0.68 
3.21 50.95 29.48 0.20 14.04 0.68 
3.50 51.82 28.66 0.22 13.27 0.88 
3.51 51.70 29.58 0.24 13.67 0.87 
2.40 48.48 31.14 0.14 15.52 0.68 
2.31 48.53 31.71 0.10 15.87 0.59 
2.32 48.38 31.57 0.13 15.73 0.67 
3.84 51.69 28.89 0.25 12.88 0.94 
2.32 49.06 30.57 0.12 15.82 0.67 
2.34 49.19 30.72 0.12 15.66 0.62 
3.79 52.30 27.81 0.23 12.29 1.75 
2.22 49.31 31.63 0.13 15.98 0.60 
2.23 49.66 31.63 0.15 15.88 0.54 
2.98 51.67 30.23 0.17 14.55 0.78 
3.67 53.17 29.12 0.24 13.31 1.03 
2.20 49.73 31.73 0.11 15.89 0.61 
2.61 51.24 30.81 0.15 15.28 0.59 
2.70 51.00 30.66 0.15 14.94 0.71 
4.60 55.90 27.19 0.45 11.25 0.93 
3.69 53.85 28.72 0.30 13.11 1.01 
2.18 49.61 31.68 0.14 16.15 0.59 
4.81 56.25 26.66 0.42 10.96 0.84 
Plagioclase Ternary Fsp 
Mg Sum An Ab An Ab Or 
0.24 99.22 78.07 21.93 77.61 21.80 0.59 
0.23 99.00 69.12 30.88 68.33 30.53 1.14 
0.18 98.48 78.37 21.63 77.80 21.48 0.72 
0.23 98.82 69.61 30.39 68.70 29.99 1.31 
0.00 97.75 45.85 54.15 43.90 51.85 4.25 
0.08 98.76 51.62 48.38 49.96 46.83 3.21 
0.20 98.44 68.98 31.02 68.24 30.69 1.08 
0.23 98.79 70.73 29.27 69.90 28.92 1.19 
0.20 98.55 67.69 32.31 66.80 31.88 1.32 
0.23 99.80 68.28 31.72 67.31 31.28 1.41 
0.27 98.63 78.13 21.87 77.48 21.68 0.83 
0.23 99.34 79.15 20.85 78.68 20.73 0.59 
0.23 99.03 78.93 21.07 78.32 20.90 0.77 
0.21 98.70 64.96 35.04 63.99 34.53 1.48 
0.19 98.75 79.03 20.97 78.47 20.82 0.71 
0.19 98.84 78.72 21.28 78.15 21.13 0.71 
0.42 98.59 64.18 35.82 63.28 35.31 1.41 
0.19 100.06 79.91 20.09 79.30 19.94 0.77 
0.20 100.29 79.74 20.26 79.03 20.08 0.89 
0.26 100.64 72.96 27.04 72.23 26.77 1.00 
0.21 100.75 66.71 33.29 65.77 32.82 1.41 
0.20 100.47 79.97 20.03 79.44 19.90 0.65 
0.23 100.91 76.39 23.61 75.71 23.40 0.88 
0.23 100.39 75.36 24.64 74.68 24.42 0.89 
0.13 100.45 57.47 42.53 55.94 41.39 2.66 
0.17 100.85 66.25 33.75 65.08 33.15 1.77 
0.20 100.55 80.37 19.63 79.71 19.47 0.82 





































Plag 10 rim 
Plag 11 





















GCH89-14 - Chapmna's Peak 3 (CP3) 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Si AI K Ca Fe 
2.16 50.29 30.85 0.21 15.37 0.78 
3.75 53.23 29.16 0.23 13.23 1.00 
2.29 49.74 31.31 0.13 15.99 0.57 
4.66 54.17 27.62 0.46 11.34 0.94 
4.28 54.92 27.87 0.45 11.84 0.99 
3.43 52.95 29.32 0.36 13.54 0.82 
3.48 53.00 28.91 0.38 13.42 0.85 
3.66 53.44 28.92 0.31 13.12 1.08 
4.16 54.57 27.95 0.44 12.07 1.05 
4.56 55.38 27.70 0.46 11.31 0.68 
5.69 58.05 26.64 0.81 8.81 0.20 
4.98 60.19 24.62 1.66 8.04 0.80 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Mg AI Si Ca Ti 
0.17 18.01 2.81 50.41 15.67 0.50 
0.13 16.46 2.16 51.14 10.82 0.68 
0.25 11.50 2.55 49.04 18.20 1.01 
0.30 12.34 2.71 49.73 17.71 1.03 
0.19 16.78 2.84 51.54 17.77 0.63 
0.14 19.35 2.85 52.59 14.61 0.51 
0.23 15.67 2.40 51.59 17.76 0.51 
0.21 15.39 2.75 51.29 19.42 0.55 
0.17 18.01 2.91 51.80 15.60 0.50 
0.20 15.74 3.46 50.46 18.55 0.60 
0.17 16.60 2.96 51.04 17.50 0.60 
Plagioclase Ternary Fsp 
Mg Sum An Ab An Ab Or 
0.39 100.05 79.73 20.27 78.70 20.02 1.28 
0.21 100.81 66.10 33.90 65.20 33.45 1.35 
0.20 100.23 79.42 20.58 78.81 20.43 0.76 
0.09 99.28 57.35 42.65 55.81 41.50 2.70 
0.21 100.56 60.45 39.55 58.84 38.49 2.66 
0.27 100.69 68.57 31.43 67.11 30.76 2.12 
0.26 100.30 68.06 31.94 66.53 31.22 2.24 
0.19 100.72 66.45 33.55 65.23 32.93 1.84 
0.15 100.39 61.59 38.41 59.98 37.41 2.60 
0.12 100.21 57.82 42.18 56.24 41.03 2.72 
0.00 100.20 46.11 53.89 43.89 51.30 4.81 
0.12 100.41 47.15 52.85 42.25 47.36 10.39 
End-member-percentages 
Mn Fe Cr Sum En Fs Wo 
0.29 10.45 0.13 98.44 51.26 16.68 32.05 
0.50 20.66 0.00 102.55 45.95 32.35 21.70 
0.33 16.50 0.00 99.38 33.99 27.35 38.66 
0.45 16.90 0.00 101.17 35.72 27.44 36.84 
0.25 10.21 0.00 100.21 47.57 16.23 36.20 
0.28 10.22 0.28 100.83 54.38 16.11 29.51 
0.27 11.73 0.00 100.16 44.76 18.79 36.45 
0.23 10.13 0.00 99.97 43.94 16.22 39.84 
0.32 10.48 0.16 99.95 51.31 16.75 31.94 
0.21 10.10 0.16 99.48 45.31 16.31 38.38 



















































GCH89-14 - Chapmna's Peak 3 (CP3) 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Mg AI Si Ca Ti 
0.19 16.21 2.50 50.64 15.07 0.62 
0.24 16.05 3.19 50.75 16.87 0.67 
0.15 15.53 2.30 50.04 11.92 0.64 
0.12 19.16 1.91 51.96 10.62 0.46 
0.19 10.33 1.56 49.39 14.06 0.56 
0.18 17.91 2.58 51.64 15.11 0.49 
0.22 17.47 3.07 51.26 16.61 0.60 
0.20 16.07 2.48 50.93 15.77 0.54 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Mg AI Si Ti Fe Ca 
0.00 2.22 0.25 20.37 69.52 0.09 
0.00 2.16 0.22 19.53 70.69 0.11 
0.00 2.16 0.18 19.22 71.43 0.00 
0.00 2.27 0.19 20.17 69.31 0.07 
0.00 2.17 0.16 20.93 68.85 0.10 
0.00 2.16 0.15 21.03 69.01 0.09 
0.00 2.38 0.52 18.68 72.38 0.06 
1.57 2.34 5.33 24.42 59.19 0.28 
3.54 3.44 15.70 52.10 15.28 1.87 
0.46 2.14 1.52 23.14 62.72 0.14 
0.29 2.41 1.82 20.26 68.96 0.14 
End-member-percentages 
Mn Fe Cr Sum En Fs WO 
0.29 14.19 0.00 99.71 46.32 22.74 30.94 
0.23 11.89 0.00 99.89 46.07 19.14 34.79 
0.37 18.26 0.00 99.21 45.23 29.83 24.95 
0.41 16.11 0.00 100.75 53.48 25.22 21.30 
0.62 23.42 0.00 100.13 30.77 39.13 30.10 
0.27 11.73 0.09 100.00 50.67 18.61 30.72 
0.24 10.48 0.16 100.11 49.51 16.66 33.83 
0.26 13.63 0.00 99.88 45.85 21.81 32.33 
Mn Cr Sum 
1.74 0.00 94.19 
1.44 0.00 94.15 
1.31 0.00 94.30 
1.80 0.00 93.81 
1.64 0.00 93.85 
1.65 0.00 94.09 
1.52 0.00 95.54 
1.11 0.19 94.43 
0.23 0.00 92.16 
1.72 0.00 91.84 




































Plag 2 phen core 
Plag 3 gm 
Plag 4 phen core 
Plag 4 phen rim 
Plag 5 gm 
Plag 6 gm 
Plag 7 gm 
Plag 8 gm 
Plag 10 gm 
Plag 11 gm 
Plag 13 phen core 
Plag 14 gm 
Plag 15 gm 
Plag 16 phen 
Plag 17 phen 
Plag 18 phen 
Plag 19 phen 
plag gm 
Plag 20 phen alt. 
Plag 21 phen 
GCH89-34 - Millers Point 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Si AI K Ca 
2.57 50.13 31.50 0.10 15.40 
2.54 50.79 31.30 0.13 15.42 
2.33 49.54 31.90 0.08 16.00 
4.07 52.77 28.72 0.34 12.59 
4.16 54.37 28.34 0.41 12.14 
5.07 56.41 27.09 0.56 10.31 
3.90 53.62 28.99 0.35 12.59 
4.52 55.25 28.01 0.45 11.54 
3.69 53.57 29.23 0.30 13.19 
3.64 53.37 29.25 0.33 13.15 
3.96 53.25 28.43 0.40 12.06 
7.95 62.39 22.78 1.07 4.83 
2.06 48.94 32.52 0.00 16.23 
3.97 53.60 28.50 0.33 12.30 
4.03 53.81 28.78 0.35 12.42 
3.16 51.24 29.49 0.17 13.39 
2.28 49.88 32.06 0.07 15.96 
3.89 53.74 28.89 0.36 12.61 
5.11 56.57 26.98 0.59 10.35 
4.80 54.47 27.25 0.49 10.91 
3.27 51.60 30.47 0.19 14.11 
2.54 48.87 31.18 0.10 15.45 
Plagioclase Temary Fsp 
Fe Mg Sum An Ab An Ab Or 
0.52 0.19 100.41 76.81 23.19 76.35 23.06 0.59 
0.41 0.19 100.78 77.04 22.96 76.45 22.79 0.77 
0.54 0.18 100.57 79.14 20.86 78.77 20.76 0.47 
0.76 0.16 99.41 63.09 36.91 61.84 36.17 1.99 
0.99 0.15 100.56 61.72 38.28 60.23 37.35 2.42 
0.69 0.07 100.20 52.91 47.09 51.16 45.53 3.31 
0.70 0.18 100.33 64.08 35.92 62.75 35.17 2.08 
0.71 0.10 100.58 58.52 41.48 56.97 40.38 2.65 
0.83 0.15 100.96 66.39 33.61 65.22 33.02 1.77 
0.71 0.15 100.60 66.63 33.37 65.33 32.72 1.95 
2.09 0.33 100.52 62.73 37.27 61.21 36.37 2.42 
0.30 0.00 99.32 25.13 74.87 23.57 70.21 6.22 
0.44 0.16 100.35 81.32 18.68 81.32 18.68 0.00 
1.42 0.23 100.35 63.13 36.87 61.88 36.14 1.98 
0.91 0.21 100.51 63.00 37.00 61.70 36.23 2.07 
2.62 0.54 100.61 70.07 29.93 69.34 29.61 1.05 
0.47 0.18 100.90 79.46 20.54 79.13 20.46 0.41 
0.75 0.14 100.38 64.17 35.83 62.80 35.06 2.13 
0.57 0.09 100.26 52.81 47.19 50.99 45.55 3.46 
0.61 0.10 98.63 55.67 44.33 54.06 43.04 2.89 
0.54 0.18 100.36 70.45 29.55 69.67 29.22 1.12 












































Pyrox 1 phen core 
Pyrox gm 
Pyrox 2 phen core 
pyrox 2 phen rim 












Oxide 3 - lamination 
Oxide 4 
Oxide 5 
Oxide 5 -large lam. 













GCH89-34 - Millers Point 
Na Mg AI 
0.31 16.65 3.98 
0.29 17.11 3.27 
0.20 17.56 1.83 
0.30 17.03 3.83 
0.21 18.62 1.75 
0.21 14.57 2.29 
0.06 22.49 0.73 
0.27 13.89 1.17 
0.20 16.14 2.12 
0.21 17.42 1.95 
0.00 28.27 0.96 
0.22 16.58 2.57 
0.05 28.36 1.38 
Mg AI Si 
0.48 0.13 0.12 
0.71 2.51 0.13 
1.58 0.08 0.09 
0.75 0.09 0.00 
0.23 3.74 0.08 
2.15 0.11 0.00 
2.50 0.64 1.44 
0.07 2.86 0.32 
0.00 1.85 0.21 
0.00 1.53 0.24 
0.27 0.15 0.48 
0.00 2.17 0.29 
0.00 1.88 0.19 
0.00 1.80 0.30 
0.00 1.70 0.17 
0.11 1.98 0.51 
0.00 1.90 0.16 
0.00 1.18 0.18 
0.43 0.09 0.08 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Si Ca Ti 
51.28 19.96 0.62 
51.73 19.88 0.46 
52.38 17.54 0.56 
51.59 19.41 0.48 
52.68 16.52 0.45 
50.22 15.39 1.11 
53.65 4.02 0.31 
50.92 17.23 0.61 
51.63 17.33 0.81 
52.40 17.65 0.54 
56.24 2.31 0.24 
52.40 15.13 0.52 
56.09 2.29 0.25 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Ti Fe Ca 
50.71 48.10 0.19 
13.06 76.72 0.00 
51.52 45.85 0.00 
51.64 47.07 0.00 
13.35 74.72 0.00 
51.76 45.31 0.00 
45.80 47.58 0.00 
18.31 69.60 0.15 
22.18 69.12 0.09 
20.50 71.92 0.09 
49.39 46.63 0.05 
22.98 69.51 0.09 
23.38 69.17 0.07 
22.52 69.93 0.12 
24.99 68.65 0.05 
20.41 71.39 0.14 
20.68 71.77 0.00 
20.85 72.78 0.08 
50.47 47.36 0.18 
End-member-percentages 
Mn Fe Cr Sum En Fs Wo 
0.18 6.62 0.67 100.27 47.97 10.70 41.33 
0.18 6.46 0.46 99.84 48.86 10.35 40.79 
0.29 9.66 0.14 100.16 49.35 15.23 35.42 
0.18 6.48 0.71 100.01 49.20 10.50 40.30 
0.21 9.28 0.13 99.85 52.16 14.58 33.26 
0.34 15.86 0.00 99.99 42.20 25.77 32.03 
0.48 19.68 0.00 101.42 61.76 30.31 7.93 
0.38 15.28 0.00 99.75 39.87 24.60 35.54 
0.28 12.22 0.00 100.73 45.53 19.34 35.13 
0.31 9.30 0.20 99.98 49.32 14.77 35.91 
0.29 13.88 0.09 102.28 74.96 20.64 4.40 
0.28 12.66 0.16 100.52 47.98 20.55 31.47 
0.28 12.94 0.22 101.86 76.11 19.48 4.42 
Mn Cr Sum 
0.49 0.00 100.22 
0.31 0.09 93.53 
0.92 0.00 100.04 
0.62 0.00 100.17 
1.37 0.13 93.62 
0.56 0.00 99.89 
0.69 0.00 98.65 
1.59 0.00 92.90 
0.52 0.00 93.97 
0.36 0.00 94.64 
0.62 0.00 97.59 
0.38 0.00 95.42 
0.92 0.00 95.61 
0.38 0.00 95.05 
0.71 0.00 96.27 
0.36 0.00 94.90 
1.11 0.00 95.62 
0.37 0.00 95.44 




































































1 Oxide 1 
GCH89-36 - Oukaapseweg 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Si AI K Ca Fe 
6.60 60.73 24.64 1.00 7.10 0.59 
6.33 59.17 25.10 0.80 8.08 0.43 
5.65 58.44 25.73 0.63 9.00 0.59 
5.01 55.86 27.15 0.46 10.54 0.60 
4.05 53.21 28.37 0.37 12.32 1.05 
4.44 54.76 27.87 0.42 11.56 0.69 
4.43 54.96 27.75 0.43 11.65 0.77 
5.31 56.99 26.91 0.52 10.09 0.70 
4.82 56.29 27.21 0.51 10.62 0.62 
4.35 54.19 27.85 0.42 11.90 0.79 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Mg AI Si Ca Ti 
0.25 13.92 2.48 50.48 17.93 1.09 
0.21 15.44 2.04 52.70 14.82 0.88 
0.18 14.48 1.98 50.85 15.08 0.95 
0.21 14.70 2.15 50.68 15.11 1.02 
0.23 14.45 2.38 50.53 18.82 0.96 
0.23 14.44 2.34 50.35 17.54 0.90 
0.20 15.29 2.08 51.15 16.26 0.87 
0.26 13.70 2.40 50.31 18.60 1.11 
0.23 15.49 1.68 51.87 16.06 0.75 
0.21 15.48 2.26 50.80 14.74 0.99 
0.22 13.74 2.39 50.18 17.04 1.16 
0.13 14.95 1.14 51.60 12.77 0.68 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Mg AI Si Ti Fe Ca 
0.00 2.06 0.34 21.53 69.07 0.51 
Plagioclase Ternary Fsp 
Mg Sum An Ab An Ab Or 
0.00 100.66 37.28 62.72 35.09 59.03 5.88 
0.00 99.91 41.36 58.64 39.44 55.91 4.65 
0.06 100.10 46.82 53.18 45.06 51.19 3.76 
0.08 99.70 53.76 46.24 52.30 44.98 2.72 
0.13 99.50 62.70 37.30 61.33 36.48 2.19 
0.07 99.81 59.00 41.00 57.53 39.98 2.49 
0.11 100.10 59.24 40.76 57.73 39.73 2.54 
0.07 100.59 51.22 48.78 49.66 47.29 3.05 
0.07 100.14 54.91 45.09 53.23 43.72 3.04 
0.12 99.62 60.19 39.81 58.70 38.83 2.47 
End-member-percentages 
Mn Fe Cr Sum En Fs Wo 
0.34 14.25 0.00 100.74 40.00 22.97 37.03 
0.41 16.37 0.00 102.87 43.77 26.03 30.19 
0.44 17.07 0.00 101.03 41.50 27.44 31.06 
0.35 16.54 0.00 100.76 42.20 26.63 31.17 
0.29 12.42 0.12 100.20 41.36 19.94 38.71 
0.27 13.60 0.00 99.67 41.65 22.00 36.35 
0.37 14.13 0.00 100.35 43.81 22.71 33.48 
0.36 13.66 0.00 100.40 39.45 22.06 38.49 
0.35 14.26 0.00 100.69 44.22 22.83 32.95 
0.43 16.44 0.00 101.35 43.86 26.13 30.01 
0.32 15.49 0.00 100.54 39.63 25.06 35.32 
0.44 19.32 0.00 101.03 42.76 30.99 26.25 
Mn Cr Sum 






























































GCH89-24 - Nursery Ravine 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Si AI K Ca Fe 
4.81 55.50 27.17 0.38 11.15 0.75 
5.36 57.33 26.12 0.60 9.64 0.76 
5.20 56.88 25.95 0.49 9.83 0.68 
5.07 55.94 26.76 0.50 10.26 0.72 
4.96 56.61 26.50 0.42 10.30 0.74 
5.18 56.47 26.24 0.48 10.06 0.60 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Na Mg AI Si Ca Ti 
0.14 14.46 1.42 50.48 11.76 0.68 
0.19 10.56 1.45 49.46 13.30 0.75 
0.23 12.11 1.62 49.87 15.63 0.82 
0.17 14.77 1.78 50.22 12.86 0.85 
0.14 14.58 2.12 50.08 13.13 0.92 
0.15 15.55 1.25 50.48 9.90 0.62 
0.25 12.13 2.36 49.73 18.60 1.14 
0.13 14.71 1.50 48.95 11.64 0.77 
0.16 14.90 1.62 50.66 13.06 0.74 
0.15 15.37 1.53 50.72 12.00 0.78 
0.22 13.19 1.82 50.19 15.37 0.89 
Weight Percent Oxide 
Mg AI Si Ti Fe Ca 
0.32 2.46 0.39 27.14 62.40 0.06 
0.71 2.37 0.21 26.33 64.80 0.08 
0.67 2.34 0.23 26.24 64.04 0.06 
0.33 2.14 2.66 32.40 54.79 0.16 
0.15 1.61 2.70 37.16 51.55 0.16 
0.30 3.30 2.88 30.32 56.06 0.13 
0.60 2.36 4.94 23.35 62.55 0.09 
Plagioclase 
Mg Sum An Ab 
0.12 99.88 56.16 43.84 
0.06 99.87 49.85 50.15 
0.07 99.10 51.09 48.91 
0.09 99.34 52.79 47.21 
0.09 99.62 53.44 46.56 
0.07 99.10 51.77 48.23 
Mn Fe Cr Sum 
0.57 21.47 0.00 100.98 
0.63 23.96 0.00 100.30 
0.48 19.72 0.00 100.48 
0.53 19.25 0.00 100.43 
0.46 18.10 0.00 99.53 
0.58 21.39 0.00 99.92 
0.32 15.81 0.00 100.34 
0.45 20.22 0.00 98.37 
0.44 18.37 0.00 99.95 
0.43 19.48 0.00 100.46 
0.41 18.15 0.00 100.24 
Mn Cr Sum 
0.93 0.00 93.70 
0.89 0.00 95.39 
0.85 0.00 94.43 
1.20 0.00 93.68 
0.79 0.00 94.12 
0.71 0.11 93.81 
0.89 0.00 94.78 
Ternary Fsp 
An Ab Or 
54.91 42.86 2.23 
48.07 48.37 3.56 
49.59 47.47 2.94 
51.22 45.80 2.97 
52.08 45.39 2.53 
50.29 46.86 2.86 
End-member-percentages 
En Fs Wo 
41.37 34.45 24.18 
31.47 40.05 28.48 
35.20 32.15 32.65 
42.43 31.02 26.55 
42.67 29.71 27.62 
44.86 34.61 20.52 
35.30 25.81 38.90 
42.74 32.95 24.30 
43.08 29.79 27.13 
44.02 31.29 24.70 
38.33 29.58 32.09 
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